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TEN GELEIDE

Bij het bestuderen van aantalsschommelingen van een bepaalde
diersoort in de natuur is het niet alleen essentieel de ge-
boorte en de sterfte te meten maar tevens de immigratie en de
emigratie. Metingen aan deze laatste verschijnselen zijn in de
populatiedynamica betrekkelijk schaars. Vaak neemt men aan dat
im- en emigratie gelijk aan elkaar zijn of claimt men te werken
met een gesloten populatie, waar migratie naar en van omringen-
de gebieden niet optreedt of kwantitatief te verwaarlozen is.
Moeilijker wordt het wanneer we ons een woongebied voorstellen
dat heterogeen is, waar de betreffende soort wel in het gehele
gebied in wisselende dichtheden voorkomt, en waar het aantals-
verloop op een bepaalde plaats slechts te begrijpen is als ook
de uitwisseling met omringende delen van het terrein gekwanti-
ficeerd kan worden. Een situatie als deze zou men de meest na-
tuurlijke kunnen noemen. In dit proefschrift worden zulke com-
plexe populaties van twee loopkever soorten op de Dwingeloose
en Kraloër Heide behandeld.

Al sinds 1959 wordt op een toenemend aantal plaatsen op de
Kraloër Heide met vangblikken loopkevers bemonsterd en uit dit
onderzoek van P.J.den Boer kwamen vragen naar voren die leidden
tot een aantal deelonderzoeken. In de zomer van 1972 ging op
het Biologisch Station te Wijster het onderzoek van start dat
tot dit proefschrift geleid heeft. De oorspronkelijke titel
van dit project, dat door de BION-werkgemeenschap Populatie-
biologie werd ondersteund, luidde : "Mate van dispersie en van
de hieruit resulterende uitwisseling van individuen tussen
(sub)populaties bij de loopkever Ptevostichus coevutesaens in
verschillend gestruktureerde delen van de Kraloër Heide". Nu,
na tien jaar, gedurende welke de naam van het beestje veranderd
blijkt te zijn, zijn we in staat om het lopen van loopkevers
kwantitatief te beschrijven. Niet alleen Ptevostiohus versi-
ooiov werd bestudeerd maar ook het loopgedrag van een andere
soort, Calathus melanocephatus, werd onderzocht. Er bleek een
grote mate van overeenkomst tussen de looppatronen gemeten bij
beide soorten. Deze kevers verschillen nogal qua levenscyclus*)

) ~P.versi,oo1oT is overdag actief en behoort tot de voorjaars-
voortplanters : de eieren worden gelegd in april-juli. Jonge
kevers komen in augustus-novemfoer uit de pop en de nieuwe gene-
ratie overwintert dus als imago's. C.metanooephalus is 's nachts
actief en is een herfst-voortplanr.er. De eieren worden gelegd
in augustus en september, de nieuwe generatie overwintert als
larven. In het voorjaar zijn de oude kevers kortstondig actief,
jonge kevers komen uit de pop in juni.
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en dit maakt het waarschijnlijk dat de waarnemingen en conclu-
sies beschreven in de vier artikelen die dit proefschrift vor-
men voor veel meer loopkevers opgaan.
In de literatuur worden weinig opgaven gedaan betreffende de
afstanden die loopkevers kunnen afleggen. In het monumentale
overzichtswerk "Carabid Beetles in Their Environments" van
H.-U.Thiele (1977) staan slechts 8 referenties over dit onder-
werp waaronder opgaven over de maximum loopsnelheden zoals die
bijvoorbeeld in gangen van laboratoria werden opgemeten. Meer
gebruikelijk en reëel is het loslaten van gemerkte dieren in
het veld. Na terugvangst van een bepaalde kever weet men hoe-
veel meter het dier minimaal in een bepaald aantal dagen heeft
afgelegd. Ook in dit onderzoek is met dergelijke merk-terug-
vangproeven begonnen. De ene proef bestond uit 15 x 15 vang-
kuipjes op onderlinge afstand van 5 meter op het daarnaar ge-
noemde kuipjesveld ("grassy field" geheten in de navolgende
artikelen). De andere bestond uit vangkuipjes tegen metalen
strips geplaatst op 15, 30, 60 en 120 meter afstand van een
centraal loslaatpunt op het schuttingve.ld ("mosaic field").
Ongemerkte dieren werden periodiek verzameld en voorzien van
merken door gaatjes in de dekschilden te branden volgens een
bepaald coderingssysteem, een methode ontwikkeld door Schj^tz-
Christensen (1965). Zo dragen de dieren op de omslag de nummers
1172 en 2349. Het aantal teruggevangen kevers bleek echter laag
en bovendien rezen er twijfels over de betrouwbaarheid van de
uitkomsten. Immers door de lage vangkans is het tijdsverloop
tussen loslaten en terugvangen gemiddeld zo groot dat de werke-
lijk afgelegde afstand door de kever vele malen groter kan zijn
dan de hemelsbrede afstand tussen loslaat- en terugvangplaats.
Bovendien werden er in de schuttingproef regelmatig dieren al
na enkele dagen op 120 meter gevangen. Dieren die het hardste
lopen verdwijnen dus zeer snel uit de vangopstelling en de
latere terugvangsten hebben dan vooral betrekking op de "lang-
zame" kevers. Om de loopsnelheden in verschillende heidevege-
taties te meten werd daarom overgegaan op een methode waarbij
in principe alle losgelaten kevers teruggevangen kunnen worden.
In 1973 en 1974 werden op het kuipjesveld (grazige heide met
vooral schapegras, borstelgras en bochtige smele), het schut-
tingveld (mozaïek van struikhei, dophei en borstelgras) en in
homogene stukken struikhei en pijpestrootje cirkelvormige
plastic omheiningen met een diameter van 30 meter ingegraven.
Wekelijks werden groepen gebrandmerkte dieren, afkomstig van
het schuttingveld, losgelaten in het centrum en daarna in de
vangkuipjes tegen de omheining teruggevangen (Baars, in voor-
bereiding) . Nogal verrassend bleek de snelheid van uitvangen
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in de verschillende cirkels maar weinig van elkaar te verschil-
len. Ook in de moeilijk begaanbaar geachte pijpestrootje vege-
tatie was de gemiddelde loopsnelheid niet wezenlijk lager. Een
ander resultaat was dat de loopsnelheden over het seizoen ge-
meten sterk leken op het vangstverloop gemeten in de open proe-
ven. Het jaarlijkse beeld van gemiddeld lagere vangsten in
vcor- en naseizoen (zie Figuur 1) is voor een groot deel terug
te voeren op een lagere loopactiviteit van de gehele keverpopu-
latie in deze perioden en minder op grote onderlinge verschil-
len in gemiddelde activiteit en duur van de activiteitsperiode
tussen kevers. Zoals te verwachten is bij deze koudbloedige
dieren was er een positief verband tussen loopsnelheid en tem-
peratuur, alleen werd bij P. versieolop de hoek van de regres-
sielijn kleiner naarmate het seizoen vorderde, met andere woor-
den een temperatuurstijging in het begin van het seizoen leidde
tot een veel grotere activiteitsverhoging dan later in het sei-
zoen. Een overeenkomstig verschijnsel is recentelijk beschreven
voor Pterostiohus óbtongopunctatus (Brunsting, 1981).
Alhoewel de cirkelproeven goede schattingen van de gemiddeld
afgelegde afstand per dag gaven, was het niet duidelijk hoe
deze geëxtrapoleerd moesten worden naar de hemelsbrede afstan-
den die kevers gedurende een heel seizoen afleggen. Dat doel
kwam in zicht na het verkrijgen van de noodzakelijke vergun-
ningen voor het loslaten en volgen van radioactief gemerkte
kevers in het vrije veld. Met ondersteuning van het Interuni-
versitair Reactor Instituut, te Delft, werden kevers van beide
soorten gemerkt met ^-^irLdLuia, een vrij kort levende isotoop
(halfwaardetijd 74 dagen) dat veel gammastraling uitzendt. Bij
een dosis van 5 microcurie was een gemerkte kever tot op enkele
meters afstand met een scintillatie-detector waarneembaar.
Kleine aantallen radioactieve kevers werden in allerlei perio-
den binnen en buiten het reproduktieseizoen losgelaten op on-
derling verschillende plekken en ieder individu werd eenmaal
daags gelocaliseerd. Bij beide soorten bleek het waargenomen
looppatroon ongeacht periode, leeftijd of sexe in principe
overeenkomstig. Het is opgebouwd uit twee elementen : perioden
waarin een individu per dag geringe afstanden in willekeurige
richtingen ten opzichte van de vorige dag aflegt ("scharrelen")
worden onderbroken door perioden waarin forse afstanden afge-
legd worden in ongeveer de zelfde richting gedurende enkele
dagen ("gericht lopen"), zie artikel 1. Toen het looppatroon
eenmaal bekend was bleek het "scharrelen/gericht lopen" ook
met proeven in de omheinde cirkels aantoonbaar. Met deze laat-
ste methode werd bovendien bij een derde soort, de bosbewoner
Carabus problematious, het zelfde patroon gevonden (Rijnsdorp,
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De twee looptypen kunnen als volgt verklaard worden. In de li-
teratuur wordt, o.a. voor vissen (Beukema, 1968; Hunter & Tho-
mas, 3 974), vermeld dat dieren na het vinden en verorberen van
een prooi de onmiddelijke omgeving afzoeken. Pas als dit rond-
draaien in een klein gebied geen verder resultaat oplevert
gaan ze over op hun normale zoekgedrag waarbij minder frequent
hoeken worden geslagen 1). Een dergelijk gedrag is ook bij ver-
schillende insecten waargenomen en recentelijk gevonden bij
P. vers-iaoloT in laboratorium experimenten (Mols, 1979) . Het
effect van dit gedrag is dat geaggregeerd levende prooisoorten
in sterkere mate worden opgegeten dan verspreid voorkomende
prooien en dat de kevers als het ware "gevangen" worden in
gebiedjes met veel prooien. Het "scharrelen" is waarschijnlijk
het resultaat van dit verschijnsel. In het veld lijken zulke
kevers zich ongericht en weinig te verplaatsen. De meest actie-
ve kevers, en dus tevens degenen die relatief het meest in de
vangblikken belanden, zijn hongerig. Dit wordt vooral geillu-
streerd met de waarnemingen van Grüm (1971) aan Carabus areen-
sis, Carabus nemoralis en Pterostiohus niger. Ook uit het werk
van Ernsting (1978) aan Notï-oph-ilus bi-guttatus blijkt dat hoe
langer een dier gehongerd heeft (tot een zekere grens), hoe
actiever en gretiger het rondloopt. Wanneer een kever zeer
weinig prooien tegenkomt gaat het 'fecharrelen" langzamerhand
over in "gericht lopen". Het voordeel van dit type zoekgedrag
is dat het dier snel grote delen van het terrein doorkruist en
daarmee de kans op een gebiedje met veel prooien vergroot en
de kans om weer in een reeds doorzocht stuk terug te keren ver-
kleint. Anderzijds kan "gericht lopen" ook als een ontvluchten
van ongunstige omstandigheden opgevat worden. Radioactieve die-
ren losgelaten in een groot veld van pijpestrootje vertoonden
veel "gericht lopen" met grote tot zeer grote dagafstanden. Er
werden in dit terrein recordafstanden van 126 meter in êên et-
maal voor P. vers-iaolor en 58 meter voor C. melanooephalus ge-
meten. In deze vegetatie zijn de vangsten van P. versioolov en
C. melanooephalus opvallend laag, waarschijnlijk is het horsten
vormende pijpestrootje een te natte omgeving voor deze soorten.
Allerlei, vochtminnende loopkevers komen in zulke grasvegetaties
juist in grote aantallen voor (zie Luff, 1966; Thiele, 1977;
den Boer, 1977). Uit proeven in omheinde cirkels die voor 2/3
van hun oppervlak in struikhei en voor 1/3 in pijpestroctje
opgesteld waren, bleek dat onze beide soorten de pijpestrootjes

*) Omgekeerd kan het vinden van een onappetijtelijke prooi tot
het snel verdwijnen van de predator leiden (Thomas, 1974).
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Fig. 1. a) Het verloop van de wekelijkse vangsten in de hei (•) en in
pijpestrootje (o), gesummeerd over 1963-1966 + 1972-1979.
b) en c) Correlatie-diagrammen van jaarvangsten in de hei en in pijpe-
strootje. P. versicolor : n = 12, r = + 0.678, P < 0.02 ;
C. melanooephalus : n = 12, r = + u??!??311? < 0.01. De afstand tussen
vangblikseries M en AT bedraagt 150 meter, tussen M en Z 300 meter.

vegetatie niet kunnen vermijden. Dit betekent dat elk jaar
grote aantallen kevers door het normale loopgedrag vanuit aan-
grenzende subpopulaties in deze niet-favoriete biotoop verzeild
raken. Uit Figuur la blijkt dat in dit terrein de hoogste vang-
sten 1 a 2 weken later vallen vergeleken met vangblik-series
in de omringende hei. In de Figuren lb en lc zien we dat de
jaarlijkse aantallen op een bepaalde monsterplaats in het p i j -
pestrootje sterk gecorreleerd zijn met de gemiddelde aantallen
die in de dichtsbijzijnde vangblikken in de hei verzameld wor-
den. Bij de in het pijpestrootje losgelaten radioactieve exem-
plaren van P. versioolov en C, melanooephalus bleek dat deze
dieren na een korte periode van betrekkelijke inactiviteit zo
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i
/ snel mogelijk deze biotoop proberen te verlaten en het gedrag

van continu in een eenmaal gekozen richting blijven lopen moet
: vroeger of later naar een gunstiger gebied leiden.
; Dit brengt ons op de vraag hoe de kevers er in slagen om bij

nacht en ontij een looprichting vast te houden op een oppervlak
dat rijk is aan obstakels en bovendien hoe ze na een rustperio-

K- de 's nachts (P. versicolor) of overdag (C. melanocephalus) in
staat zijn om weer dezelfde richting op te pakken bij de vol-

:' gende activiteitsperiode. Eén van de meest spectaculaire hypo-
thesen is dat de kevers op een of andere manier gebruik maken
van het aardmagnetisch veld. Dit is recentelijk vastgesteld
voor een groot aantal organismen, van bacteriën en algen tot

'; aan duiven, dolfijnen en apen, gevolgd door een speurtocht naar
magnetisch materiaal in deze organismen die in veel gevallen
succesrijk was (Maugh, 1982). Proeven met Engelse studenten
(Baker, 1980) wezen er op dat zelfs de mens misschien een mag-
netisch zintuig heeft, maar in proeven met Amerikaanse studen-

j ten (Gould & Able, 1981) werden deze resultaten niet bevestigd.
De gegevens verkregen met de radioactief gemerkte kevers

betekenden niet alleen een doorbraak wat betreft het berekenen
| van de uitwisseling tussen subpopulaties op de Kraloër Keide

maar vergemakkelijkten ook de interpretatie van allerlei proe-
,f- ven en de toetsing van hypothesen. Veel simulaties werden met
y] behulp van de looppatronen uitgevoerd, wat uit deze inleiding

zowel als in de navolgende artikelen blijkt.
In de eerste plaats bleek het mogelijk de schuttingproef na te

,' spelen en de verkregen resultaten te vergelijken met die van
het veld (artikel 1 en zie ook Baars, 1978). De grote overeen-
komst wees zowel op de betrouwbaarheid van de gegevens van de

! radioactieve kevers - omdat ze meestal binnen een maand door
de straling stierven bestond daar onzekerheid over - als wel

!-( op het verschijnsel dat "scharrelen" en "gericht lopen" afwis-
: selend bij elk individu voorkomen. Vervolgens werden de afstan-

den per seizoen gesimuleerd en kon berekend worden dat in uit-
,: gestrekte terreinen P, versioolor zich vanaf 1 hectare over
.'.,• circa 50 hectare verspreidde en C. melanocephalus van 1 ha over
~i circa 10 ha. Dit zijn veel grotere oppervlakten dan tot nu toe
!• voor niet-vliegende loopkevers van deze grootte voor mogelijk
;' werd gehouden o De verhouding van de afstanden die per dag door
1. P. Vevsieolov en C. melanoaephalus afgelegd worden komt goed
f overeen met hun grootte. Als men dit gegeven samen met simula-
i ties van de afgelegde afstanden over meerdere seizoenen (arti-
) kei 1) extrapoleert naar zowel grotere als kleinere soorten,
i aannemende dat die soorten ook dezelfde looppatronen vertonen,
': ontstaat Figuur 2. Of deze Figuur een redelijke geldigheid
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Fig. 2. Gemiddeld afgelegde hemelsbrede afstand tegen de tijd bij
loopkevers van verschillende grootte. Bij de meeste soorten duurt het
reproduktieseizoen ongeveer 90 dagen; de grafiek beslaat 3 achtereen-
volgende jaren. De steepjeslijnen zijn geëxtrapoleerd met behulp van
de gesimuleerde afstanden bij P. vevsioolc? en C. melanooephalus
volgens de empirische regel dat een grootteverschil van 1.5 x overeen-
komt met een afstandverschil van 2 x.
Voor P. versieolor en C. melanoaepkalus zijn ook de geschematiseerde
frequentieverdelingen van de afstanden gegeven, inclusief de mediaan
(dikke strepen) en de verst van hun oorspronkelijke startpunt verwij-

derde exemplaren (pijlen).
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I
bezit, is op grond van de bestaande literatuur niet te beoor-
delen daar men alleen heeft gewerkt met open proeven (te lage
vangkans), te kleine proefoppervlakten (nooit groter dan 1 ha)
en in te kleine terreinen (waarbij kevers aan de rand van hun
biotoop gekomen om kunnen draaien). Te verwachten is dat vooral
kevers die veel locomotorische activiteit in het verticale vlak
vertonen - zoals soorten die in de vegetatie of bomen klimmen
of in de strooisellaag graven - de grootste afwijkingen van de
in Figuur 2 geschetste afstanden zullen vertonen. Ook kevers
die veel meer "scharrelen" dan "gericht lopen" - omdat ze bij-
voorbeeld in biotopen leven die rijk aan voedsel zijn - zullen
niet aan deze Figuur beantwoorden. Om welke reden dan ook kun-
nen nauw verwante soorten van de zelfde grootte sterk verschil-
len in de afstanden die ze afleggen, zie de wolfspinnen Pardosa
mont-Coola en P. pullata (vlijm, 1966).

De door mijzelf verrichte merk-terugvangproeven mogen dan min-
der bruikbare gegevens betreffende het lopen hebben opgeleverd
in vergelijking met het volgen van de radioactieve kevers,
anderzijds resulteerden ze in velerlei onvoorziene resultaten,
die in een later stadium van groot belang bleken.
Zo werden allereerst de aantallen locale, ongemerkte, dieren
die in de weken na het ingraven van de omheiningen van de
cirkel- en andere bakproeven uitgevangen werden, vergeleken
met de vangsten in den Boer's blikseries die in de nabijheid
stonden (artikel 2). Er werden verrassend goede correlaties
gevonden tussen de aldus bepaalde dichtheid in een bepaald ter-
rein aan het begin van het reproduktieseizoen en de aantallen
verzameld met de vangblikken, opgeteld voor het hele seizoen.
Dit betekent dat deze jaarvangsten een goede index vormen voor
dichtheidsvergelijkingen binnen een soort tussen jaren en plaat-
sen. Met simulaties werd aangetoond dat een vrij grote verschui-
ving in de verhouding "scharrelen/gericht lopen" niet tot een
ingrijpend andere relatie tussen vangst en dichtheid leidt.
Een tweede aspect betreft het gebruik van merk-terugvangproeven
voor het schatten van de populatiegrootte (zie van der Eijk,
1981). Uit proeven met P. versiaolor in omheinde ruimtes
(Baars, ongepubliceerd) bleek dat de tegenwoordig veel gebruikte
schattingsmethode van Jolly (1965) tot onderschattingen kan
leiden en dat het met deze methode berekende betrouwbaarheids-
interval niet juist is. Sommige dieren worden te vaak gevangen

225-kuipjesproef (waarbij de computer-kevers liepen volgens de
patronen van de radioactieve kevers en dus gemiddeld de zelfde
loopactiviteit vertoonden en in principe een gelijke vangkans
hadden) dat de methode van Jolly veel te hoge schattingen geeft
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TABEL 1

Terugvangsten van gemerkte kevers in volgende jaren. Tussen haakjes het per-
centage van het aantal nog in leven zijnde kevers dat gevangen wordt (volgens

simulaties met de looppatronen van de radioactieve kevers).

kevers gemerkt in de
reproduktiepp riode

van 1972

kevers gemerkt in de
reproduktieper iode

van 1973

kevers gemerkt in de
reproduktieperiode

van 1974

aantal
waar-
genomen

P. versiaolor
schuttingproef

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1289

geschat
aantal
in leven

1289
(losgelaten)
71

(6.0%)
18

(3.3%)
2

(1.7%)
1

(1.3%)

1183

545

118

77

over-
leving

0.92

0.46

0.22

0.65

aantal
waar-
genomen

3541

geschat
aantal
in leven

3541
(losgelaten)
144

(4.7%)
8

(1.9%)
1

(1.4%)

3064

421

71

over-
leving

0.87

0.14

0.17

aantal
waar-
genomen

2587

geschat
aantal
in leven

2587
(losgelaten)
46

(4.7%)
10

(1.9%)

979

526

over-
leving

0.36

0.54

P. versieolor
225-kuipjesproef

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

354 354
(losgelaten)
39

(36.0%)
4

(6.5%)
1

(4.0%)
0

108

63

25

0

0

0

.31

.58

.40

1497 1497
(losgelaten)
286

(30.0%)
18

(5.5%)
0

953

327

0.64

0.34
1010 1010

(losgelaten) 0.34
102 340

(30.0%) 0.05
1 18

(5.5%)

'̂

C. melanoeephalus
225-kuipjesproef

1972 1976 1976
(losgelaten)

1973 86
(6.5%)

1974 18
(2.7%)

1975 0

1976 0

1323

667

0.67

0.50
1618 1618
(losgelaten)
63

(6.5%)
2

(2.7%)
0

969

74

0.60

0.08
geen dieren gemerkt

%
f.

>'•••
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voor een open proef, met andere woorden : de aantalsschatting
geldt voor een groter oppervlak dan het eigenlijke proefveld
(van der Eijk & Baars, ongepubliceerd). De methode van Jolly
verliest daarmee veel van zijn oorspronkelijke aantrekkelijk-
heid, althans voor loopkevers, en blijft alleen bruikbaar voor
vergelijkingen van verschillende jaren binnen êên soort en één
type proefopstelling.
Een derde aspect betreft de levensduur van adulte kevers (van
Dijk & Baars, in voorbereiding). Van P.versicolor was bekend
dat er dieren waren die voor een tweede jaar aan het reproduk-
tieseizoen meededen (Krikken, 1968; Krehan, 1970) er* door het

jij proefschrift van Th.S. van Dijk (1973) werd duidelijk dat ook
% C. metanocephalus minstens 2 jaar oud kan worden. Uit de terug-
fi vangsten in de open merk-terugvangproeven zowel als in proef-

bakken (van Dijk, 1979) bleek dat zelfs 3e en 4e jaars geen
uitzondering zijn. In Tabel 1 zijn de terugvangsten in de 225-
Jaiipjesproef en de schuttingproef omgerekend naar de totale
aantallen gemerkte kevers die vermoedelijk nog in leven waren,
want a) met het verstrijken van de tijd bevinden zich steeds
minder nog levende gemerkte kevers in het proefterrein omdat
de meesten er uit zijn gelopen en b) de vangkans is laag zodat
ëên teruggevangen kever meerdere andere aanwezige gemerkte ke-
vers representeert. De voor elk cohort gemerkte dieren bereken-
de mate van overleving van jaar naar jaar werd gemiddeld en
deze resultaten zijn in Tabel 2 vergeleken met die uit de
proefbakken. Opmerkelijk is dat beide "life tables" sterk op
elkaar lijken en dat, ondanks het feit dat sommige individuen

\') van P. vei'siootor 4 of 5 jaar oud worden *) , de gemiddelde
'\A levensduur van beide soorten gelijk is (dit in tegenstelling
'1 tot wat in artikel 2 beweerd wordt) . Dat de open proeven geen
fe'i lagere uitslagen gaven als de proefbakken - terwijl in de laat-
iv sten alleen eerstejaars werden losgelaten en in de eersten een
jV mengsel van eerste— en ouderejaars gemerkt werd (de in de lin-
- • ker kolommen van Tabel 2 gegeven gemiddelden zijn wat dat be-
r' treft dus onderschattingen) - wijst er op dat in ons onderzoeks-
;.j terrein de invloed van predatie op de kevers door hagedissen,

padden en spitsmuizen uit kwantitatief oogpunt te verwaarlozen
is.

1) Regelmatig werden in het veld volledig zwarte exemplaren van
fc, P. versioo'lo? gevangen. De juveniele kevers hebben allerlei
]:}:• "metallic" kleuren van groen- tot goudglanzend. De waslaag die
}}; deze kleuren veroorzaakt slijt echter in de loop van hun leven
'tl. af en de dieren worden daardoor donkerder en matter van kleur.
•. Teruggevangen 4e en 5e jaars die als jong gemerkt waren, waren
v nog niet volledig zwart zodat het zeer wel mogelijk is dat som-
. mige dieren zelfs nog hogere leeftijden kunnen bereiken.
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TABEL 2

Gemiddelde overleving van adulte kevers vanaf het eerste reproduktieseizoen.

jaar

1

2

3

4

5

gem.aantal
seizoenen
per kever

P.
(6

open merk-terugvangproeven

1972 -

versiaolov
cohorten)

over- aantal
leving

0

0

0

0

100
.58

58
.35

20
.13

3
.11

0.3

1.8

1976

C. melanoaephalus
(2

over-
leving

0.63

0.29

0.00

1

cohorten)

aantal

100

63

18

0

0

.8

proefbakken

1974 -

P. versiaolor
{n =

over-
leving

0„55

0.20

0.27

0.00

1

240)

aantal

100

55

11

3

0

.7

(Van Dijk

1978

, 1979)

C. melanoeephalus
(n = 200)

over- aantal
leving

0.47

0.56

0.02

0.00

1.7

L00

47

26.5

l'0.5
!

0 1

j

Als laatste aspect van de merk-terugvangproeven wil ik de gege-
vens over leeftijdsverdeling en eiproduktie noemen. De grote
vangcapaciteit van de 225-kuipjesproef en de schuttingproef
maakten het mogelijk om gedurende het seizoen elke week een
monster van 10 tot 20 +? te nemen en van elk vrouwtje de leef-
tijd (eerste- of ouderejaars) en het aantal eieren in de ovaria
te bepalen. In de eerste jaren, 1972 - 1974, bleken er grote
verschillen tussen het kuipjesveld en het schuttingveld te be-
staan wat betreft het eiaantal. Bij beide soorten was het aan-
tal eieren in de ovaria veel lager bij vrouwtjes van het schut-
tingveld, terwijl de dichtheid aan kevers op dit terrein veel
hoger was. Toen schrijver dezes in 1976 uit Wijster vertrok
bleef Th.S. van Dijk beide proefvelden bemonsteren zodat we in
1980 konden beschikken over series van 7 tot 17 jaar (ook de
geconserveerde vangsten van den Boer's blikseries op het kuip-
jesveld in de jaren vöÖr 1972 werden geanalyseerd). In de arti-
kelen 3 en 4 spelen deze gegevens een hoofdrol. Er bleken goede
verbanden te bestaan tussen bepaalde weersomstandigheden in en
na het reproduktieseizoen met zowel de overleving van de adulte
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kevers naar het volgende seizoen als met de aantallen jonge
kevers die in het volgende seizoen tevoorschijn kwamen. Zo
gaan hoge temperaturen en/of veel zonneschijn gepaard met
slechte overleving en rekrutering, maar ook natte jaren en
zachte winters worden gevolgd door relatief lage aantallen oude
en jonge kevers in het nieuwe seizoen. Het oorzakelijke verband
is nog nauwelijks onderzocht, bovendien blijken experimenten
gedaan in het laboratorium niet altijd direct van toepassing
op de veldsituatie. Van Dijk (1979) beschrijft hoe de eileg op
het laboratorium onder ruime voedselomshandigheden sterk af-
hangt van de temperatuur. Hoe hoger de temperatuur, des te meer
eieren worden er gelegd. Voor de veldgegevens is een dergelijk
verband niet te vinden : de aantallen eieren in de ovaria zijn
niet gecorreleerd met de gemiddelde temperatuur in het repro-
duktieseizoen. Waarschijnlijk beïnvloedt hoge buitentemperatuur
zowel de hoeveelheid verteerd voedsel die na de verademing
overblijft voor eiproduktie, als de beschikbaarheid van prooien.
Dit brengt ons op de kernvraag aangaande de methr. Jiek in arti-
kel 4 : in hoeverre is het aantal eieren in de ovaria een maat
voor het aantal eieren dat in het veld gelegd wordt ?
Bij C. metanooephatus is er een goed verband tussen het aantal
eieren in de ovaria en het aantal eieren dat in de week erop
gelegd wordt op het laboratorium bij buitentemperaturen, maar
bij P. versicotoï1 werd geen correlatie gevonden (van Dijk,
1979). In navolging van artikel 2, waar de invloed van de tem-
peratuur werd afgevlakt door de weekvangsten over het hele sei-
zoen te summeren en deze jaarvangst als index voor de dicht-
heid te nemen, werd daarom de som van de wekelijkse ei-gemid-
delden in de ovaria genomen als index voor de eiproduktie. Het
kleine aantal punten dat we op dit moment hebben van de zeer
arbeidsintensieve vergelijkingen tussen het totaal aantal ei-
eren in de ovaria en het totaal aantal eieren op het laborato-
rium gelegd bij P. versiaolor (van Dijk, 1979, en ongepubli-
ceerd) staat in Figuur 3. Er lijkt ook voor deze soort een ruw
verband tussen beide variabelen te bestaan, als we tenminste
in aanmerking nemen dat de twee meest extreme punten veroorzaakt
zijn door voedselomstandigheden op het laboratorium die sterk
verschilden van die van de betreffende onderzoeksterreinen
buiten. Werd aanvankelijk de temperatuur als belangrijkste
factor voor de eiproduktie beschouwd, nu zijn we meer geneigd
om die rol aan de hoeveelheid voedsel toe te delen (zie ook
Mols, 1979).

Dempster & Pollard (1981) laten zien dat de aantallen van mono-
fage of parasitaire insekten sterk gecorreleerd kunnen zijn
met de absolute hoeveelheid voedsel of de aantallen gastheren.
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150 -i

100 -

50 -

totaal aantal
eieren gelegd
per 9

1976
• teveel voedsel

geen voedsel
1978

50 100
totaal aantal eieren in ovaria per ?

150

Fig. 3. De relatie tussen het aantal eieren in de ovaria bij ?+ verza-
meld in het veld (£ weekgemiddelden) en het aantal eieren door ++
gelegd op het laboratorium gedurende ëén week na de vangdatum (even-

eens E weekgemiddelden).

Hierbij hoeft geen aantalsregulatie op te treden (wanneer de
dieren zelf de hoeveelheid voedsel beinvloeden), maar de hoe-
veelheid vindbaar voedsel zou alleen als beperkende factor
("carrying capacity") gezien kunnen worden. 2o\̂ el P*. versï-aotor
en C. melanocephalus als de andere talrijke loopkever-soorten
op de Kraloêr Heide zijn polyfaag en dat maakt het op het
eerste gezicht minder waarschijnlijk dat voedsel bij deze die-
ren een beperkende factor kan zijn. In artikel 4 wordt echter
beschreven dat voor allerlei plaatsen op de Kraloër Heide ds
eiproduktie bij C. melanocephalus negatief gecorreleerd is met
de dichtheid van de kevers, en hetzelfde verschijnsel werd op
het schuttingveld waargenomen bij P. Vevs-vooZov. De meest waar-
schijnlijke verklaring hiervoor is dat bij grote aantallen
kevers de dieren met elkaar concurreren om voedsel en te wei-
nig vinden voor een normale eiproduktie. De totale hoeveei heid
voedsel is misschien ruim voldoende wanneer alle potentiëxe

'•'4
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prooien op en in de vegetatie en op en onder de grond bij el-
kaar geteld worden, maar de hoeveelheid voedsel waar de gemid-
delde kever tegenaan loopt is kennelijk veel kleiner. Wanneer
bovendien soortgenoten de lekkere en makkelijk vindbare prooi-
en wegkapen is er slechts plantaardig voedsel om de honger te
stillen, terwijl voor een goede eiproduktie vooral dierlijk
voedsel nodig is. Bij C. melanooeiphalus lijkt het er ook op

i dat de kevers zelf gemiddeld in kleinere aantallen overleven
tot het volgende reproduktieseizoen dan in jaren met normale
dichtheden. Misschien kunnen ze aan het eind van het seizoen
minder grote vetlichamen aanleggen en komen daardoor relatief
minder kevers de winter door. Voor deze soort werd door Vlijm
et.al.(1968) op Schiermonnikoog een slechte overleving waarge-
nomen bij een groep kevers met een klein vetlichaam.

Er zijn geen directe metingen aan de hoeveelheid en de
verdeling van voed::ei op de Kraloër Heide gedaan en het foura-
geergedrag van onze kevers in vcldomstandigheden is nog onbe-
kend. Dat geldt voor loopkever^ xn het algemeen : alleen de
jachttechniek van de springstaarten-vanger Notiophilus bi-gut-
tatus is grondig onderzocht (Bauer et.al, , 1977; Bauer, 1979;
Ernsting, 1978). Wel is de relatie tussen loopactiviteit,
metabolisme en hoeveelheid voedsel bij P. vepsicolor op het

: laboratorium gemeten (Mols, 1979). Simulatie van het lopen

volgens de gevonden relaties gaf alleen dagafstanden vergelijk-
baar met die door mij gemeten aan de radioactieve kevers, wan-
neer een zeer lage voedseldichtheid geprogrammeerd werd (P.J.M.

; Mols, mond.meded.). Ook in artikel 4 worden waarnemingen ver-
meld die er op wijzen dat de hoeveelheid voedsel op Kralo ge-

: ring is. In een rijk grasland werd gevonden dat de aantallen
; kevers veel hoger zijn dan ooit op de heide waargenomen en ook

werd hier geen dichtheidsafhankelijke eiproduktie gevonden.
Kevervrouwtjes van dit grasland overgeplaatst naar proefbakken
in heidevegetatie hadden na een paar weken veel minder eieren
in de ovaria dan niet verplaatste vrouwtjes. Omgekeerd, wanneer
vrouwtjes afkomstig van de Kraloër Heide in een proefbak bijge-
voerd werden steeg het aantal eieren in de ovaria. Als voorlo-

j; pige conclusie kunnen we stellen dat de eiproduktie van P. vev-
i-j sloolov en C. melanoeephalus op de Kraloër Heide afhangt van
h; de hoeveelheid vindbaar voedsel. Vervolgens kan de hypothese
f gesteld worden dat de waargenomen negatieve relatie tussen ei-

produktie en dichtheid van de kevers - en proeven met verschu-
if lende dichtheden in omheinde veldjes ondersteunen die waarne-
P* ming - er op wijst dat er intraspecifieke concurrentie optreedt.
* Kort samengevat bestaan in de populatie-dynamica twee

:; hoofdtheorieën. Aan de ene kant die van Nicholson (1933),
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waarin de schommelingen in aantallen van dieren beschouwd wor-
den als verstoringen door weersinvloeden e.d. (de dichtheids-

.. onafhankelijke factoren) , waarna in de populatie regulatie-
processen optreden (door dichtheidsafhankelijke factoren) die
er zorg voor dragen dat de aantallen terugkeren op het "even-
wicht sniveau". Aan de andere kant staan Andrewartha & Birch
(1954) die menen dat fluctuaties in aantallen voornamelijk

I door fluctuaties in het milieu veroorzaakt worden en dat van
terugkoppelingseffecten geen sprake is. Er is volgens hen ook
nauwelijks onderscheid te maken tussen dichtheidsafhankelijke
en dichtheidsonafhankelijke factoren. In latere jaren zijn nog
vele andere theorieën en hypothesen gepubliceerd, waaronder
één uit Wijster, de risicospreidingstheorie van P.J. den Boer
(1968, 1970). Dit is een verdere uitwerking van de theorie van
Andrewartha & Birch : fluctuaties in het milieu worden gedempt
in de populatie doordat a) niet op alle plaatsen het milieu-
effect even groot is en uitwisseling de opgetreden aantalsver-
anderingen nivelleert (risicospreiding in de ruimte) en b) er
een grote variatie is tussen de individuen wat betreft ontwik-
kelingsduur, eiproduktie, voedselvoorkeur etc. - waarbij onder
verschillende omstandigheden dan het ene fenotype of genotype '••

, en dan het andere het meest succesvol is - en er vaak verschil-
'ï lende stadia binnen de soort tegelijkertijd aanwezig zijn waar-
•i bij bijvoorbeeld de imago's anders gevoelig zijn voor bepaalde

factoren dan de larven (risicospreiding in de tijd).
Helaas zijn de boekenplanken van de populatiedynamische biblio-
theek nog maar zeer karig gevuld met gegevens van goede series
van aantalsschommelingen in de natuur en een significante uit-
spraak voor of tegen een bepaalde theorie is slechts in weinig
gevallen te doen. Of zoals Reddingius (1968) het formuleerde

; "The grim statistician must tell the overworked biologist to

go and get more data"„ Men kan dus stellen dat er in het verle-
den te snel theorieën werden bedacht zonder dat er voldoende

i veldgegevens waren om ze te ondersteunen. Eenzelfde ontwikke-
• ling heeft zich het afgelopen decennium afgespeeld op het ter-

rein van mathematische modellen van oecologische verschijnse-
;) len, waarbij men volstond met een selectie van een handvol
f voorbeelden uit de literatuur om het gewrochte achter bureau
[„• of computer te bewijzen. Anderzijds maakt de soms felle strijd
[;• tussen voor- en tegenstanders van een bepaalde populatiedyna-
't mische theorie het vak in mijn ogen zeer boeiend. De levendige
f discussies compenseren de grote hoeveelheid geestdodende arbeid

bij deze tak van wetenschapsbeoefening en ook het feit dat de
; moeizaam verkregen getallen vaak voor andere uitleg vatbaar

zijn dan de verklaring die de betreffende onderzoeker zelf
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heeft gegeven droeg en draagt tot de geloofsstrijd bij.
In de artikelen 3 en 4 worden de aantalsschoramelingen van P.
versicolor en C. melanooephalus beschreven en een poging ge-
daan om ze te verklaren. De schommelingen bij de eerste soort
zijn veel geringer als bij de tweede. Dat geldt zowel voor
afzonderlijke plekken (subpopulaties) als voor de gehele popu-
latie op de Kraloër Heide. In het bovenste deel van Tabel 3
heb ik de waargenomen fluctuaties samengevat aan de hand van
de methode van Williamson (1972). Het verschil tussen de hoog-
ste en laagste vangst bij een gemiddelde subpopulatie van P.
versi-oolor is slechts een factor 9, en wanneer we over een
zeer lange periode zouden kunnen waarnemen dan zou dat ongeveer
een factor 22 worden. Dit onder de aanname dat de waargenomen
vangsten via een normale verdeling naar verwachte vangsten
mogen worden geëxtrapoleerd - in de artikelen 3 en 4 wordt
duidelijk dat dit in de praktijk waarschijnlijk anders ligt
en in ieder geval het niveau van de hoogste vangst met toe-
nemend aantal waarnemingen nauwelijks hoger wordt. Kijken we
naar de populatie dan treedt door "risicospreiding in de ruim-
te" een aanzienlijke reductie in de fluctuaties op. Dat geldt
ook voor C. melanooephalus, maar de totale populatie schommelt
bij deze soort dan altijd nog sterker dan de meest extreme
subpopulatie van P. versicolor. Deze twee typen schommelingen
geven waarschijnlijk redelijk de omvang weer waarin de (alge-
mene) loopkever-soorten fluctueren. In de rest van Tabel 3
staan een aantal gepubliceerde reeksen van jaarvangsten van
andere loopkevers gekarakteriseerd volgens dezelfde methode.
De lijst is beperkt tot die soorten waarvan op dit moment 2
literatuuropgaven bestaan die series van minimaal 6 jaar omvat-
ten en biotopen betreffen die niet sterk veranderen van jaar
op jaar. Vergeleken met sommige andere insektengroepen zijn
de aantalsschommelingen bij de meeste loopkevers relatief
klein en de stabiliteit in de aantallen van de Pterostiohus
soorten is zelfs van dezelfde grootte-orde als die van sommige
gewervelde dieren zoals de koolmees en de blauwe reiger (zie
Williamson, 1972). Zijn zulke geringe aantalsfluctuaties nu te
verklaren met de risicospreidings-theorie, die speciaal met
loopkevers in gedachte ontwikkeld is ? In artikel 3 wordt een
poging gedaan om dat te testen. In een, nogal geschematiseerd,
ruimtelijk model van de Kraloër Heide werd zowel de uitwisse-
ling tussen subpopulaties nagespeeld als wel de invloed van
het weer op overleving + jongenproduktie. Door een aantal
haken en ogen bleek het niet mogelijk aantalsschommelingen te
reproduceren die direct met het veld te vergelijken waren.
Zelfs nadat het programma voor elke serie van 50 jaar apart
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soort

P. vevsiaoZov

C. melanoaephalus

Agonwn asst-mile

Bembidion lampros

Havpalus vufi-pea

Nebria breviaollis

bron

1

'S

1

2,3

4

2

5

7

5

2,3

5

Notiophilus biguttatus 2

Pterostiahus madidus

P. nigvita

P. oblongopunetatus

5

6

5

2

4

2,3

8

4

TABEL 3
Aantalsfluctuaties

aantal
monster-
plaatsen

8
(subpop.)

1
(pop.)
8

(subpop.)
1

(pop.)

3

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

4

1

1

1

8

1

5

2

1

aantal
jaar
per
plaats

9-20

22

9-20

22

8

7

7

7

6

7

6-8

7

6-8

7

6

7

6-3

7

6-8

6-9

7

bij loopkevers

standaard
afwijking
(SD) van
log jaar-
vangst

0.175-0.477

0.170

0.452-0.700

0.464

0.182-0.471

0.163

0.759

0.514

0.320

0.316

0.287-0.354

0.708

0.187-0.445

0.456

0.301

0.234

0.140-0.393

0.162

0.128-0.229

0.186-0.225

0.205

verschil
tussen

-2SD en
+2SD

(antilog)

5x-81x
(gem.22x)

5x

64x-633x
(gem.209x)

72x

5x-77x

4x

1086x

114x

19x

18x

14x-26x

679x

6x-60x

67x

16x

9x

4x-37x

4x

3x-8x

6x-8x

7x

waargenomen
verschil
tussen

hoogste en
laagste
vangst
5x-19x
(gem.9x)

4x

19x-344x
(gem,131x) '.

45x

3x-22x I

2x

130x '"

20x :

5x f

6x

6x-10x

108x

3x-24x

20x

5x

5x

3x-7x -i

3x '.

2 x - 5 x ••}

3x-5x '•,'

4x ij

Bronnen : 1 = dit proefschrift, 2 = Den Boer(1977), 3 = Den Boer(1979), 4 =
Thiele(1977), 5 = Jones(1979), 6 = Luff(1973), 7 = Luff(1980), 8 = Brunsting
(1981). •-!
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afgesteld was, bleef de computer vangsten opleveren die veel
hoger of lager waren dan we buiten tot nu toe gezien hebben.
De uitkomsten begonnen pas een beetje te lijken wanneer compu-
terkevers zich mochten vermenigvuldigen in een (gemiddeld)
tempo waarbij een vertienvoudiging in aantal na 20 jaar bereikt
is. Ze kregen daar echter de kans niet voor, want elk jaar werd
voor elke subpopulatie een getal uitgeloot dat bepaalde hoeveel
kevers er op die plek maximaal konden zijn ("carrying capaci-
ty") . Met andere woorden, als dit model voldoende representa-
tief is voor de Kraloër Heide, dan treden bij hoge dichtheden
beperkingen op en bij lage dichtheden gaan de aantallen weer
toenemen (even in het middel latend of dat laatste een toevals-
kwestie is of te wijten aan relatief voedselrijke omstandighe-
den) . Hierdoor schommelt de populatie tussen bepaalde grenzen,
waardoor het lijkt alsof er een bepaald evenwichtsniveau is
zoals Nicholson van mening was, maar wat in wezen slechts het
rekenkundig gemiddelde voorstelt. De risicospreidings-theorie
is met de bovenstaande conclusie beslist niet van alle waarde
ontdaan, maar kan in het geval van P. versieolor en C. melano-
aephatus moeilijk het aantalsplafond verklaren. Kennelijk is
er een factor die er voor verantwoordelijk is dat de aantallen
van deze soorten niet toenemen tot veel hogere niveau's dan
buiten waargenomen worden. Zoals eerder reeds duidelijk werd,
is dat in mijn ogen voedselconcurrentie, leidend via een lage
eiproduktie tot geringe aantallen jonge kevers. Diezelfde
voedselfactor zou ook de ondergrens van de aantallen hoger
kunnen maken dan 0, dus de kans op het uitsterven van de popu-
latie geringer doen zijn dan met simpele kansberekening ver-
wacht kan worden. De in artikel 3 behandelde simulaties en de
in artikel 4 gepresenteerde vorm van de eiaantal •*-> dichtheid
curves ondersteunen die gedachte. Uit het onderzoek omtrent de
biogeografie van eilanden blijkt dat in het algemeen talrijke
soorten een veel lager uitsterfrisico lopen dan schaarse soor-
ten (zie Brussaard & van der Weiden, 1980). De levensduur van
een grote populatie in een heterogeen gebied kan dan ook,
mijns inziens, niet bepaald worden door het patroon van fluc-
tuaties te extrapoleren in de tijd zonder dichtheidsafhanke-
lijke processen in de berekeningen te betrekken. Bij fluctua-
ties van jaar op jaar moet men echter aan dichtheidsonafhanke-
lijke factoren een grote rol toekennen. Als ik zou moeten aan-
geven wat gemiddeld de invloeden van verschillende factoren op
de schommelingen bij "Calathus vers-Ccolor" zouden zijn dan
schat ik die van het weer op 50, die van uitwisseling door het
lopen op 20 en die van de hoeveelheid voedsel op 30 procent.
Met andere woorden : minder dan 1/3 van de jaarlijkse verande—
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ringen in aantallen wordt veroorzaakt door dichtheidsafhanke-
lijke factoren. Bekijken we het aantalsverloop echter over een
langere termijn dan bestaat bij mij op grond van de artikelen
3 en 4 de indruk dat de rol van de beschikbare voedselhoeveel-
heid allesoverheersend wordt (mits de hei hei blijft en het
klimaat niet verandert).

Dit proefschrift heeft de vragen die gesteld zijn aan
het begin van het onderzoek beantwoord, maar tevens een hele
serie nieuwe opgeworpen. Hopelijk blijven en worden anderen in
de gelegenheid gesteld om die te beantwoorden. Mijn leermees-
ter H. Wolda heeft eens (1969) gezegd : "De meest vruchtbare
benadering is enerzijds het aantalsverloop zo nauwkeurig moge-
lijk te bepalen, maar daarnaast moeten de oorzaken van de
waargenomen aantalsveranderingen elk jaar weer in detail wor-
den opgespoord en dit werk moet vergezeld gaan van experimen-
ten in het laboratorium en ook, vooral, in de natuur." Ik hoop
dan ook dat mijn landschaps-vervuilende proefopstellingen op
de Kraloër Heide in de jaren 1972 - 1976, waarbij ik Staats-
bosbeheer zeer erkentelijk ben voor hun tolerante houding, nog
eens gevolgd zullen worden door nieuwe omheinde proefvelden
om de nu opgeworpen hypothesen nader te toetsen.

Martien Baars

huidig werkaures :

Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek der Zee
Werkgroep Pelagische Systemen
Landsdiep 4, 't Horntje, Texel
(Postbus 59, 1790 AB Den Burg)
tel. 02226 - 541
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Oecologia (Berl.) 44, 125-140 (1979)

Patterns of Movement of Radioactive Carabid Beetles
M.A. Baars
Communication no. 184 of the Biological Station of the Agricultural University

(Wageningen), Wijster (Drenthe), The Netherlands

Summary. Tracking of individual l92Ir-labeled ground beetles re-
leased in the field revealed that both the day-active and night-active
species studied showed periods of small distances covered per
day in random directions, alternating with periods of directed
movement with large distances covered per day. This pattern
occurred not only in the reproductive period but outside the breed-
ing season as well in juvenile Ptewstichus versicolor and spent
Calathus melanocephalus. Although mean locomotory activity in-
creased with temperature, great daily differences occurred between
individuals, pointing to asynchronous behavior. In an unfavorable
habitat directed movement occurred both more frequently and
more extremely, sometimes resulting in escape to more favorable
areas. Most of the radioactive beetles died within 7 weeks due
to radiation effects, but independent field experiments and simula-
tions showed that the recorded patterns were valid. Simulated
individuals of P. versicolor living on 1 ha spread over 49 ha,
whereas simulated C. melanocephalus covered only 9 ha after one
activity season. Normal locomotory activities lead to both ex-
change of individuals between subpopulations and dispersal out
of the habitat. The significance of these phenomena for population
stability and for the survival of the species is discussed.
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1. Introduction
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Previous studies on the ecology of surface-dwelling invertebrates
have been carried out almost exclusively with the help of pitfall
traps. For ground beetles especially, this technique can be usefully
combined with capture-recapture experiments. From the recap-
tures of marked individuals information can be obtained about
the distances that can be covered. For various reasons, however,
including the low chance of a beetle being trapped, the results
obtained in this way are subject to many uncertainties and are
difficult to extrapolate to distances covered during the whole activ-
ity season. Seasonal distances were needed because we were inter-
ested in the amount of exchange of individuals of two carabid
species between different areas. We therefore decided to study
the actual patterns of movement and to achieve the desired estima-
tions of displacement with simulations. Because of the size and
relative invisibility of carabid beetles in the field, radioisotopes
were used so as to give adequate results.

Although radioisotopes have been widely used in labeling small
animals, especially flying insects, (Jenkins, 1963; Gerrard, 1969),
few studies have been made using surface-dwelling insects. The
principle of tagging beetles with a radioactive tracer for tracking
purposes was outlined as early as 1946 by Tomes and Brian, but
results have only been published for 32P-labeled grasshoppers
(Riegertetal., 1954), 32P-labeled isopods (Paris, 1965), and 192Ir-
labeled cinnabar caterpillars (van der Meijden, 1973). In all these
studies, (in some cases very large), groups of labeled animals were
released and the spread with time was subsequently measured, but
the individual tracks were not determined.

For both scientific and environmentally hygienic reasons our
investigation concerned the tracking of individual radioactive cara-
bid beetles. If not too many radioactive animals are released at
different sites at the same time, almost complete recovery can
be achieved. Although this method produces fewer data than the
studies mentioned above, this is compensated for by much more
detailed information on individual animals. When the individual
tracks are subsequently fed into computer simulations a fairly
high level of quantification can nevertheless be reached.
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2. Material and Methods

2.1. Area and Species

From April to November in both 1973 and 1974 radioactive indi-
viduals of Pterostichus versicolor Sturm ( = P. coerulescens L.) and
Calathus melanocephalus L. (Coleoptera, Carabidae) were followed
in different parts of the Kralo Heath nature reserve (near Dwinge-
loo, Province of Drenthe, the Netherlands). The main release sites
were at a mosaic field of 6 ha, the vegetation of which was domi-
nated by Calluna vulgaris (L.) Hull, Erica tetralix L. and Nardus
stricta L. Radioactive C. melanocephalus was also tracked in a
field covered by an old Calluna vegetation with a bare surface
underneath. Two other study areas were covered with Molinia
caerulea (L.) Moench. One of these areas was an extensive tussock
grassland of more than 30 ha, the other a small pit of only 1 ha,
surrounded by a drier heath vegetation.

Table 1 presents the total numbers of beetles labeled and re-
leased in different experiments. The ages of the individuals were
determined by observation of the corpora lutea in dissected females
of control groups (see Vlijm and van Dijk, 1967). Pitfall trapping
combined with data from dissections revealed that P. versicolor
has its activity and reproduction period in spring, and that some
adults reproduce again during a second or even a third season.
Some 5 year old marked individuals were recorded. The compara-
tively small catches in autumn consisted almost completely
of newly hatched beetles.

C. melanocephclus reproduces in late summer and in autumn,
but juveniles emerge early in the following summer and are active
mainly in the second part of the breeding season. They are still
active in October and November, but all the females are then
"spent" (without eggs). One-year-old beetles reproduce in August
and, if they have not died, also in September; they also show
an early activity period without reproduction in spring (van Dijk,
1973). A number of 3-year-old marked specimens were recorded.

Both species are very abundant on Kralo Heath, but contin-
uous pitfall trapping from 1959 onwards showed that densities
varied greatly between sites and years (den Boer, 1971). Year-
catches in Molinia were always relatively low, whereas those of
P. versicolor in 1973 and 1974, and C. melanocephalus in 1973
in the mosaic field were among the highest ever recorded on
Kralo Heath.
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Table 1. Numbers of radioactive beetles released in different periods and sites at Kralo Heath. Figures in brackets show numbers
of females (unlabeled specimens), dissected for age determination

Species and
activity period

P. versicolor

reprod. period

juvenile period

reprod. period

reprod. period

Total

C. melanocephalus

reprod. period

reprod. period+
autumn spent period

spring period

reprod. period

Total

Age of
individuals

63% > 1 year
(n = 35)

100%<l year
(«=22)

87% > 1 year
(n = 30)
85% > 1 year
(n = 20)

98% > 1 year
(« = 52)

68% < 1 year
(« = 40)

all "spent"
(n = 20)

100%>l year
(« = 20)

Date of
first releases

8/5/73

21/9/73

10/4/74

30/5/74

7/8/73

21/9/73

10/4/74

31/7/74

Date of final
recoveries

3/6/73

15/11/73

20/5/74

26/7/74

10/9/73

28/10/73

26/5/74

2/9/74

number
labeled

20

20

20

20

80

28

20

20

26

94

• \

number

mosaic

10

11

13

9

43

13

9

12

10

44

released in

field Calluna

—

—

-

0

6

3

—

—

9

Molinia '

— |

— s

8 J

8 I

",

10

10 :
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, \ Although P. versicolor (9-12 m) is macropterous the wings
\ are small and only very exceptionally suitable for flying. The

smaller C. melanocephalus (6-8 mm) is dimorphic but fullwinged
• individuals are rare and comprise only 0.1% of the population

- of Kralo Heath (den Boer, 1977). Neither of the two species was
-.': ever caught in window traps, operated in the area from 1970-1972.

2.2 The Radioactive Technique

Following van der Meijden (1973) the isotope 192Iridium was }
used; this emits a considerable amount of gamma rays that can •
be detected at a distance of several meters with a sensitive scintilla-
tion detector. The half-life of the isotope is 74 days, which seemed
adequate for tracking the beetles during the whole activity season.

The production of 192Ir and marking of the beetles were
performed at the Interuniversity Reactor Institute, Delft. The ra-
dioactive label consisted of 192Ir-IrCl3 which is insoluble in water.
The activated IrCl3 (specific activity 37.105Bq/mg) was mixed with |
quick-drying Testor's enamel paint. The mixing ratio was calcu- !

i lated from the desired dose of ca. 18.5x 104 Bq (5 uCi) per animal;
this amount turned out to be detectable when buried just under
the surface 1 to 2 m away. A conspicuous red paint color was
chosen to facilitate recollection of the labels from the field. The
mixture was applied to the elytra of the unanesthetized beetle,

l' which was hand-held until the paint dried a few moments later.
Before labeling, the beetles were branded with an individual

mark at the edge of the elytra to facilitate recognition (cf. Schjotz-
; Christensen, 1965). All beetles, including the control groups (cf.
: section 2.4), were transported to and from Delft individually in

glass tubes and kept under optimal conditions (e.g. well fed).
••':' The time between collection of the animals from the field and

j the release of labeled beetles varied between 2 and 7 days.
j Beetles were released individually, 5 to 300 m apart in the
irk mosaic field, and usually located once each day around noon.

A 1 x 1 inch N a l (Tl) battery-operated scintillation detector (Inte-
; 1 quip Minimonitor) with an unscreened Na l crystal was used. To

find a labeled beetle again the operator walked in a spiral, with
the loops separated by several meters, away from the beetle's
position of the previous day. Since the area to be monitored
increases quadratically with the distance covered by the beetle,
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'p. the mean search time ranged from e.g. 2 min when the beetle
;-;:"; had covered 5 m, to 30 min when the distance was 20 m.
j' To avoid excessive disturbance of the beetles, their positions
| > alone were determined (within some cm2). Only when two radioac-
; tive beetles came close together did one of them have to be looked
| \ up to check its brandmark. The daily positions of the beetles

were marked with two small sticks. The new positions were
mapped with the help of measuring-tape and compass.

P. versicolor is day-active so that each recorded distance
consisted of the summed halves of two conterminous activity
spells. C. melanocephalus is night-active so that the distance
covered during one activity spell was recorded exactly.

Because of the sometimes very large distances covered per
day and the time needed for additional experiments, it was impossi-
ble to follow more than 5 to 10 freerunning radioactive beetles
simultaneously. Generally 20 beetles were labeled at a time of
which 4 to 8 specimens were released initially, the remaining indi-
viduals being stocked in enclosures in the field.

2.3 Loss and Mortality of Labeled Beetles

There was a considerable loss of radioactive labels, which sometimes
severely reduced the amount of data gathered. A steady (but not
very high) loss of labels occurred in C. melanocephalus (Table 2).
Reproducing beetles of P. versicolor generally lost little paint only,
but juvenile individuals with soft elytra had lost half of their
labels already in the first week (Table 2). Although beetles with
partly worn-off labels were still followed, the lower dose required
longer searching times, and the lost radioactive paint itself gave
confusion: it was often only recognized as a lost label after record-
ing several days' "inactivity of the beetle". Further, and partly
connected with the former phenomenon, some individuals could
not be found again. A few of these were recovered later by acci-
dent, usually at vast distances from their last recorded positions;
others might have been eaten by predators. Once radioactive lark
feces were found. Disappearance by flight could however be ex-
cluded as explained in 2.1.

A more important loss of data resulted, though, from beetles
which died. Table 3 presents the mortality of the radioactive bee-
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Table 2. Loss of radioactive labels in the field, expressed as the
percentage of the total amount of paint present at the start of
each week

Week since
date of
labeling

1
2
3
4
5
6

mean loss
per week

P. versicolor

repr. periods

0.4%
1.5%
2.5%
0%
1.5%
4.4%

1.7%

juvenile period

47.2%
23.5%
26.9%
10.5%
0%
0%

18.0%

C. melanocephalus
all periods

3.7%
11.0%
10.3%
4.1%
0%
6.7%

6.0%

I *'

Table 3. Weekly mortality of 192Ir labeled beetles in the field.
Weekly totals comprising all radioactive individuals (released as
well as in enclosures) with known date of death

Week since date
of labeling

1
2
3
4
5
6

>6

Total

Unknown date of
death (label
completely lost)

Not recovered
Died during

transport

Total number of
beetles

P. versicolor

repr.
periods

2
—
3
5
6

10
17 (39%)

43

6

7
4

60

juvenile
period

—
—
—
—
—
10 (100%)

10

9

1
-

20

C. melanocephalus
all periods

2
5

15
11
8

10
6 (11%)

57

28

3
6

94
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ties as far as these could be traced. Especially after the first weeks
mortality increased, resulting in almost total extinction of the
labeled groups in some experiments. Only the juvenile individuals
of P. versicolor all survived the experimental period. Because of
this it was hoped that the mortality in the field was natural,
but laboratory experiments, described in 2.4, proved the contrary.
In this respect it was not surprising that 5 female radioactive P.
versicolor, regained alive at the end of an experimental period
within the breeding season, all had poorly developed ovaries with-
out eggs, while dissection of unlabeled beetles revealed egg-produc-
tion at that time.

2.4 Experiments on Mortality and on Activity

Two laboratory experiments were performed on both species to
test whether or not the high mortality in the field was natural
(Table 4). Radioactive and control beetles were kept individually
in glass jars with some peat and fed three times a week. The
radioactive individuals were labeled in addition to the groups
presented in Table 1. The unlabeled individi'.ïs were brandmarked
and underwent the same treatment as the labeled ones, including
the transport to and from Delft. To test the hypothesis that mortal-
ity of labeled individuals was caused by the toxicity of Iridium
itself, two control groups were supplied with paint mixed with
nonradioactive IrCl3.

Table 4 shows that the high mortality rate of radioactive beetles
in the field was at least partly unnatural and due to radiation
effects. The toxicity of the label itself apparently did not play
a part. In agreement with the field data (Table 3), mortality seemed
to be higher among the small individuals of C. melanocephalus
than among the larger individuals of P. versicolor. The generally
lower mortality rate of the radioactive groups in the laboratory
compared with the data in Table 3 was probably due to the optimal
food conditions in these experiments. The results in Table 4 imply
that prolonged following of 192Ir-labeled beetles, such as by releas-
ing them in autumn and monitoring them when they become
active again in spring, is impossible.

The question then arose of whether or not the individuals
suffering from the radioactive label demonstrated a level of loco-
motory activity different from that of unlabeled individuals. Some
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Table 4. Weekly mortality of radioactive and control beetles kept isolated under laboratory conditions

Week since
date of
labeling

1
2
3
4
5
6

Still alive
after 6 weeks

Siill alive
after 20 weeks

P. versicolor

Juvenile period 1973
12° C

rad. ind.

(« = 5)

1 
1 

I 
1 

1 
1

5
(100%)

0
(0%)

control
ind.
(5)

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1

5
(100%)

4
(80%)

Reproduction period
18° C

rad. ind.

(10)

1
1
2
1

5
(50%)

3
(30%)

control ind
painted
(10)

1

1
1

7
(70%)

7
(70%)

1974

. control ind.
unpainted
(20)

1 1
 

1 
1

18
(90%)

17
(85%)

C. melanocephalus

Repr. period 1973
12° C

rad. ind. control ind.

(10) (20)

4 7

2

4 13
(40%) (65%)

0 12
(0%) (60%)

Spring
20° C,

period 1974
5° C (last 2 weeks)

rad. ind. control ind. control ind.
painted unpainted

(10) (10) (20)

2
1

2
2
3

0
(0%)

2

1
2

5
(50%)

3
5

4
1
1

6
(30%)

w
to
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Table 5. Locomotory activity of radioactive and unlabeled individuals of P. versicolor and of C. melanocephalus
within circular enclosures (r= 15 m)

Enclosure and
catching period

P. versicolor

circle II
21/9-24/10/73

circle IV
10/4-17/5/74

circle II
29/5-19/6/74

C. melanocephalus

circle II
21/9-24/10/73

circle IV
10/4-20/5/74

circle II a
31/7-23/8/74

Category

radioactive
control

radioactive
control

radioactive
control
control, not transported

radioactive
control
control, not transported

radioactive
control

radioactive
control
control, not transported

Number released

11
20

16
40

20
40
40

8
36
40

11
48

26
40
40

Percentage
not recovered

36.4
35.0

0
5.0

5.0
17.5
7.5

37.5
41.7
37.5

54.5
60.4

19.2
27.5
22.5

Mean locomotory
activity (m/day)

4.4
4.0

7.2
8.2

14.3
13.0
13.3

2.4
1.7
1.8

0.9
1.2

3.8
3.9
1.6
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compar i sons could be made in the enclosures where the majori ty
of the labeled individuals were stocked before they were gradually
released in the study areas. These enclosures were large circles
with a d iameter of 30 m and supplied with pitfalls inside the
per imeter fence. The radioactive beetles were, together with
b r a n d m a r k e d control groups , released in the center and subse- /
quent ly captured at the circumference. Table 5 shows for the differ- ^
ent g roups the mean distances covered per day as calculated from t
the n u m b e r of days between release and first capture . N o n e of ~*t
the differences between the groups was significant (Mann-Whi tney
test), from which it was concluded that at least dur ing the first '£,
week(s) after release the radioact ive individuals demons t ra t ed simi- j
lar locomotory activity to the control beetles. The relatively high
percentages of C. melanocephalus tha t were not recaptured dur ing
the exper imental period are part ly due to its lower locomotory
activity, bu t mainly to the lower cap ture efficiency of this species
compared with P. versicolor (see Baars , 1979). Ten out of the
14 radioact ive beetles not caught du r ing the experiments were
traced al ive; only 4 C. melanocephalus were found dead in the
enclosure. In three cases control g roups that had not been t rans-
por ted t o Delft were released simultaneously. One showed a signifi-
cantly lower activity than those of the o ther g roups , which was
probab ly d u e to their being better fed (this g r o u p was kept at
low tempera tures before release, see further section 3.6).

3. Results

3.1 General Description .,/]

In Fig . 1. some of the longest records of the locomotory pa t te rns j
of radioact ive individuals are shown. Al though the lengths of > j
the per iods dur ing which a beetle could be followed varied greatly t|
for reasons ment ioned in section 2.3, individuals of bo th species
usually showed two pat terns of movement . There were per iods ,
somet imes very prolonged, du r ing which the beetles moved
a round , covering small distances in continually changing direc-
t ions : this will be termed " r a n d o m w a l k " . This al ternated with
periods in which long distances were covered in a more or less
cons tan t d i rec t ion: "d i rec ted m o v e m e n t " . The individuals did not
show this behavior synchronously , nei ther was it displayed prefer-
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ably by either of the sexes. Furthermore, neither of the patterns
was restricted to the reproductive period: both juvenile P. versi-
color in autumn and spent individuals of C. melanocephalus in
April and May showed the same picture.

Table? 6 and 7, in which all the available data are lumped
according to activity period and site, illustrate this phenomenon.
To prepare these tables the distances covered each day, excluding
the first day, were divided into two classes: those less than or
equal to the median value and those larger than the median value.
The distances of successive days, together with the direction devia-
tions, were subsequently scored in a 2 x 2 table. The direction
deviation was measured as the smallest angle between the compass
direction from point A (reached at day t-1) to point B (at day
t) and that from B to C (at t+1) , thus ranging from 0 to 180°.
From all experiments shown in Tables 6 and 7 an evident clustering
of short-short distance combinations and of long-long combina-
tions appears (x2 test, 2 x 2 contingency table, P< 0.005 in all
cases, except in juvenile P. versicolor: 0.05<P<0.10). Further-
more, the mean direction deviations of the long-long categories
were always relatively small and deviated significantly (Kruskal-
Wallis test, P< 0.005 in all cases, except juvenile P. versicolor
with 0.05 < iJ<0.10) from those of the other three categories. The
differences between the mean direction deviations among these
latter categories were never significant, and the values presented
in Tables 6 and 7 are of the magnitude of random walk, 90°.

3.2 Influence of Temperature

The distances covered per day appeared to depend on temperature.
In Fig. 2 the locomotory activity of both species in the period
during which most data were collected is compared with the tem-
perature at soil level, recorded daily on the lawn of the nearby

I Biological Station. For the day-active P. versicolor the maximum
|.r temperature was most relevant, for the night-active C. melanoceph-
iu: alus the minimum temperature was more significant. In both
.<.'. species high temperatures were associated on average with high
; locomotory activities, but the range of activity values was very
; large and increased with temperature (for this reason regression
• analysis was discarded). This illustrates the above-mentioned
V asynchronous character of the walk behavior: even at high temper-
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Table 6. Frequencies of distances (in two classes) covered on suc-
cessive days and mean direction deviations of radioactive P. versi-
color. Frequencies expected if no clustering occurred are given
in parentheses

Period and place Distance
covered
between
day t and
day t + 1

Distance covered between
day t — 1 and day t

reproductive period,
mosaic field

reproductive period,
Molinia caerulea

juvenile period,
mosaic field

(n=228)

>2.7m
(«=227)

(«=46)

>4.5 m
(«=45)

<1.0m
(n=44)

Sl .Om
(«=43)

<2.7m

151 (112.8)
91°

74(112.2)
86°

= 4.5m

33 (24.3)
100°

15 (23.7)
75°

<1.0m

27 (22.3)
99°

17(21.7)
96°

>2.7m

77(115.2)
93°

153(114.8)
64°

>4.5 m

13(21.7)
80°

30(21.3)
46°

>1.0m

17(21.7)
109°

26(21.3)
63°

Table 7. Frequencies of distances (in two classes) covered on suc-
cessive days and mean direction deviations of radioactive C. mela-
nocephalus. Frequencies expected if no clustering occurred are
given in parentheses

Period and place Distance
covered
between
day t and
day t + 1

Distance covered between
day t — 1 and day t

reproductive period,
mosaic field
+ C. vulgaris

reproductive period,
Molinia caerulea

spring period,
mosaic field

= 2.0m
(«=217)

>2.0m
(M=219)

•S3.0m
(«=41)

>3.0m
(«=42)

(«=108)

> 1.6 m
(«=107)

<2.0m >2.0m

137(103.5)
86°

71 (104.5)
83°

<3.0m

80(113.5)
91°

148(114.5)
57°

>3.0m

26 (18.8)
92°

12(19.2)
58°

<1.6m

15(22.2)
96°

30 (22.8)
27°

>1.6 m

66 (517)
83°

37(51.3)
82°

42 (56.3)
74°

70 (55.7)
54°
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Fig. 2. The relationship between temperature (A)
and the locomotory activity of radioactive beetles (y).
The range of distances covered at each temperature
is indicated by the shaded areas. P. versicolor:
1I/4-17/5 1974 («=213). Line of least squares:
y= 1.06x-l 1.79. C. melanocephatus: 22/9-23/10
1973 («=154). Line of least squares: >>=0.60.v+1.49
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atures and on the same day there were some individuals that I
hardly moved, as well as individuals that covered large distances. ?••?
The data on which Fig. 2 is based are thus derived from two ?-•
phenomena, random walk and directed movement. Temperature £•
affects both, especially the distances covered during the latter. '^

During periods of one or several days with prolonged abundant L
rain, locomotory activity decreased greatly in both species. Other
weather factors were not recorded.

IV.
V-

3.3 Random Walk and Directed Movement j

V'

For simulation, the data on walking of the radioactive beetles %
were divided into two categories, although somewhat arbitrarily:
random walk and directed movement. Because of the influence
of temperature the two categories should overlap. Classification
decisions in the overlap area were made according to the value
of the direction deviation and the type of movement before and
after the day in question. In this way the data of P. versicolor
from the mosaic field in the reproductive period could be divided
into random walk ranging from 0 to 13m and directed movement
ranging from 2 to 87 m (the largest distance covered on one day).
Frequency distributions of both distances and direction deviations
are presented in Fig. 3, and mean values of these and other para-
meters are given in Table 8, first column. A corresponding division
of the data for C. mehnocephalus resulted in the values given <.
in the same table and in Fig. 4; here random walk ranged from >
0 to 6.5 m and directed movement from 1.5 to 36 m. The calculated ; j
mean values from the mosaic field and from the area with C.
vulgaris were about the same, and the latter are therefore included j
in Fig. 4. ?;]

The periods of random walk of both species in the mosaic field j
were about twice as long as the periods of directed movement.
However, the mean distances covered per day in the latter category
were about seven times longer. This means that the distances
covered by both types of movement were in the ratio of 1 to
3 or 4; hence in a period of, say, one week, the summed distances \
comprised 12 m random walk + 38 m directed movement for P.
versicolor, or 6 m + 24 m respectively for C. melanocephalus. For
the latter species the mean distance covered per day was about
0.6 times that of P. versicolor, a figure closely resembling the
size ratio (7 to 10.5 mm) of the individuals of these two species.
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Fig. 3A-D. Distributions of distances covered per day and direc-
tion deviations of two typos of movement, random walk (A, B)
and directed movement (C, D), of radioactive P. versicolor in
the mosaic field during the reproductive period. Note: the ab-
scissas in A and C have a geometric scale
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For both species the direction deviations of random walk show
a quite uniform distribution (Fig. 3B, 4B) and the same is true
for data on the direction deviations coinciding with changes in
type of movement: the mean values for random walk/directed
movement switches are 99° and 92° for P. verskolor and C. mela-
nocephalus respectively, and for the reverse 103° and 90° respec-
tively. The frequency distributions of the direction deviations of
directed movement were unimoda! with a majority of the values
in the classes between - 30° and + 30° for P. verskolor and be-
tween — 70° and + 70° for C. melanocephalus.

The directions in which the beetles started after release were
random, no preference being observed at any of the release sites.
Also the directions in which directed movement was performed
were random among individuals. Even the directions of two
periods of this type of movement as performed by the same individ-
ual seem to be mutually independent, see Fig. 1. The amount
of data was, however, insufficient to allow statistical analysis,
since relatively few beetles could be followed long enough to com-
pare different periods of directed movement.

3.4 Pattern of Movement in an Unfavorable Habitat

Radioactive beetles released in dense stands of the grass Molinia •
caerulea generally showed, as noted in section 3.1, the same pat- •;
terns of movement as in the mosaic field. Table 8 shows, however, '
that the distances covered per day in Molinia were on average :
nearly twice as long. After applying the same kind of division
as mentioned in section 3.3 it is clear from Table 8 that in both "j
species directed movement occurred much more in the Molinia ?
sites. Directed movement in these areas, as compared with the ';]
mosaic field, was not only accompanied by longer mean distances, |
but the periods of random walk were also shorter, especially for

V P. versicolor. In spite of the dense and complex spatial structure
\ of Molinia tussock grassland both species scored there the longest
I day-distances of this study: 126 m for P. versicolor and 58 m for
| C. melanocephalus. I
?,/ The pronounced directed movement in the poorly populated

Molinia sites is evidently a valuable strategy for escaping from
this apparently unfavorable habitat : when following a straight
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Table 8. Mean values of walking characteristics of radioactive P. versicolor and C. melanocephalus in several habitats and activity
periods. Numbers of observations are given between brackets

all data

distance (m. day" ' )

range
range of tracking periods (days)

random walk

distance (m. day"1)

direction deviation
duration (days)

range of duration

directed movement

distance (m. d a y ' )

direction deviation
duration (days)

range of duration

P. versicolor

reproductive period

mosaic

7.0
(«=488)
0-87
1-38

2.5
(334)
96°
7.0
(48)
1-37

16.8
(154)
34°
3.4
(47)
1-14

Molinia

13.6
(99)
0.1-126
5-27

2.4
(56)
100°
3.5
(16)
1-13

28.1
(43)
34°
3.1
(14)
1-9

juv. period

mosaic

3.9
(99)
0-45
2-15

1.0
(76)
107°
5.8
(13)
!-12

13.5
(23)
35°
2.9
(8)
1-5

C. melanocephalus

reproductive period

mosaic

4.2
(399)
0-36
1-37

1.4
(258)
89°
4.5
(58)
1-19

9.3
(141)
41°
2.7
(53)
1-13

Calluna

4.0
(85)
0-35
2-20

1.6
(53)
78°
3.8
(14)
I- 11

7.9
(32)
41°
2.7
(12)
1-5

Molinia

7.9
(93)
0-58
3-20

1.2
(46)
91°
3.1
(14)
1-14

14.5
(47)
19°
3.1
(15)
1-14

spring period

mosaic field

3.2
(227)
0-26
2-46

1.2
(152)
86°
4.5
(34)
1-17

7.4
(75)
33°
2.7
(29)
1 11
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line the beetles will emerge after a number of days (or weeks).
Some of the radioactive beetles released in the large Molinia field
succeeded in reaching more favored sites. In the first 15 days
after release a female P. versicolor covered 435 m as the crow
flies (summed day distances 483 m) and reached higher ground
with a vegetation of Erica and Calluna. During the next 12 days,
before she died, she only performed random walk. A male C. ^
melanocephalus travelled 226 m (summed day distances 250 m) in jjL
14 days and arrived at a ridge. After 4 days' random walk at P
this site the beetle died. These two cases suggest that after escape , -
from Molinia there may be a quick return to shorter distances ^
covered per day, but the available observations are insufficient -<
to draw a firm conclusion. Moreover, 4 radioactive P. versicolor
released at the other, smaller, Molinia site all showed random ü
walk in the first days and left the Molinia on the third day with £
directed movement (distances covered ranged between 33 and ':
49 m). Only one of them then switched immediately to random h
walk, the others continued their directed movements in Calluna f-\
and Erica for another two days. In order to reduce time-consuming
search they were recaptured on the fifth day after release, leaving
unknown the point at which a switch in walking type would have
occurred.

As noted above, beetles released in Molinia did not start with
a high locomotory activity immediately. For each beetle released
in Molinia, the mean distances covered per day are compared in
Fig. 5 with those of a comparable beetle released on the same
day in the mosaic field. In this way the influence of temperature
is excluded from the comparisons. In the cases of P. versicolor
the mean distances covered in the first 24 h were significantly
less in Molinia than in the mosaic field (Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-ranks test, P = 0.05). Only on the third day after release
did the mean distances covered in Molinia become significantly
longer. Because of the small amount of data together with the
great dispersion of the values no significant differences could be
observed for C. melanocephalus (Fig. 5). This species showed a
similar tendency, however, of low locomotory activity in Molinia
in the first 24 h. Hence, a sudden transplantation into an unfavor-
able habitat seems to evoke a complex reaction.

The beetles starting in the large Molinia field did not apparently
orientate towards the nearest heath vegetation at ca. 100 m west-
wards. Out of the 10 individuals released in this field, only
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Fig. 5. Distances covered in the first five days
after release by radioactive beetles in Molinia (o)
and in the mosaic field (•) . The lines connect
the mean values for 6 beetles, released between
30/5/74 and 25/6/74 for P. versicolor and between
1/8/74 and 23/8/74 for C. melanocephalus
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3 performed directed movement in directions between 225 and
315°, which is as expected if random directions are assumed.

3.5 Observations in Non-Reproductive Periods

Radioactive beetles often did not cover measurable distances for
one or more consecutive days during their breeding period. In
juvenile P. versicolor this occurred more frequently and more col-
lectively, probably due to low temperatures on some autumn days.
On the other hand, with warmer weather some of these individuals
showed directed movement over considerable distances: a male
covered more than 30 m in 4 days, even a female managed 130 m
in 15 days. After October 7th, 1973 the 6 beetles still labeled no
longer moved. On October 27th they were located in the vegetation
and all appeared to be alive in self-dug holes. These data on
prolonged periods without activity were therefore not incorporated
in Table 8. All beetles left the holes after the disturbance but
did not walk appreciable distances in the next days. On November
15th, when they were regained, they had all moved into new
holes very close to the previous ones. In July 1974, when reproduc-
tion of P. versicolor was over, such behavior was not recorded
although it is known (Mols, van Dijk, pers. comm.) that at that
time the adults move into self-dug holes. Perhaps some radioactive
individuals lost in that period went into holes and were actually
overlooked because the signals were too feeble.

Radioactive individuals of C. melanocephalus released in 1974
during the spring spent period did not show prolonged periods
of inactivity. All showed random walk/directed movement in about
the same ratio as during reproduction, although the distances
covered were slightly smaller (Table 8). The longest distance
recorded in this period amounted to 175 m in 15 days for a male.
Because the group died out after 7 weeks it was not observed
how they passed the period between May and the start of the
breeding season at the end of July. Individuals of C. melanoceph-
alus do not make holes (van Dijk, pers. comm.).

The significance of the spring spent period is still obscure.
It can hardly be a foraging period enabling the beetles which
had hibernated to survive the summer months, since trapped indi-
viduals usually have empty stomachs (van Dijk, pers. comm.). Pos-
sibly estivation requires other sites than does overwintering. Alto-
gether, the spent period involves a limited locomotory activity
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displayed by a limited group of individuals, as has been established
by pitfall trapping over a number of years. This is also illustrated
by the barrier experiment (cf. 4.2): during the months March-May
1974 246 specimens were caught, whereas during August-October
2645 specimens were trapped.

3.6 Control Experiments

To exclude the possibility that the patterns of movement described
in the previous sections as random walk/directed movement might
be due to radiation effects in the radioactive beetles, it was at-
tempted to demonstrate the existence of these patterns in non-
radioactive beetles as well. Therefore groups of brandmarked bee-
tles were released in the center of enclosed circles and caught
at successive days in pitfalls at the circumference. After recording
the position of the pitfall and the individual mark each captured
beetle was immediately released again in the center. Recaptures
of these beetles gave information about the periods between succes-
sive catches of each individual, and on the direction deviations
between the pitfalls, calculated as the smallest angles between
the compass directions of the pitfall sites measured at the center
of the enclosure. The data were then arranged in a way comparable
with Tables 6 and 7.

For both P. versicolor and C. melanocephalus the results were
essentially similar to those discussed in section 3.1 (Table 9). Al-
though the frequencies in this table again departed significantly
from the expected values {%2 test, 2 x 2 table, P<0.01 in both
cases), the number of short-short distance combinations is low
compared with Tables 6 and 7. This is an artefact of the experi-
ment, however: several days of random walk resulted in only
one catch and thus in only one record. Again, the mean direction
deviation of the long-long distance combinations differed signifi-
cantly from those of the other three categories (Kruskal-Wallis
test, P<0.05). In fact, it is surprising that random walk/directed
movement can still be distinguished by this kind of experimenta-
tion in which errors of estimation must be considerable. The
chance that a beetle reaching the fence will actually be caught
in the first pitfall encountered will be much lower than unity:
when following some radioactive individuals within such enclo-
sures it was discovered that sometimes several pitfalls were passed
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Table 9. Frequencies of times observed between release and catch
for successive recaptures of brandmarked beetles in circular enclo-
sures. These periods between catches are divided in two classes
and arranged in a 2 x 2 table. Mean direction deviation of each
category is presented simultaneously

P. versicolor

circleV(r-15m)
138 $$ released
20/5-20/6/75

C. melanocephalus

circle VII ( r - 5 m)
8O?S + 8O(£<J released
9/10-20/11/74

Period between
catch i
and i+ 1

> 2 days
(< 7.5 m/day)

<; 2 days
( g 7.5 m/day)

> 3 days
(< 1.67 m/day)

^ 3 days
(^1.67 m/day)

Period between
catch i — 1

> 2 days

272
87°

199
81°

> 3 days

50
85°

48
83°

and i

g 2 days

169
89°

542
66°

^ 3 days

53
79°

98
62°

Table 10. Mean time (in days) observed between release and catch
for successive recaptures of hungry and satiated beetles (?? and
(Jcf) respectively within circular enclosures. P. versicolor: circle
VI (r= 15 m), June 1975. C. melanocephalus: circle VII+VIII (r=
5 m), October 1974

Recapture 1

P. versicolor
hungry ind. (n=31)
satiated ind. (29)

C. melanocephalus

hungry ind. (39)
satiated ind. (38)

1.3
1.4

2.8
4.6

1.6
1.4

2.9
4.5

2.0
1.8

4.0
3.4

2.3
2.5

3.6
4.2

2.8
2.5

3.9
3.4
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before the animal was caught. For unknown reasons male P. l <
versicolor did not show the same low direction deviations of long-
long distance combinations as the females, although no striking %
differences in patterns of movement between the sexes of radioac-
tive beetles were found. •

At first it was thought that the experimental set-up described *
above would also enable the study of the external stimuli involved
in random walk/directed movement. Some preliminary trials were
made with animals fed abundantly for two days as opposed to J]
a group kept without food in that period (Table 10). In P. versi-
color individuals of both groups were recaptured equally quickly. £ '
The absence of differences was possibly due to the high mean
temperature during this field experiment, which might have caused
a rapid equalization of the satiation level. In C. melanocephalus,
released in the relatively cold autumn spent period, hungry animals
were recaught significantly faster than satiated ones during the
first week (Mann-Whitney test, P< 0.005). Thereafter beetles of
the two groups were recaptured about equally quickly. No differ-
ences in mean direction deviation could be detected, probably
because of the low numbers.

The design of these experiments could be questioned, however.
It seems necessary to create and maintain a difference in the
availability of food in the field itself, e.g. by working in two
identical circles, one containing an abundant food supply, and /
the other lacking in food. Other environmental factors possibly
related to random walk/directed movement such as looking for
mates or for suitable sites for egg-laying would be still more difficult
to test.

4. Simulations

4.1 The Basic Model

A simple stochastic computer program was written in FORTRAN
IV to simulate the patterns of movement of radioactive beetles.
To that end the frequency distributions of the field data gathered
at the mosaic field, and partly presented in Figs. 3 and 4, were
transformed into cumulative probability distributions of distances
covered per day (0,0.25,1, 2, 3 . . . m), direction deviations (— 180°,
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— 160°, -140° ... ), and durations (1, 2, 3 ...days) respectively,
for both random walk and directed movement. The time step
was one day, as in the field. At the start both types of movement
had the same probability for each "computer beetle". Hence,
the type of movement was selected with a random generator,
and the next random number determined the number of days
of that movement. Subsequently drawn random numbers deter-
mined the distance to be covered on that first day and the direction
(which was random at the start), from which the coordinates
of the new position were calculated. This was continued during
the number of days selected, after which the "beetle" automati-
cally switched over to the other type of movement, the duration
of which was again drawn randomly, and so on. The direction
deviations coinciding with changes in type of movement were
drawn from a uniform distribution (i.e. random).

Temperature influences were not incorporated separately be-
cause allowance had already been made for them in the frequency
distributions originating from several months with a wide range
in daily temperatures (cf. Fig. 2). Activity periods were
programmed as 90 days for P. versicolor, and as 60 days for C.
melanocephalus, based on trapping and other field observations,
and on the data of van Dijk (1973). Although the distances covered
by juvenile P. versicolor in autumn and especially by spent C.
melanocephalus in spring were sometimes considerable, these were
not taken into account, because the relevant pitfall catches are
usually low, suggesting that relatively low numbers of individuals
are active during these periods. In the basic program mortality
during the reproductive period was zero (cf. van Dijk, 1979; Baars,
1979).

•:\ 4.2 The Barrier Experiment

; To test the general validity of the data from the radioactive beetles
\- a capture-recapture experiment, performed with brandmarked in-
]u dividuals in the same mosaic field where the radioactive beetles
; were followed and in the same years, was simulated for P. versi-
'• color. This independent field experiment consisted of a central
:;. release point and pitfalls along low barriers at distances of 15,

'. 30, 60, and 120 m (each duplicated). To avoid mutual interference
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the barriers were relatively short, each covering only 6.5° of the
horizon (as seen from the release point). A barrier at 120 m was
thus 8 times the length of one at 15 m. Throughout the season
unmarked beetles caught in the pitfalls were brandmarked and
released in groups at the central point. Fig. 6A shows the data
on P. versicolor derived from this experiment. In both 1973 and
1974 the highest numbers of brandmarked beetles were captured
at 15 m and the lowest numbers at 120 m. The latter beetles
covered the distance within a relatively short time: their mean
" t r a p t i m e " at 120 m was only a little more than twice that at
15 m. This field experiment will be described in more details in
Baars (in prep.). Captures of brandmarked C. melanocephalus were
much less numerous so no simulation was carried out for this
species.

The simulation of this experiment for P. versicolor was
programmed according to the following rules. "Computer beetles"
were released in 20 groups throughout the season, just as in the
field. The first group was released 8 days after the start of the
season, the last only 6 days before the end. Each group consisted
of 500 animals for the simulation of one activity season (Fig. 6B,
C, and D) but of 1250 animals when several seasons had to be
simulated in succession (Table 11). Barriers were simulated as line
pieces and trapping of a "computer beetle" occurred if its "day-
l ine" crossed that of the barrier, provided that the capture chance
was also realized. As in the field experiment captured beetles
were not replaced. Animals that crossed a barrier but were not
captured were assumed to complete their simulated distance, i.e.
" t o climb over the barrier" as was sometimes actually observed '

in the field. Animals crossing a barrier from behind, where no ;;
pitfalls were placed, were correspondingly assumed to continue \~j
their walk during that day. The mosaic field was programmed ;
as being unbounded. In the model the capture efficiency of the \j
barriers was fixed as that at the 15 m barriers in the field. In C;
1973 2.8% and in 1974 2.0% of the number released were caught 1
there, so 2.4% was accepted for the simulation. This percentage
could be achieved by assuming a capture efficiency of 0.5 (i.e.
50% of the encounters with a barrier led to a catch).

Simulation of this experiment with the data presented in Fig. 3
and in Table 8 resulted in a picture that resembled the field data
quite closely: only the 120 m barriers caught too few beetles,
which moreover walked rather slowly (Fig. 6B). To test the sensi-
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Fig. 6. The barrier experiment with P. rersicolor in the field (A)
and in simulations (B, C, D). Number of beetles released: 3541
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for further details
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bility of the program it seemed adequate to vary the probability '.,
distributions and other aspects of the model in order to check j ^ _ ;
whether the same results could be achieved with quite different |«;
locomotory patterns. In Fig. 6C and 6D the results for two extreme |
cases are presented. In the first case the existence of directed
movement was denied, i.e. only random direction deviations were > ;
programmed, using the data of Fig. 3A and 3C combined in one j;
probability distribution. This resulted in a peak of catches at f̂K
30 m and in traptimes at 60 and 120 m that were much too high. .'; ;'•
In the second case the tracks were simulated in such a way that -^
the individuals were either random walkers or directed movers. f-
These two types of "walkers" were released in the ratio 2:1, ac-
cording to Table 8. This resulted in a reasonable distribution pat-
tern of the catches, but also in a curious traptime curve. The
catches at 15 and 30 m occurred too late and resulted mainly
from random walkers, whereas the catches at 60 and 120 m were
very quickly realized and only concerned directed movers. When
the data of the radioactive beetles are not divided into random
walk and directed movement, but lumped in the same probability
distributions for both distances and direction deviations (summa-
tion of Fig. 3B and 3D), simulation revealed a picture closely 1
resembling Fig. 6C. Hence, these sensitivity analyses showed that v

only the locomotory patterns as described in section 3.3 gave a
reasonable fit to the field data; this strongly supports the validity jf
both of distinguishing between the two types of movement and r
of assuming a continual alternation of random walk and directed \ i
movement in each individual. :

Because considerable numbers of marked P. versicolor were : 1
caught in the next seasons as well, simulations were also extended ^1
over more seasons. From Table 11 it can be concluded that in ,* 1
that case also there is a remarkable agreement between field and cff
simulation results. The percentage recovered of the number origi- p
nally released was somewhat lower in the field than in the simula- f.J
tions, most probably because mortality was not incorporated in
the simulations. However, if one remembers that the beetles caught
and released in 1973 and 1974 were mainly already in their second
reproductive season (cf. Table 1), the survival rates, even to the
third season, appear to be high in the field as well.

] , The reliability of the patterns of movement of the radioactive
!yf,_; beetles as shown above, at least in the case of P. versicolor, cleared
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Table 11. Distribution of catches of P. versicohr (percentages of total number recaptured) one and two years after release in the
barrier experiment, both in the field and when simulated

Barriers at Recaptured in total

15m 30 m 60 m 120 m

field data
catches in 2nd season 11.0% 19.5% 33.2%
('73-* '74+'74 -»'75)

catches in 3rd season 7.7% 15.4% 26.9%
('72-. '74+73-»'75)

Simulation
catches in 2"d season 10.8% 25.3% 30.7%

catches in 3rd season 0.0% 14.1% 29.0%

36.3%

50.0%

33.2%

56.9%

190
(4 .1% and 1.8%

26
(1.4% and 0.2%)

1173
(4.7%)

469
(1.9%)
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the way for a number of simulations to obtain the wished-for
estimations of the distances covered during the whole lives of
the beetles (section 4.3) and of spreading and dispersal of individ-
uals (section 4.4). Furthermore, pitfall trapping is extensively simu-
lated in Baars (1979) with the help of the above walk patterns.
For the latter study it was necessary to estimate the capture effi-
ciency of the pitfalls used. This was possible for a standard series
of 3 large pitfalls (cf. den Boer, 1977) located at 60 m from the
central release point of the barrier experiment. Catches of
brandmarked P. versicolor in these pitfalls, recorded both in 1973
and 1974, amounted to 0.35% of the numbers released. In the
simulation of the barrier experiment the same pitfalls needed a
capture efficiency of 0.9 to reach these catches.1

4.3 Distances Covered in Successive Seasons

The distance covered by an average individual during its life was
estimated by simulation of the locomotory patterns over several
years. The same program as in 4.2, but without pitfall trapping,
was used for this purpose. One thousand "individuals" of both
species were "released at a central point" and walked during
1 to 5 seasons: 90 to 450 days in P. versicolor and 60 to 300 days
in C. melanocephalus. From the results, presented in Table 12,
it was concluded that a considerable mean distance was covered
during the first activity season. But while some beetles had already
moved far away from the release point, others were still in the
neighborhood.

1 Even this high capture efficiency (cf. Luff, 1975) appeared
to be insufficient to fit other field data in Baars (1979). Therefore
"pathways" around the lines representing the daily random walk
tracks had to be introduced, suggesting that the beetles in fact did
not walk along a straight line. The animals caught at 60 m in
the above simulation were mostly directedly moving, so that intro-
duction of a pathway of 50 cm width for random walk did not
enlarge catch numbers in these three pitfalls: 35 out of 10,000 re-
leased against 34 in the case without pathways. However, when
directed movement was given a pathway as well the catch would
have been 46 (cf. Baars, 1979)
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In following seasons the increase in the mean distance covered
gradually declined and, especially in C. melanocephalus, tended
to zero for the individuals that had moved furthest away. After
four seasons the mean value already recorded after one year had
only doubled. Even then there were individuals very close to the
starting point. This can be explained by the random nature of
the directions in different periods of directed movement mutually
(cf. 3.3, 4.1). This implies that on time scales larger than one
or several months patterns of movement resemble random walk.
Because the distance moved is linear with the square root of
time in random walk (Skellam, 1951), mean displacements over
several years can be predicted from the distance moved in one
activity season. From Table 12 it can be concluded that the thus
predicted values are in accordance with the observed distances
for both species.

Partly because of the shorter activity season of C. melanoceph-
alus, mean distances travelled by this species amounted to 41%
of those of P. versicolor. Beetles in a fourth or fifth reproductive
season are not exceptional in P. versicolor but were not recorded
in C. melanocephalus. If 3 years old individuals of C. melanoceph-
alus were also very rapid, at least in favored habitats like the
mosaic field, they might have moved ca 370 m, whiie in P. versi-
color long-lived individuals would have travelled more than 900 m.

Table 12. Simulation of the distances moved from a central point
in successive activity seasons by 1000 individuals. Numbers in
brackets indicate the distance predicted as the mean distance
moved in the first year multiplied by the square root of the number
of years

Year

P. versicolor

mean distance (m) 160

range (m) 2-539

C. melanocephalus

mean distance (m) 66

range (m) 2-248

224
(226)
5-716

91
(93)
1-302

279
(277)
27-851

113
(114)
1-372

313 353
(320) (358)
5-929 16-1183

129 143
(132) (148)
4-382 4-382
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^ 4.4 Spreading of Individuals and Dispersal *

:, Figure 7 A and B show the areas over which a subpopulation of ^ ,
_..- 100,000 beetles, starting at a central area of 1 ha, might be expected

to have spread after one season. The beetles in the simulation
' for P. versicolor were found over an area of more than 100 ha

(Fig. 7A). The majority of the specimens of this species had spread
over approximately 700x 700 m (49 ha): 98% of the number re-
leased was located in the blocks of lOOx 100 m in Fig. 7A which
contained more than 100 beetles at the end of the season. Only
9.9% of the original subpopulation remained in the central area.
For C. melanocephalus a much higher number (36.4%) was found
back at the starting area. The total number of blocks of
100 x 100 m over which this species had spread in one season
comprised 33 ha (Fig. 7B) but 97% of the number released could
be recovered from only 9 ha (all blocks in Fig. 7B with numbers
greater than 1000).

The actual distribution patterns of Fig. 7A and B were used
again to estimate the amount of exchange of individuals between
two sites separated by a Molinia zone, a situation depicted in
Fig. 7 C and D and schematically representing the southeastern part
of Kralo Heath. If loeomotory activity did not change in the
Molinia zone it was calculated from Fig. 7A that a subpopulation

: of P. versicolor, located at the border of such a zone, would lose
34% of its individuals in the Molinia, whereas only 0.5% would

• reach the other side (cf. figures at the base of Fig. 7A). Using
Fig. 7B these percentages would be 20 and 0 respectively for C.
melanocephalus (cf. figures at the base of Fig. 7B). As shown by

\ Baars (in prep.) there are no indications that individuals of these
two species would be able actually to avoid entering the Molinia.
If the beetles that spread into the Molinia were given, according

K to Table 8, a loeomotory activity about twice as high2, then 3 %
: of the individuals of the above P. ym/co/or-subpopulation would
( reach the opposite side by the end of the season, and only about
f: 22% would stay behind in the Molinia (Fig. 7C). Hence, even
\. with a (normal) mean density of 0.4 per m2 , from a subpopulation

2 For practical reasons all the beetles still staying behind in
the Molinia at the end of the activity period were distributed ;] j.
again according to Fig. 7A and B. This probably gave an underesti-
mation of the fraction escaping from the Molinia.
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of 4000 beetles more than 100 specimens would traverse the Mali- [
nia. Although C. melanocephalus generally shows a much higher
mean density at Kralo Heath (about 5 m"2) only 2 specimens k\
(0.004%) would escape eastwards, and about 16% would stay "',
behind in the Molinia zone (Fig. 7D). These calculations illustrate f.
that the dispersal power of P. versicolor is much higher than
that of C. melanocephalus.

From the remarks above it will be evident that it was hardly
possible actually to measure the rate of exchange through the J?T-
Molinia zone at Kralo Heath. However, during two experiments •'
performed at sites 900 m apart, the barrier experiment west of >
Molinia and a capture-recapture experiment east of it with ";
225 cups (cf. Fig. 1 in Baars, 1979), between 1972 and 1975, consid-
erable numbers of beetles were brandmarked and released. Not
a single marked beetle released at one of these sites was recaptured
at the other. From the distributions in Fig. 7A and C we can
roughly predict whether for P. versicolor this could be expected.
In the barrier experiment 8000 specimens were released from
which about 40 can be expected to have reached the Molinia zone.
If all specimens were to survive, only a single one might be
expected to have reached the opposite side. The chance that this
beetle would arrive at the grid of 225 cups covering 0.5 ha was
low, however, let alone that it would also be captured. The same
reasoning can be applied to the chance that one or more of the
ca. 3500 brandmarked individuals released in this capture-recap-
ture experiment would reach the mosaic field.

5. Discussion ,:l

Although the data obtained from the radioactive beetles could :f\
be expected to be biased (cf. 2.3, 2.4), both field experiments f\
(3.6) and simulations (4.2) showed that the patterns of movements
derived from these were generally correct. Although most of the
radiation injuries originated from the beta emission of 192Ir, i.e.
97% of the ca. 2.4 Gy/day ( = 240 rad/day), it would hardly have
been possible to improve the duration of the tracking experiments
by applying isotopes with only gamma radiation, such as 51Cr
and 169Yb, because these involve technical problems. A solution
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might be found, however, in shielding the beta emission of acti-
vated Iridium by applying a foundation of lead or iron with paint.
Van der Meijden (1973) did not observe radiation effects in his
192Ir-labeled crterpillars, because after only one week they shed
their labeled skins when pupating. Brower (1977) in the Brook-
haven Experimental Forest studied the effects of the gamma emis-
sion of a 137Cs source on the population dynamics of Ips species
(Coleoptera, Scolytidae) and found total mortality of adults at
doses greater than 2000 rad/day, non-hatching of eggs
at > 1000 rad/day, and normal larval development at doses below
200 rad/day. However, Styron and Dodson (1973), working with
the same isotope at prolonged mean doses of ca. 6 rad/day, includ-
ing beta-emission, noticed a severe reduction of carabid numbers
in the second year, presumably due to poor reproductive success.
In the third year of this experiment no further significant effect
upon the numbers could be found. In general adult insects are
at least 100 times less sensitive to radiation than vertebrates. This
does not hold, however, for developmental stages, because dividing
cells are extremely radiosensitive (O'Brien and Wolfe, 1964). This
shows that labeled P. ver.sicolor females turned out to be reproduc-
tively inactive due to heavy damage to the germ cells (2.3). This
indicates that the technique of radioactive labeling can only be
used fruitfully in a limited number of cases.

Observations on distance-covering capacities are scattered
throughout the carabid literature. In general these data are quite "
anecdotal and they sometimes severely underestimate dispersal
power: during the present study it appeared that displacement
measurements should be made in vast areas, and should even
be continued during successive years (Fig. 7, Table 12). Therefore,
in Baars (in prep.) the present data on P. versicolor and C. nwla-
nocephalus will be compared with data from literature. The loco-
motory activities of beetles released in enclosed circles with 15m ; <
radii in different habitats did not differ strikingly. Only in Molinia '\
was a generally lower trapping rate than in other habitats observed, ;;
especially in C. mekmocephalus. The discrepancy of this result ^
from the high locomotory activity in radioactive beetles in Molinia |
(cf. 3.4) is explained by the observation that beetles released in \
Molinia generally hardly moved during the first day(s) (Fig. 5). |
Hence, differences in "Raumwiderstand" (Heijdemann, 1957) be- cf
tween habitats were not reflected in the actual distances covered /
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over daily periods by both P. versicolor and C. melanocephalus. I
Even the single P. versicolor individual that travelled 126 m in ?•
one day had a relatively low mean speed of 0.13 m/min over L
the whole day-period, i.e. 16 h, compared with the potential walk- ^
ing speeds in the species tested by Heijdemann. *--.

It is intriguing to consider what enables a beetle to hold its
chosen direction despite the frequent encounters with obstacles.
The directed movement resembles "light compass reactions" as
reviewed by Fraenkel and Gunn (1940); Papi (1955) demonstrated \*
the occurrence of this type of orientation in riparian carabid •
species. Since both the day-active P. versicolor and the night-active
C. melanocephalus performed directed movement under a wide '•"'

range of weather conditions it is questionable whether light could
be the only stimulus: Mletzko (1971, 1972) found indications that
magnetic orientation might occur in ground beetles, and Arendse
and Vrins (1975) were actually able to demonstrate magnetic
orientation in Tenebrio molitor L. (Coleoptera, Tenebrionidae).
However, there is a peculiar difference between the phenomenon
as described in these papers and the directed movement as
observed during the present study. In the former cases the animals
showed a direction preference that changed systematically
throughout the day, whereas P. versicolor and C. melanocephalus
kept the same direction for several days. Similar patterns of move-
ment, but on different distance scales, were found for the click j_
beetle Agriostes obscurus L. (Brian, 1947) and for several blowfly
species (MacLeod and Donnelly, 1963). Brian tracked only 4
226Ra-labeled beetles yet could distinguish 3 types of movement,
including directional movement of ca. 0.5 m per day on successive
days. MacLeod and Donnelly's trapping results with dyed
blowflies suggest two types of flight: rapid and unidirectional
exodus flights by some of the flies (leading to dispersal over several ;

miles in several days) and short random flights by the remainder. .;

No attempt has been made so far to fit the patterns of move- \
ment described in this paper to some deterministic model. Al- , i
though the construction of models in which it is assumed that il
ground beetles merely perform random walk (diffusion equations, |
cf. Fechter, 1977) is still going on, it is not very probable that *
such models can fit the field data given in 4.2 to a sufficient •!
degree (compare Fig. 6). Better results might be expected from ;1
application of some of the descriptive and explanatory models =
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that were recently developed by Freeman (1977), Manly (1977),
Inoue (1978) and Taylor (1978) for a broad range of movement
types. As pointed out by Siniff and Jessen (1968) mammals with
home ranges show varying types of distributions of direction devia-
tions: uniform, circular normal, and bimodel distributions, even
within the same species. But simulated patterns of movement only
resembled telemetry data when some parts of the simulation area
were given a higher probability of being visited than others (com-
pare also Clark, 1962). A satisfactory agreement between field
data and simulations of P. versicolor was reached without such
assumptions (Fig. 6A, B, Table 11). Both from the tracking of
the radioactive beetles and from the simulation of the barrier
experiment it can therefore be concluded that home ranges do
not occur in the two carabid species studied.

Because P. versicolor and C. melanocephalus, in spite of being
differe i in many respects (cf. 2.1), showed the same pattern of
alternating random walk and directed movement in all activity
periods and at all study sites, it is possible that this pattern is a
common feature among carabid beetles. Capture-recapture experi-
ments with the night-active forest species Carabus prohlcmaticus
Hbst. (length 21 -27 mm) performed in the same way as described
in 3.6 indeed revealed results closely resembling those of Table 9,
i.e., significant differ .ices from expected frequencies and a signifi-
cant lower mean direction deviation of the short/short recaptures
(Rijnsdorp, pers. comm.).

Our results correspond closely with those of Griim (1965,
1971). He studied loromotory activities in the carabids Carahits
arvensis Hbst., C. nemoralis Miill., and Pterostichus niger Schall.
and noticed that the distribution of the periods of time during
which specimens occurred in his trapping areas in most cases
differed significantly from the expected exponential distribution:
some of the beetles disappeared very quickly to other plots,
whereas others were recaptured over many days. In enclosure
experiments he subsequently 'discovered that the fast specimens
were hungry and the slow ones satiated at the moment of catch.
Moreover, in sites where density was low, all specimens showed
high locomotory activity, irrespective of the satiation level. These
observations provide hypotheses about the processes possibly un-
derlying the patterns of movement described in this paper. The
hungry beetles of Grüm are obviously comparable with our di-
rected movers, and the satiated beetles with our random walkers.

1
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3 Although only food is considered here as the object of searching
behavior resulting in random walk and directed movement, egg-
laying, copulation, sheltering, and other activities may be involved
as well

In this connection Mitchell (1963) should also be mentioned; in
laboratory experiments with Bembidion lampros Hbst. and Trechus
quadristriatus Schrk., two small carabids, he noticed: "before feed-
ing, a beetle moved quickly across or round the edge of its con-
tainer, but for several seconds after eating an (cabbage root-fly)
egg it moved slowly in small, close turns, and reverted to the
normal movement if a second egg was not found within
10-15 sec." If the food was offered in clusters this behavior
resulted in the predation of nearly all eggs in the cluster that
was encountered. The same behavior was recently found by Mols
in P. versicolor (pers. comm.). When we extrapolate this behavior
to the scale of days as in this study, it may be supposed that
the random walk of radioactive beetles is the result of frequent
encounters with food, probably clustered, leading to only small
displacements in random directions in 24-h intervals. Directed
movement could thus be the evolved reaction towards an insuffi- ft:.
cient prey density. It may be further assumed that this movement
is continued until places with suitable food concentrations are
found. The advantages of such behavior will be evident: on the
one hand many different habitats will be crossed with an increasing
chance of encountering food clusters, and on the other hand there
will be only a small chance that the animal will return to places
that have already been explored3.

Directed movement is also a valuable strategy for escaping
from unfavorable sites, as pointed out in 3.4. There are no indica-
tions that either of the two species can actively avoid entering
unfavorable habitats such as Molinia vegetation: in enclosed circles
erected for 2/3 of their circumference in Calhma and for the re-
mainder in Molinia, the pitfalls in the Molinia sector caught a
directly proportional part of the brandmarked beetles released
in the (Calluna) center (Baars, in prep.). It therefore seems proba-
ble that specimens will continually spread into less favorable sites,
leading to a steady loss of specimens from more highly populated *
areas. This loss is partly minimized by rapid rectilinear travel
that after some time will take the beetles back into more favorable
locations (elsewhere or at the starting site). In the simulation

. ' i
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of P. versicolor in section 4.3 the percentage of the beetles that
entered and remained in the Molinia dropped from 34.0 to 22.5 by
this behavior.

The results of this study, both from field observations and
from simulations, suggest that dispersal by walking out of the
habitat results from the normal locomotory activities within a
suitable habitat, and may thus explain the pitfall catches of cara-
bid species in habitats where the development from eggs to adults
is never completed (cf. den Boer, 1970). The picture of dispersal
by walking closely resembles that of dispersal by flight in carabid
species (den Boer, 1977). In the latter study it was concluded
that flight is not generally triggered off by overcrowding or by
other adverse conditions, at least as proximate factors, but by
favorable weather conditions (cf. van Huizen, 1977). This behavior
may lead not only to a great loss among the departing specimens,
but also to occasional (re)population of depopulated areas as well
as of new ones and because of this to genetic maintenance of
this behavior.

The simulations resulting in the data of Table 12 imply that
the greatest contribution to exchange between subpopulations will
occur during the first season of the beetles concerned. Survival

L to following seasons probably contributes more to population
it stability, by spreading of the risks of great numerical fluctuations
v as a consequence of a heterogeneous age composition, as hypoth-
;, esized by den Boer (1968) and van Dijk (1973). From the simula-
:'. tion of the traverse of the Molinia zone (4.3) it is evident that
; in C. melanocephalus major extinctions can hardly be compensated
':} for by immigration of walking individuals from other sites. In
<: view of the parallel fluctuations in numbers in subpopulations
;'.' of this species, as described by den Boer (1971). this means that
* even at the extensive Kralo Heath total extinction can occur in
i

a relatively short time, but it may be prevented by refoundation \
from specimens flying in. Foundation of populations by macro- >

k,( p te rous individuals of this species has been demons t ra t ed for the '-'•.
'fj. new Usselmeer Polders in the Nether lands (den Boer, 1970; Haeck , if
'£• 1971). P. versicolor shows asynchronous fluctuating subpopula- Ï

tions on Kralo Heath, which implies that there will always be |
some sites where survival and/or reproduction are possible. Togeth- :j
er with the high walking capacity of specimens of this species, I
this will result in depopulated localities being repopulated again i
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sooner or later. The role of exchange of specimens between sub-
populations for population stability, as compared with the signifi-
cance of differences in age composition and of environmental
heterogeneity, are the subject of further research at the Biological
Station, Wijster, where the conclusions from theoretical models
such as those presented in Reddingius and den Boer (1970) and
in Roff (1974) will be compared with simulations based on field
data.
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Catches in Pitfall Traps in Relation to Mean Densities
of Carabid Beetles

M.A. Baars
Communication no. 196 of the Biological Station of the Agricultural University (Wageningen),
Wijster (Drenthe), The Netherlands

Summary. Based on continuous pitfall catches summed over the whole activ-
ity period for the carabid beetles Pterostichus versicolor Sturm and Calathus
melanocephalus L., a satisfactorily linear relationship is presented between
the mean densities in several habitats and in different years and the numbers
of beetles trapped. This means that with the help of continuous pitfall sam-
pling a reliable relative measure of the sizes of carabid populations can
be obtained.

Simulation experiments show that for individuals of P. versicolor the
distances covered each day should be represented by strips of some width
instead of by lines to obtain numbers trapped that equal the field data.
The influence on numbers trapped of the high mobility of beetles in unfavor-
able habitats is probably not significant. Simulation experiments with C.
melanocephalus indicate that a much lower capture efficiency than for
P. versicolor has to be programmed to fit the simulation results with the
field data.

The catch from different types of pitfalls is not always proportional
to trap perimeter due to different vegetation cover of the immediate trap
surroundings and to different kinds of roofs placed over the pitfalls. For
the same species the capture efficiency of a pitfall can also change throughout
the season.

Simulation experiments show that the number and shape of the pitfalls
need not influence the catches, provided that the traps keep the same total
perimeter and are broadly spaced.

Remodelling of some data from the literature reveals that the linear
relationship between mean densities and year-catches in pitfalls is probably
a general one among carabid species. This leads to the hypothesis that
carabid beetles have to work through a fixed reproductive program each
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year by means of an almost constant total amount of locomotory activity
which is realized step by step during spells of suitable weather.

Some recommendations are given for intraspecific and interspecific com-
parisons of pitfall catches between sites and years.

1. Introduction

Reviewing the literature on pitfall trapping, a method extensively used in studies
on Carabidae, Southwood (1966) concluded that "pitfall traps are of little
value for the direct estimation of populations or for the comparison of commu-
nities." From the work of Griim (1959), Briggs (1961), Mitchell (1963), and
Greenslade (1964) one gets the impression that trap efficiency varies from species
to species, from habitat to habitat, with prevailing and actual weather conditions,
with the physiological state of the animal, etc. Nevertheless, some ecologists ,
such as Den Boer (1971a, 1977) and Meijer (1974) use pitfall catches as a
measure of relative abundance to compare populations in sites and years within
the same species. They assume that for most carabid species the uninterrupted
weekly catches in standard sets of pitfalls, when summed up over the whole
activity period (or the whole year), represent reliable, comparative estimates
of population sizes. The question thus arises whether or not these year-samples
suffer from the objections mentioned above, which were based on results from
relatively short trapping periods.

Den Boer (1971a) was able to demonstrate that estimates of population
sizes with the stochastic model of Jolly favor his assumptions about the reliability
of the year-samples. Application of this capture-recapture method to groundbee- i-
tles itself implies some uncertainties, however: it is not yet known how far
the underlying assumptions are fulfilled, and it is difficult to translate the esti- :

mated population sizes into densities, because often the surfaces involved are
only known approximately. A more direct approach to this problem mani-
fested itself when a number of enclosures were erected at different sites
of a large heathland. These enclosures contained a number of autoch-
thonous beetles which were successively captured when they became active.
Because most of the enclosures were in the neighborhood of some of Den
Boer's sets of pitfalls, we could compare the values of his year-samples with
the densities as measured in the adjacent enclosures. If Den Boer's assumptions
are correct, the relationship between mean density and year-sample should be . |
a strictly linear one. Following Grüm (1971), however, it may be expected j
that in unfavorable habitats, i.e. the habitats with the lowest mean densities, }\
the locomotory activity will be highest and so the pitfall catches should be ;•
relatively large there. In favorable habitats high mobility was in fact only noticed .-]
in starved animals so that the population was divided into two groups of differing ;|
mobility. Baars (1980) followed radioactive groundbeetles and confirmed the '~/i
occurrence of two types of movement, so-called random walk and directed
movement. He showed that in each individual these two types of movement
obviously alternate. In accordance with Grüm (1971) it transpired that in an un- '4
favorable habitat the locomotory activity which led to the covering of the greatest 1
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distances, the directed movement, occurred both more extremely and more fre-
quently than in more densely populated areas. These data provided the opportun-
ity to program the patterns of movement of individuals, and to simulate the
results of certain field experiments (Baars, 1980) as well as the relationship between
mean density and pitfall catches. In the latter case different assumptions could
be tested, one of which was the possible influence of a programmed high locomo-
tory activity at low densities on the numbers trapped.

Finally, the question arose of how far the conclusions drawn from this
evaluation of Den Boer's continuous pitfall trapping can be extrapolated to
other types of pitfalls as well. Therefore both field data and some simulation
experiments will be presented to elucidate the influence of the experimental
set-up on numbers trapped.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Area and species

The field data were obtained from the Kralo Heath, part of a nature preserve of 1.200 ha
in the neighborhood of Dwingeloo (Province of Drenthe, the Netherlands). Figure 1 shows the
positions of both the enclosures and Den Beer's pitfall series. An indication of the dominant
vegetation at each site can be found in Tables 3 and 4. The range Molinia caerulea (L.) Moench /
Erica tetralix L. j Calluna vulgaris (L.) Hull / Nardus stricta L. / Festuca ovina L. is in general
accompanied by a decreasing groundwater level and moisture content of the soil. The vegetation
of two areas, the so-called grassy field and the mosaic field, was more heterogeneously structured
than that of the other sites, the former being densely covered with tussocks of the grass species
F. ovina, N. stricta, and Deschampsia flexuosa (L.) Trin., alternating with some groups of Empelrum
nigrum L., the latter with groups of C. vulgaris, E. tetralix, and N. stricta.

Pterostichus versicolor Sturm (= P. coerulescens L.) and Calathus melanoceph-
alus L. (Coleoptera, Carabidae), the species studied, belong to the most abundant
carabid species in this area (Den Boer, 1977). P. versicolor is day-active, repro-
duces in the spring, and young adults emerge in autumn but do not show
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much locomotory activity then. C. melanocephalus is night-active and reproduces
in the autumn. One-year old beetles especially reproduce in the first part of
the breeding season, young adults more in the last part (Van Dijk, 1973). There
is a short second activity period of adults in spring but without reproduction
("spent" females), the significance of which is not yet understood.

2.2. Traps

Den Boer's pitfall series each consists of 3 square, metal traps with sides of 25 cm and a depth
of 30 cm. All pitfalls are freely suspended in a deeper outer container to avoid flooding and
disturbance of the catch situation when the pitfall is taken out. They are all provided with a
drainage system, a metal roof and suspended wire netting to keep predators out. The three pitfalls
of a set are placed in a row in the center of the study site at mutual distances of 10 m. The
middle one is always a square funnel supplied with a formalin tube, which thus traps without
replacement; the other two are live-traps, and from 1972 onwards the animals caught have been
replaced in the neighborhood. All pitfalls are emptied weekly the whole year round.

Another type of pitfall was used within the enclosures and in other experiments, viz. a plastic
cup, 9.4 cm deep, with a diameter of 10.4 cm, and provided with a plastic funnel as described
by Vlijm et al. (1961). The bottom of each cup was supplied with small drainage holes. Perspex
roofs were used to safeguard the traps from predation, litter, and excessive rain, but this type
of roof had the disadvantage that the trap contents were visible for birds and this sometimes
led to severe predation by carrion crows.

The retaining efficiency of both Den Boer's pitfalls and the cups was tested
in the field by supplying them with brandmarked individuals. The results of
some of these experiments are presented in Table 1 (other data are given in
Den Boer, 1977:4.4.3). Retaining efficiency was nearly always 100% except
in C. melanocephalus where there was some loss of adults, especially males,
and a severe loss of callow juveniles from Den Boer's pitfalls. The latter category,
however, is not a significant part of the year-samples concerned, even when
this low retaining efficiency is taken into account, so that both types of pitfalls
can be considered to sample the study species adequately.

Comparisons between the numbers trapped in the two types of pitfalls were made at two
sites on the heath. First, in the grassy field (see 2.1 and Fig. 1), over a number of years the
catches in pitfall series BH could be compared with those in an adjacent (10 m) and parallel
row of 9 cups (forming a part of an experiment with 225 cups), at mutual distances of 5 m.

Second, in an enclosure with a diameter of 30 m, circle 11 A, with a dominant vegetation
of C. vulgaris, 3 square pitfalls and 9 cups were dug in at mutual distances of 7.5 m, and later
on another 9 cups were added. The results of both experiments are presented in section 3.2.1.

2.3. Enclosures '••

The enclosures were made of Bekaert's Skrinet, plastic foil reinforced with spotwelded wire netting, ':
of which strips of ca. 35 cm height were sunk vertically into the soil for ca. 15 cm, formed to 4
the desired circumference. Special measures had to be taken to minimize leakage of beetles under- ' ",•)
neath this barrier. Cups were placed inside and against the strip, so that the circumference acted : «|
as one large strip-trap. •• >^j

Three types of enclosures were used: large circles with a radius of 15 m (surface 706.5 m2) *:
and supplied with 108 cups, small circles with a radius of 5 m (surface 78.5 m2) and 48 cups, %
and squares of 2x 2 m with 4 cups; see Fig. 1. . i
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Table 1. Retaining efficiency of two types of traps for marked individuals of some carabid species

Species

Pterostichus versicolor Sturm

4 experiments of 3 days
in the reproductive period

males
females

7 experiments of 3 days,
callow juveniles in autumn

males
females

Calathus melanocephalus L.

4 experiments of 7 days
in the reproductive period

males
females

3 experiments of 7 days,
callow juveniles in July

males
females

Calathus erratus Sahib.

4 experiments of 3 days
in the reproductive period

males
females

Square pitfalls

total
number set in

30
32

30
30

99
112

37
45

30
30

recovered

93
100

100
100

81
90

46
53

100
100

Cups

total
number set in

34
36

30
30

160
160

not carried out

30
30

recovered

100
100

100
100

98
99

100
100

In the case of P. versicolor only the first two types of enclosures were
used (Table 3). Most circles were erected early in spring and with the onset
of warmer weather P. versicolor immediately became active. Within a few days
more than 90% of the autochthonous individuals were captured; even in the
large circles after three weeks native specimens were no longer caught. When
the circles were erected late in summer or in autumn it took more time to
capture all autochthonous individuals, because in autumn only part of the
juveniles could be caught, whereas the remaining young adults and the older
adults had still to be trapped in the next spring.

Measures of the densities of C. melanocephalus could only be made in the
small circles and in the fenced squares, owing to the low catching efficiency
of pitfalls for this species, the smaller distances covered each day as compared
with those for P. versicolor, and the fact that the individuals did not become
active simultaneously but throughout the breeding season. Moreover, it happ-
ened that some of the large circles erected in spring were damaged too heavily
in the course of the summer to be used for C. melanocephalus.
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2.4. Simulation Experiments

A more detailed description of the computer programming of the pattern of
movement of individuals, as shown in the field by the radioactive beetles, can
be found in Baars (1980). Suffice it to mention here that every "beetle" each
day performs some distance in some direction both of which are randomly
generated from distributions of field data. There are two types of movement:
firstly, random walk with short distances covered per day, and random direction
deviations; secondly, directed movement with longer distances and direction
deviations with a low average value of 20-40°. At the start of the season for
every individual each type of movement has the same probability, and the
duration in days of the type chosen is also drawn with a random generator
from distributions constructed from the field data. After having finished that
period of activity the walk pattern automatically switches over to the other
type, the duration of which is again drawn randomly, and so on. The two
species concerned appeared only to differ in the values actually represented
in the distributions, e.g. P. versicolor having larger mean distances covered
each day. For P. versicolor the mean duration of a period of random walk
is 7.0 days against 3.5 days for directed movement; for C. melanocephalus these
figures are 4.4 and 2.7 days respectively. The length of the breeding season
was fixed as 90 days for P. versicolor and 60 days for C. melanocephalus (based
on field data and Van Dijk, 1973). In the program mortality during the season
was neglected. We have indications that during the greater part of the breeding
season the mortality of adults - very old specimens excepted - is indeed low;
see Van Dijk (1979). Trapping of an individual occurs when the line, repre-
senting the distance covered that day, crosses the sides of the trap, and the
capture chance (capture efficiency of the pitfall) is also realized.

In some experiments in this paper the line is extended to a strip (pathway),
as indicated in Fig. 2, so enlarging the capture chance. In Fig. 2 a beetle starts
at position 1 and performs two days of directed movement and six days of
random walk. In this example directed movement has a narrower pathway
than random walk. At the artificial border of the field the beetle rebounds,
un tne seventh day the beetle will be trapped if the capture chance is realized.
Without pathways in this case it can only be trapped on the next day.

In the simulations, unless otherwise stated, catches were "with replacement" (beetles were
allowed to continue their tracks) to avoid a decrease in the programmed density. For practical
reasons all the simulation experiments comprised a limited area of 100 x 100 m with angular points
(0.5, 0.5), (100.5, 0.5), (0.5, 100.5), and (100.5, 100.5). Beetles were released at regularly distributed
points, for example in the case of density 0.0625 m " 2 at the coordinates (1,1), (1,5), (1,9)... (1,97),
(5,1), (5,5)...(5,97), etc.

In the middle of the area a Den Boer's pitfall series was placed with coordinates of the
centres (40, 49.5), (50, 49.5), and (60, 49.5). Beetles were not allowed to leave the area, but rebounded
at the border with the angle of reflection the same as the angle of incidence. To test whether
this way of programming revealed a constant uniform distribution of beetles over the whole area,
the area was divided in 25 blocks of 20x20m each, and in each block all day-points were scored.
The results for 10,000 individuals of P. versicolor, each walking 90 days and thus resulting in
an expectation of 36,000 day-points for each block, are presented in Table 2. No higher concentra-
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawing illustrating the patterns of movement of beetles in the simulations.
see text

Table 2. The distribution of the positions
of 10,000 beetles over 25 blocks in a field
of 100 x 100 m summed over an activity
period of 90 days, simulated for
Pterostichus versicolor. See text

36,270
35,389
35,697
36,319
36,150

35,786
35,292
36,914
36,500
35,770

36,358
35,241
35,648
36,227
36,387

35.309
35,838
35,773
35,127
36,096

36,052
36,776
36.568
36.645
35,868

tions of beetles occurred at the borders, so that we may assume that a more or less uniform
distribution of individuals is maintained throughout the execution of the program.

For practical reasons only a single run of each simulation experiment was performed in most
cases. Since computer beetles were moving independently of each other each beetle can be considered
a separate run, and with total numbers released ranging from 625 to 80,000 it will be evident
that year-catches cannot be expected to vary greatly, and this was actually found when running
the same program with a different series of random numbers. The computer programs were written
in FORTRAN IV and printouts are available on request.

3. Results

3.1. The Relationship Between Mean Density and Pitfall Catches

3.1.1. Field Data. All the available data are given for P. versicolor in Table 3
and for C. melanocephalus in Table 4. In the year-samples of P. versicolor the
juveniles in autumn (new generation) are not included. Year-samples of C.
melanocephalus involve the whole year including the spent period of old adults
in spring. For both species the mean densities (number of individuals per m2)
in the enclosures are compared with the values of the year-samples from the
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Table 3. Number of Pterostichus versicolor caught in enclosures and in pitfall series at the Kralo Heath

Expe-
riment

1*

2

3*

4

5*

6*

7*

8*

9

10

Year

1973

1973

1973

1974

1974

1975

1975

1975

1975

1975

Enclosure

site; between
brackets: data
of construction,
dominant
vegetation

circle I
(30/3/73,
Nardus, Festuca)

circle II
(4/4/73, Callund)

circle III
(13/4/73, Molinia)

circle II a
(5/4/74, Callund)

circle IV
(29'3/74, mosaic)

circles VII and Vila
(9/10/74 and 21/4/75,
Nardus, Festuca)

circles VIII
and Villa (30/9/74
and 21/4/75, mosaic)

circle II a
(5/4/74, Calluna)

circle V
(13/8/74,
Calluna, Molinia)

circle VI
(13/S/-4,
Calluna, Molinia)

number of un-
marked beetles;
between brackets:
catching period

207
(30/3-9/5)

128
(4/4-9/5)

12
(13/4-9/5)

90
(5/4-26/4)

718
(29/3-15/4)

15 andO
(9/10-27/11 +
22/4-21/5 and
22/4-21/5)

33 and 24
(30/9-27/11 +
22/4-21/5 and
22/4-21/5)

"210" (see text)

69
(P/8-27/11 +
22/4-28/5)

104
(13/8-27/11 +
22/4-28/5)

number
per
m2

0.29

0.18

0.02

0.13

1.02

0.10

0.36

0.30

0.10

0.17

Nearest pitfall series tj-

site;
between
brackets:
distance to
enclosure

AT, BH, BJ
(mean: 52 m)

N
(131 m)

M
(33 m)

N
(178 m)

CB
(113 m)

AT, BH, BJ
(mean: 71 m)

CB
(mean: 95 m)

pitfalls
in circle (o m)

Z
(165 m)

CB
(285 m)

number of indi-
viduals trapped
between the end of
February and the
middle of August

188, 265, 218 ?

145

21

310

790

55, 49, 37

307

I-

245

140

307

With x = density and y = year-sample: y = 706x + 65 (n=10, r = 0.93, P<0.0005)
For the most reliable comparisons (n*): y = 783x-1 (n = 6, r=0.99, P< 0.0005)

nearest pitfall series. In the case of the 3 adjacent pitfall series AT, BH, and BJ
the mean year-sample is taken.

Firstly, we regressed year-sample on mean density for all the experiments
at the base of the Tables 3 and 4. The coefficients of correlation are very high
and although the y-intercepts are large they do not differ significantly from
zero (Student Mest, 0.05 < P < 0.10, 0.10<P<0.25 respectively), in agreement
with the hypothesis that the relationship between density and year-sample is
'inear. The results are still more conclusive when we select the most reliable
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Table 4. Number of Caiathus melanocephalus caught in enclosures and in pitfall series at the Kralo Heath

Expe-
riment

1*

2

3*

4*

5*

6

7*

8*

9*

10*

11*

Year

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1974

1974

1975

1975

Enclosure

site; between
brackets: data
of construction
dominant
vegetation

square 6
(24/8/73,
Nardus, Festuca)

square 9
(24/8/73,
Empelrum)

squares 7 and 8
(24/8/73, Molinia)

squares 4 and 5
(22/3/73,
Calluna and Erica)

square 3
(21/8/73, Calluna)

square 2
(21/8/73, Erica)

square 1
(22/8/7j, Nardus)

circle VII
(9/10/74,
Nardus, Festuca)

cucle VIII
(30/9/74, mosaic)

circle Vila
(21/4/75,
Nardus, Festuca)

circle Villa
(21/4/75, mosaic)

number of un-
marked beetles;
between brackets:
catching period

6
(29/8-15/10)

3
(29/8-15/10)

OandO
(29/8-15/10)

29 and 8
(29/8-15/10)

52
(29/8-15/10)

3
(29/8-15/10)

90
(29/8-15/10)

64
(9/10-16/11)

482
(30/9-6/11)

24
(27/7-3/9)

233
(27/7-3/9)

number
per
m2

1.50

0.75

0.00

4.63

13.00

0.75

22.50

0.82

6.14

0.31

2.97

Nearest pitfall

site;
between
brackets:
distance to
enclosure

AT, BH, BJ
(mean: 58 m)

BG
(58 m)

M
(mean: 34 m)

Z
(mean: 20 m)

N
(25 m)

N
(102 m)

CB
(55 m)

AT, BH, BJ
(mean: 69 m)

CB
(85 m)

AT, BH, BJ
(mean: 73 m)

CB
(105 m)

series

number of indi-
viduals trapped
between the end of
February and the
end of December

143, 96, 77

131

23

468

876

876

2,336

67, 86, 96

553

22, 35, 15

305

With x = density and y = year-sample: y =
For the most reliable comparisons (n*):

( n = l l , r=0,91, P<0.0005)
= 96x-25 (n = 9, r=0,98, P< 0.0005)

pairs from the experiments. In that case the regression lines have smaller y-inter-
cepts (see Tables 3 and 4), which are not different from zero (P>0.50 in both
species).

For P. versicolor this latter regression is based on the six experiments with
either the shortest dLiances between enclosures and pitfall series (less than
100 m), or pitfall series (CB) and circles (IV, VIII and Villa) situated in the
same large mosaic field (cf. 2,1). Also included is a special experiment (no. 8
in Table 3) in which 210 marked individuals were released in circle II a, which
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:r'': contained a pitfall series; in this experiment catches occurred with replacement
ti to keep density at about its normal level. Even the most aberrant point (no. 6)
'• among these six experiments can be explained: during that season P. versicolor

was caught in the 225 cups experiment (cf. Fig. 1) without replacement, which
'» together with the low density in that year could only result in a considerable

reduction of the year-samples from the neighboring pitfall series.
In the remaining four experiments in Table 3 the distance between enclosure

% and nearest pitfall series was apparently too large (more than 130 m) to give
V a close relationship between mean density and year-sample (except in experi-

ment 2). Sometimes a better agreement could be reached when the second nearest
pitfall series was also taken into account. Thus, combining in 1975 the year-
sample of pitfall series Z with that of series M, at the other side of enclosure
V at 265 m (year-sample in 1975, 21), gives a point near the regression line
(mean density 0.1, mean catch 80).

For C. melanocephalus the experiments 2 and 6 were rejected for regression
analysis because their density measurements were in vegetations very different
from those at the sites of the relevant pitfall series (Empetrum against Nardus,
and Erica against Calluna respectively). With regard to the small sample size
(in some of the experiments only 4 m2) used for the density measurements,
compared with the distance between enclosure and nearest pitfall series, the
correlation coefficient calculated for the nine remaining pairs is conspicuoulsy
high. Obviously the experimental sites show more or less similar densities over
large areas. In experiment 3, however, performed in an area covered with Molinia
caerulea, not a single specimen was found in two samples of 4 m2 each. The
relatively high value of the year-sample in the same area may partly be due
to the " Grüm-effect" in a very sparse resident population, giving a high locomo-
tory activity in unfavorable habitats. Moreover, some of the catch in pitfall
series M will be immigrants from more densely populated areas (Baars, in prep.),
and these will not be caught in enclosures made at the start of the reproductive
period.

Finally, we can conclude that a practically linear relationship exists between
density and year-sample for both species. The year-samples of P. versicolor
in Den Boer's pitfall series amount to about 800 times the mean density (as
number per m2). For C. melanocephalus the year-sample equals about 100 times
mean densi :y. There are reasons to assume that this difference mainly reflects
a difference in capture efficiency (see also Luff, 1975; Den Boer, 1977: 4.4),
although smaller distances covered per day in C. melanocephalus may also play
som, ,.rj.rt. We shall return to this subject in section 3.1.2.

3.1.2. Simulation Experiments. The pattern of movement of the beetles was
simulated as already described in 2.4; see also Baars (1980). The numbers trap-
ped at various densities, resulting from different versions of this simulation ex-
periment, are presented in Tables 5, and 7.

Pterostichus versicolor

Based on experiences with other simulation experiments (see Baars, 1980) a
high capture chance of 0.9 (i.e. 90% of the encounters with a pitfall led to
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Table 5. Simulation of year-catches of Pterostichus versicolor at different densities. Pitfall series in the middle
of a field of 100 x 100 m. Between brackets the number of beetles that were random walking or directed
moving respectively on the day that they were caught

Density
(number
per m2)
W

0.0625
0.1156
0.2500
0.5000
1.0000
Calculated
regression

Expected
year-catch
according
to the

in Table 3
(y)

49
90

195
391
783
y = 783x- l

Simulated year-catch with capture efficiency 0.9

without
pathway

with a 0.5 m wide pathway for random

ratio random walk/directed
movement as '.

38 (16/22)
67 (20/47)

142(28/114)
289 (82/207)
563 (147/416)
y = 562x + 3

2:1

46 (24/22)
96 (49/47)

210(96/114)
396 (189/207)
811 (395/416)
y = 809x + 0

walker:

ratio random walk/directed i
changing with density

1:2
2:3
1:1
3:2
2:1

69(11/58)
113(28/87)
228 (67/161)
431 (162/269)
811 (395/416)

y = 791x + 25

5 only

movement
' as indicated below

0:1
1:2
1:1
2:1
1:0

y = -

79 (0/79)
138(28/110)
228(67/161)
396(189/207)
524 (524/0)

-473x2 + 975x + 23

.>-•!

; j
Si
~<\

\ v

a catch), was chosen. Simulations with five densities in a field containing one
series of pitfalls resulted in rather low catches, as shown in the third column
of Table 5. As expected, the numbers of both random walking and directed
moving beetles caught varied linearly with the mean distances covered. On
average, for the whole activity season of 90 days the summed day-distances
amounted to 2.5 mx 60.7= 152 m for random walk and 16.8 mx 29.3 = 492 m
for directed movement. In the catch the ratio between the two types of walkers
should therefore be 152:492, and as can be seen in the third column of Table 5,
this is generally the case.

The regression line obtained between catch and density, however, has a
slope significantly different from that based on Table 3 (analysis of covariance,
P< 0.00001). Clearly, an increase of the capture efficiency to the improbable
value of 1.0 does not suffice to "adapt" the catches. Of course, one can doubt
whether the distributions of distances covered per day and the programmed
length of the activity season which were used were correct, although they were
derived from field data, and were shown to satisfy the simulation of other
field experiments (Baars, 1980). Moreover, mortality was not taken into account.
If mortality during the breeding season was higher than generally expected,
simulated data with adequate mortality would differ even more from the field
data (including mortality). The solution must therefore be sought in another
direction. Representation of the movements per day as straight lines is a major
simplification. In nature the actual track is unquestionably more whimsical,
especially in random walk, where it may even be expected that the individual
will move around within a more or less circular area with the day-distance
as diameter. In order to come closer to reality, strips (pathways) instead of
straight lines were introduced in the program (see Fig. 2). To get some idea
of the possibilities a simulation with density 0.5 per m2 was carried out with
different widths of pathways. The resulting catches are presented in Table 6.
In each simulation the same sequence of random numbers was applied, and
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Table 6. Simulation of year-catches of Pterostichus versicolor with
increasing width of pathways to estimate the increase in catch probabi-
lity for both random walking and directed moving individuals

Random walk

width
of pathway
in cm

0
25
50
75

100

number of
random walking
beetles caught

82
132
18"
246
313

Directed movement

width number of
of pathway directed moving
in cm beetles caught

0 207
12.5 277
25 343
37.5 420
50 504

M.A. Baars

catches occurred with immediate replacement so that with each width of pathway
the walk pattern of each individual was precisely the same. The catch of 132
random walking beetles with a pathway of 25 cm thus includes the 82 catches
that occurred in the case in which no pathway was programmed.

The expected catch of 391 at density 0.5 per m2 (cf. Table 5) can now
be attained in various ways by adding figures from the two appropriate columns
in Table 6. Since in directed movers the actual day-track should deviate much
less from a straight line than in random walkers, only two combinations of
pathways are possible, viz. a 25 cm wide pathway for random walk and a
12.5 cm wide pathway for directed movement (total year-catch 409), or a 50 cm
width pathway for random walk and linear track for directed movement (total
year-catch 396). In view of experiences in the simulation of other field experi-
ments (see Baars, 1980), the latter combination with a pathway of 50 cm for
random walk only was preferred (fourth column of Table 5). The regression
line now reasonably approaches that obtained from the field data. Random
walkers are almost equally as numerous in the catch as directed movers, but
their probability of capture is only about half as great because random walk
still occurs twice as much.

The ratio between the mean duration of random walk and that of directed
movement was hitherto fixed at 2/1, which means 152/492 for summed distances.
These ratios originated from the field data of radioactive beetles released in
an area with the highest densities of P. versicolor, both in 1974 and 1975
(see Table 3: experiments 5 and 7); in fact, a higher year-sample than 790 (as
in CB in 1974) has never been recorded by Den Boer (1977, and pers. comm.). S
In contrast to this behavior in the most densely populated area, radioactive
specimens released in the same year in the very sparsely inhabited tussock '\
grassland dominated by Molinia caerulea covered considerably greater mean j
distances. '1

Thus, the summed distance per individual covered by random walk was -|
115 m, compared with 1,188 m by directed movement (Baars, 1980). The ratio §
between the mean length of a period of random walk and that of directed ]
movement can be calculated as 1/1.6, almost the reverse of the ratio for the j
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densely populated area. If we assume that these results point to a general
relationship between density and walk pattern, caused by differences in favorabil-
ity of habitats, it seems appropriate to simulate the ratio between the durations
of the two locomotory types as increasing with density, with the values 1/2
and 2/1 as extremes at low and high densities respectively. The results as
presented in column 5 of Table 5 show that at low densities catches are relatively
high, with the y-intercept of the regression line significantly different, but the
slope not significantly different, from those of the line based on Table 3 (analysis
of covariance, P=0.008, P=0.26 respectively). Hence, this result is worse than
(although not essentially different from) that presented in column 4. This sug-
gests that a noticeable influence of the " Grüm-effect" in the catches can only
be expected if the ratio random walk/directed movement changes still more
markedly with density. The results of such a trial are given in column 6 of
Table 5: in habitats with high densities only random walk is programmed,
and only directed movement in habitats with low densities. The obtained figures
are clearly not suitable for linear regression (test for linearity, 0.005<P<0.01)
but can be fitted with a polynomial regression of degree two as presented
in Table 5. The construction of "pathways" around daydistances is a somewhat
arbitrary procedure based on little actual data. These results nevertheless indicate
how pitfall catches might be influenced by changes in locomotory activity.
Many such changes will not actually be found in pitfall year-catches, however.

Calathus melanocephalus

In the previous section dealing with P. versicolor, it turned out that in the
absence of pathways catches are linearly related to distances covered as these
resulted from combining random walk and directed movement. This implies
that the year-catches of C. melanocephalus can be predicted from those of P.
versicolor. The mean distance covered in one day is 4.2 m for the former against
7.0 m for the latter species. The length of the activity period of C. melanocephalus
was programmed as being only 2/3 that of the other species. So, at equal
densities, year-catches of C. melanocephalus should be 4.2/7.0x0.67=0.4 times
those of P. versicolor when the same high capture efficiency of 0.9 is presumed.
The simulated catch at the mean density of one per m2 was 563 for P. versicc :c
(Table 5), so that the catch of C. melanocephalus can be predicted as 225.
In accordance with this figure the actual simulation revealed a year-catch of
232, (Table 7). However, both this and the year-catches simulated at other
densities are much higher than those expected from the field &?X&, represented
in column 2 of Table 7. In contrast to the experiments with /'. versicolor, the
capture efficiency of C. melanocephalus in the simulation has to decrease to
provide realistic results. Following the procedure with P. versicolor it seems
reasonable also to introduce a pathway for random walk. Arbitrary assumption
of a 25 cm wide pathway for random walk increases the year-catches due to
more random walkers trapped (column 4 of Table 7). A subsequent lowering
of the capture efficiency from 0.9 to 0.3 gives year-catches which more or less
fit those from the field. Alternatively, it can be suggested that introducing
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Table 7. Simulation of year-catches of Calathus melanocephalus at different densities. Pitfall series
in the middle of a field of 100 x 100 m. Between brackets the number of beetles that were random
walking or directed moving respectively on the day that they were caught

Density
(number
per m2)
(x)

0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0
8.0
Calculated
regression

Expected
year-catch
according to the
regression in Table 4

(y)

23

167
359
743
y = 96x-25

Simulated year-catch

without pathway
capture eff. 0.9

105(19/86)
232(57/175)
478(108/370)

1,033 (237/796)
2,050(482/1568)
y = 260x-28

with 0.25 m wide
walk

capture eff. 0.9

125(39/86)
283(108/175)
563(193/370)

1,218(422/796)
2,395(827/1568)
y = 304x-24

pathway for random

capture eff. 0.3

38 (10/28)
101 (35/66)
179(63/116)
413(147/266)
840(318/522)
y=107x-17

mortality would also have led to the desired lowering of the numbers trapped.
The mean life span of adults of C. melanocephalus is indeed shorter than that
of adults of P. versicolor, but there are indications that this higher mortality
rate does not occur especially during the breeding season (Van Dijk, 1979).

3.2. Catches in Different Types of Pitfalls

3.2.1. Field data. Table 8 presents year-catches from 1972 to 1977 inclusive
for both species in two arrangements of different pitfalls in the grassy field.
P. versicolor was caught significantly more (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-
ranks test, P=0.05) in the 3 square pitfalls than in the 9 round cups, although
the latter have about the same total catching perimeter. For C. mek .wcephalus
year-catches are in general slightly higher for the 9 cups but not significantly
(Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test, P>0.10). A further comparison
between the two species as caught with the two pitfall arrangements is presented
in Table 9. While C. melanocephalus was again trapped in almost equal numbers
in both series, the catches of P. versicolor show a picture that is completely
opposite to that in Table 8. The discrepancy between the results of these two
experiments can only be due to differences in vegetation structure. As described
in 2.1, the area where circle II a was located bears a closed vegetation of C.
vulgaris, which coincides with a relatively bare soil covered only with some
litter. Both pitfall types will therefore have had about the same kind of surround-
ings, so that the differences in catches as presented in Table 9 must be attribut-
able to the type of roof, as will be pointed out below. In the experiment
in the grassy field the immediate surroundings of the pitfalls of series BH
were also relatively bare because of the trampling of the soil during the weekly
emptying of the pitfalls from 1965 onwards. Although the cups were emptied
even more frequently the immediate surroundings of these traps were not trodden
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Table 8. Year-catches of Pterostichus versicolor and Calathus melanocephalus
in two different arrangements of different pitfalls with the same total circumfe-
rence, grassy field 1972-1977

Pterostichus versicolor

1972 (from 14/6 onwards)
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

Total

Calathus melanocephalus

1972 (from 14/6 onwards)
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

Total

3 square pitfalls
total circ. 302 cm
metal roofs

125
285
202

64
76

135

887

76
96
86
35

6
13

312

9 cups
total circ. 294 cm
Perspex roofs

56
61

110
37
21
49

334

96
90

107
60
8

15

376

f\
''••.',- down, because of their small size. Greenslade (1964) showed the important
'-•:' influence on catch numbers of a bare zone around a pitfall, and it seems

i likely that in our case P. versicolor either avoids to some extent the grassy
'... strip around the cups, or has a much lower speed when entering it, both of
; which will result in a lower catching efficiency of the trap. In C. melanocephalus

these differences in vegetation structure are apparently not so important, nor
c were they in some of the species studied by Greenslade (1964).

Two other ground beetle species, Carabus arvensis Hbst. and Calathus erratus
Sahib., were also caught in sufficient numbers in circle II a to be involved
here (Table 9). The large C. arvensis, like P. versicolor day-active and having
about the same activity periods, show the same kind of differences between

'1. catches in cups and square pitfalls as P. versicolor.
ƒ Similarly, the total catches of the night-active C. erratus show agreement
:.".] with those of the related C. melanocephalus. But here one peculiar addition
i\\ has to be made: in the first catching period significantly more C. erratus were
[ caught in the square pitfalls, whereas in the second catching period these results
j' were reversed.
l The catches of all four species as given in Table 9 were further analyzed
; } for differences in sex ratio. Both pitfall arrangements appeared to catch the
f sexes in the same ratio, except for the firslt catching period of C. erratus:

191 males and 182 females in the square pitfalls against 108 and 145 respectively
in the cups (x2 test, 2 x 2 table, P=0.05).
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Table 9. Catches of 4 carabid species in 3 different arrangements of different
pitfalls with the same total circumference, circle II a 1975. Week-catches were
compared with the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test, significant dif-
ferences with the former column are represented by ** (P<0.0\) or by *
(P<0.05) respectively

Pterostichus verskolor

Day-active, 9-12 mm
24/4-20/8 (adults)
21/8-10/12 (young)

Total
Calathus melanocephalus

Night-active, 6-8 mm
24/4-20/8
21/8-10/12

Total
Carabus arvensis

Day-active, 12-20 mm
24/4-20/8 (adults)
21/8-10/12 (young)

Total
Calathus erratus

Night-active, 8.5-11 mm
25/4-20/8
21/8-10/12

Total

3 square
pitfalls
tot. circ.
302 cm
metal roofs

251
50

301

22
119

141

52
35

87

373
161

534

9 cups

tot. circ.
294 cm
Perspex roofs

422**
81

503**

35
110

145

77*
53

130**

253*
234*

487

9 cups

tot. circ.
294 cm
metal roofs

X

38**

X

X

85
X

X

29*
X

X

118**
X

III

H

In the course of the experiments in circle IIa the question arose as to
what extent the transparency of the roof covering the trap will influence the
catching results. Therefore, another nine cups were dug in and supplied with
the same large metal roofs as the square pitfalls. The other obvious experiment,
namely a second square pitfall series supplied with Perspex roofs, was not
carried out in order to prevent carrion crows from learning to prey on the
contents of the square pitfalls (with metal roofs) of the standard series of
Den Boer (1977) as well. As can be seen in Table 9 these nine cups caught
less in every case than the two other series, which means that the type of
roof may have an important influence on the catches. Since the large metal
roofs of the new cups shaded a greater surface than was covered by the cups
themselves, the further increase in relative shadiness from three square pitfalls
towards nine cups may have led to a further decrease in catches, especially
in P. versicolor, C. arvensis, and C. erratus. Other explanations are possible,
however; thus the catch results in C. melan^cephalus could result from the percep-
tibly lower humidity of the immediate surroundings of the nine new cups that
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Table 10. Simulated year-catches for Pterostkhus versicolor with different kinds of pitfall trapping.
Each figure represents the mean of 5 runs with the range of + 2 SD. In all cases initial density
was 1 per m2, total surface 10,000 m2, capture efficiency 0.9, and no pathways were programmed

Number of pitfalls Square pitfalls Circular pitfalls Square pitfalls
(with circumference without replacement without replacement with replacement
of each pitfall) of individuals caught of individuals caught of individuals caught

1 (300cm) 483.0±10.1 512.6±19.8 564.0± 103.5
3 (100 cm) 501.4 ±30.9 494.4 + 36.7 531.8 ±10.4
9 (33.3 cm) 504.4±47.9 485.6 + 22.3 516.8±11.4

were sheltered by large roofs. This species is known to be sensitive to humidity
differences on a microscale (Vlijm et al., 1961).

3.2.2. Simulation Experiments. It is questionable whether the shape and the
number of pitfalls, having a fixed total perimeter, have a noticeable influence
on the numbers caught. Simulations as used in 3.1.2 were therefore carried
out with different pitfall series in the same field of 100 x 100 m. Catching was

: . programmed realistically, beetles were caught either without replacement or
'I were released 2 m from the center of the particular pitfall on the next day.

Table 10 presents the averaged year-catches for nine different situations with
';7 five runs each.
.''( In the cases without replacement neither the shape of the pitfall nor the

number of pitfalls appears to influence total catch significantly (analysis of
variance, P>0.90, P>0.95 respectively). However, catches tended to be rela-
tively smaller the larger a square pitfall, but were significantly greater the larger
a circular pitfall (analysis of variance, P > 0 . 1 0 and P=0.025 respectively). This
phenomenon (which fortunately is quantitatively unimportant) is difficult to
explain. In general a reduction of the total catch can be expected when a
given perimeter is divided over a number of pitfalls (see Luff, 1975). Animals

' performing a day-distance that covers more than one pitfall are scored only
once. Hence, for correct comparisons between different numbers of pitfalls
with the same total perimeter, the pitfalls have to be placed sufficiently far

", from one another to avoid this interference of catches. In our case, however,
;.;'[ where adjacent traps were 10 m apart, the r- 4uction of the total catch in nine
i, r pitfalls compared to that in one large pitfaii can be calculated as being only

,;. 0.8%, or ca. 4 animals.
I Year-catches with replacement are higher, of course, than those without
:: . replacement (Table 10, last column). The larger the pitfall the higher the total
>:. number of beetles caught, although not significantly so (analysis of variance,
•••. 0.10 > P > 0.05). This tendency can be explained by the different trap chance

appearing after release. The effective trap size of the single large pitfall with
'';' sides of 75 cm covers ca. 26° of the circumference of a circle with a radius

of 2 m around the release point. In the cases of three and nine pitfalls these
effective trap sizes cover only ca. 9° and ca. 5° respectively. Because the chance
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of recapture correlates positively with this angle, the number of recaptures
should be greater in the single large pitfall than in the other cases, and this
surplus can be predicted.

From Table 10 (last column) it follows that three pitfalls caught about 15
animals more than nine pitfalls. So the catch in the single pitfall is expected
to be 43 (= 15 x 26/9) higher than that in nine small pitfalls, which is in reason-
able agreement with the findings in Table 10.

4. Discussion

4.1. It might seem curious that the good relationship between mean densities
and pitfall catches as presented in Tables 3 and 4 was found solely by Den
Boer (1971a). The authors from which Southwood (1966) drew his general
conclusion (cf. 1), however, did not present their results in the form of year-
samples. Grüm (1959) compared pitfall catches with population estimations
based on the Leslie Index and the Lincoln Index over periods of two weeks,
and did not find a positive correlation. Briggs (1961) and Mitchell (1963) mea-
sured densities directly by sorting out soil samples and compared them with
pitfall-catches per day: they too failed to find any relationship. Apart from
not studying year-samples, the latter authors worked in relatively small cultural
fields, viz. strawberry plantations of 200-750 m2 and cabbage fields of
290-640 m2 respectively. It is now known that in favorable habitats the mean
distance covered in one breeding season is about 160 m for P. verskolor and
about 66 m for C. melanocephalus (Baars, 1980), so that mean density should
be about the same (i.e. density should not alter systematically in space) over
an area of one to several hectares in order to give a fair prediction of the
year-sample that will be collected in a pitfall series in the middle of that area.
The small areas sampled by Briggs (1961) and Mitchell (1963) possibly show
much exchange with surrounding areas, where vegetation structure and densities
may have been quite different.

The rapid change of cover in an arable field, because of cultural treatments,
may also result in considerably alteration of the places preferred by the beetles
during the season. In the study by Briggs (1961) the beetles concentrated under
the cover when the strawberry plants were covered with straw, but such a
local rise in density did not result in proportionally higher catches in the traps
between the straw-covered rows. It may therefore be supposed that before and
after the straw treatment, when soil samples taken by day revealed few individ-
uals, the relatively high pitfall catches resulted partly from nightly immigration
of both the nocturnal species studied because they could hardly pass the day
in the study area due to lack of shelter. The same kind of changes in preference
for sheltering and/or feeding sites may play a part in the results of Mitchell
(1963). In spite of these drawbacks, an attempt to present the data of these
authors in the form of year-samples was undertaken, and the results are given
in Table 11. Taking into account the uncertainties connected with the estimation
of figures from Briggs' graphs, the general trend in this table is in reasonable
agreement with the postulated general relationship between mean density and
total pitfall catch over a long period.
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Table 11. Comparison of mean densities and pitfall
carabid species from data taken from the literature

43

catches in 2 successive years for different

Author

Griim (1959)

Briggs (1961)

Mitchell (1963)

Species

Carabus arvensis Hbst.

Pterostichus niger Schall

Harpalus rufipes de Geer

Pterostichus melanarius Illig.

Bembidion lampros Hbst.

Trechus quadristriatus Schrk.

Population size
or mean density

year j year j + 1

514 430a

(1:0.8)
1,379 496"

(1:0.4)

7.5 2.8C

(1:0.4)
5.3 2.0c

(1:0.4)

1.0 1.4C

(1:1.4)
68.0 1.4C

(1:0.02)

Numbers trapped
in pitfalls

yearj yearj + 1

150 122"
(1:0.8)

606 141i>
(1:0.2)

14 9d

(1:0.6)
97 27d

(1:0.3)

845 l,632b

(1:1.9)
710 47b

(1:0.07)

Population size calculated with the Lincoln Index
Total catch
Mean number of beetles per m2, soil samples
Mean total catch per trap

4.2. From the linear relationship between density and year-sample we can
arrive at the conclusion that carabid beetles perform a certain, and hardly
variable, total amount of locomotory activity in a reproductive seaso.:i, and
that weather conditions mainly influence the actual distribution of that amount
of activity over the period concerned. This implies that, with continually favor-
able weather from the start of the breeding season onwards, activity (and conse-
quently catches) should end earlier than if several cold weeks intervene. In
fact, this was noticed in the field several times. Thus in 1974 the weather
was warm in spring, and P. versicolor was fully active at the end of March,
and continued so till the end of June. In contrast, spring in 1975 was cold
and locomotory activity only started with the rise in temperature at the end
of April, but continued till the end of July. Correspondingly, controlled egg
production under field temperatures in 1974 started one month earlier, but
also stopped one month earlier, than in 1975, in spite of the continuation
of favorable food and temperature conditions (Van Dijk, pers. comm.). Further-
more, a rise in daily maximum temperatures of several degrees during the
first half of the season is accompanied by a larger increase in locomotory
activity of P. versicolor than later in the season (Baars, in prep.). In some
species at least a prolonged bad weather period in the middle of the breeding
season, after some weeks of very low activity, will usually be followed by
a rise in locomotory activity, in spite of the weather continuing unfavorable
(Den Boer, pers. comm.).

These findings show that, although in general high correlations between
temperature and locomotory activity are found (Briggs, 1961; Mitchell, 1963,
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Baars, in prep.), the slopes of the calculated regressions may be different for
different parts of the breeding season. A model as proposed by Mitchell (1963),
in which pitfall catches per day are calculated from a partial regression equation,

j seems inappropriate because the effects of various factors are not linear and
not independent of each other. Such a model should include a detailed knowledge
of the compensatory effects that are operating during the completion of the
total amount of locomotory activity.

4.3. For intraspecific comparisons of population sizes between sites and
years a general guideline can be proposed, namely that pitfall trapping should
be carried out the whole year round, and with the same pitfall arrangement
everywhere or at least with the same total catching perimeter. In accordance
with Luff (1975) it is concluded in section 3.2.2 that the shape and number
of pitfalls do not significantly influence numbers trapped when the pitfalls
are spaced sufficiently and catches are without replacement or replaced at some
distance from the trap. Striptraps (Haeck, 1971; Meijer, 1971) and gutter traps
(Luff, 1975) are not suited for comparisons between sites, as will be explained
in section 4.4. When the habitat is very heterogeneous on a micro-scale it
can be profitable to use pitfall arrangements consisting of a number of traps
to avoid selective sampling. More detailed information about types of pitfalls
is found in Luff (1975). Large jars supplied with roofs are in general preferable

,, to smaller ones. Plastic pots should always have a funnel as described by Vlijm
et al. (1961) to avoid low retaining efficiencies. In addition to Luff (1975),
supplying the traps with small wooden sheets is recommended to create shelter

s and thus to keep the catch in a better condition; in case of flooding, the
; sheets can also act as life-saving rafts. In agreement with the results of section

3.2.1 and with the findings of Greenslade (1964), pitfall arrangements in different
habitats demand more or less bare zones around the traps in order to standardize
catching conditions. In accordance with Briggs (1961) the type of roof also
appears to be important (section 3.2.1). Table 9 shows that night-active species
are caught equally in pitfalls with dark roofs as in those with transparent
roofs, and that day-active species are caught less in traps with dark roofs.
Briggs (1961) found that both the nocturnal species Pterostichus melanarius
Illig. and Harpalus rufipes de Geer were caught significantly more in jars supplied
with wire mesh roofs than in jars supplied with metal disc roofs. From this
it can be concluded that the group of night-active species as a whole cannot
be opposed to the group of day-active species in this respect. Moreover, prefer-

i. ence for shading can change during the season as is demonstrated by C. erratus
[•: (Table 9).
|ji-. 4.4. Comparison of the absolute population sizes of different species at

the same site and in the same year on the basis of year-samples is only possible
when the relationship between densities and pitfall catches is known for each
species separately. If mean locomotory activity in the horizontal plane, the
length of the individual activity period, the mortality during the activity season
and the capture efficiency of the traps used are known for each species separately,
catches can be translated into mean densities. Each of these components demands
special investigation, since even capture efficiency seems to vary between species,
as became clear in section 3.1.2. Although capture efficiencies were not directly
determined in the field for P. versicolor and C. melanocephalus, a large difference
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in capture efficiency between the two species is suggested by the simulation
experiments as well as by a number of field observations (Van Dijk, pers.
comm.). C. erratus has a capture efficiency of about 0.4 for Den Boer's pitfalls £\
and 0.3 for jars (Tjallingii, pers. comm.), whereas with the same kind of experi- r

ments Luff (1975) showed that the capture efficiencies of jars varied between jjVj
his (other) species from 0.5 to 0.9. A more direct approach to detect the relation- '
ship between density and pitfall catches was that mentioned in section 3.1.1 o

in which a pitfall series is placed in an enclosure in which a known number
of marked individuals is released at the start of the breeding season.

Are there any indications that density itself influences locomolory activity ',,
in carabid species? Dispersal is believed by many entomologists to be triggered
off by adverse conditions such as overcrowding, so that locomotory activity
leading to dispersal also might be density dependent. However, this overflow ^
hypothesis is not confirmed for the dispersal by flight of carabid beetles, sparse ^
species showing more dispersal than abundant ones (Den Boer, 1971b, 1977).
There is also no indication that dispersal by walking increases with density:
locomotory activity of P. versicolor was as high in an enclosure with high
density as in an enclosure with a very low density (Baars, in prep.).

On the other hand, at very low densities adverse conditions actually have
some influence. Locomotory activity increases considerably in unfavorable and
therefore poorly populated sites, as demonstrated by Griim (1971) and Baars
(1980). Under these circumstances locomotory activity is realized by the beetles'
walking along straight lines day after day in the same direction, thus resulting
in dispersal by walking, as is shown by Baars (1980).

As shown in 3.1.2 the much smaller distances covered each day in favorite
habitats should most probably be considered to be accompanied by much more
locomotory activity, so that this area can better be represented as a surface
covered each day, by which trap chance is increased. If, however, continuous
pitfall trapping is performed with striptraps, the Griim-effect becomes unques-
tionably more important in the catches. In that case the numbers trapped depend
much more on the actual distances covered each day, so that the trap chance
of directed movers will be 6-7 times higher than that of random walkers
(Baars, 1980), because even for the latter the width of the areas covered (pathways)
is small compared with the usual length of the striptraps, namely several meters.
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POPULATION DYNAMICS OF TWO CARABID BEETLES

AT A DUTCH HEATHLAND

I. SUBPOPULATION FLUCTUATIONS IN RELATION

TO WEATHER AND DISPERSAL
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SUMMARY

(1) The annual catches of two abundant carabid species at
Kralo Heath have been recorded by P.J. den Boer since 1959.
Numbers of Pterostichus versicolor Sturm at different sites
fluctuate asynchronously: those of Calathus melanocephalus
are very parallel but fluctuations are more violent and rather
cyclic. In this paper these patterns are analysed in respect
of weather and dispersal.

(2) Pitfall series have to be 250 metres apart for P.
versicolor and 100 metres for C. melanocephalus to show little
overlap (20%) in the areas from where they gather their vic-
tims (12 ha and 2 ha respectively). In agreement with this
calculation, year-catches of P. versicolor are generally not
correlated above this critical distance.

(3) Eigth pitfall sites were selected as representing
subpopulations within the total composite population at the
heath. The range of year-catch sizes at these sites has not
changed anymore after the first fifty samples. The distribu-
tion of the 125 year-catches in total is narrow in P. versi-
color and broader in C. melanocephalus. In both species com-
paratively few large year-catches have occurred.

Communication of the Biological Station Wijster no. 236.
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(4) Survival and recruitment rates in two subpopulations
are compared with weather factors from different periods be-
tween the reproductive seasons. Multiple regression analysis
revealed significant R values in all cases, ranging between
0.550 and 0.962. In P. vevsicotov different factors and
periods were involved, while in C. melanoeephalus similar
factors were related to survival and recruitment and to the
different sites. The observed bimodal frequency distribution
of the net reproductive rate in this species probably origi-
nates from the weather.

(5) Predictive values of the derived multiple regression
equations are bad. R values decrease with increasing number
of years, possibly due to the operation of other factors be-
sides weather.

(6) Calculations with weather data from fifty years, with
a mean net reproductive rate adjusted to one, reveal year-
catch size distributions broader than those observed in the
field.

(7) Simulations with subpopulations in a spatial model
indicate that exchange of numbers between sites is not capable
of levelling off extreme densities to a sufficient degree to
match field densities. The introduction of a net rate of in-
crease together with random varying carrying capacities re-
vealed a better fit to the field data.

(8) It is concluded that weather seems to play an impor-
tant role in the fluctuations of numbers for both species but
that density restrictions probably occur not infrequently.

INTRODUCTION

Though many ecological studies have been dedicated to carabid
beetles relatively little is still known of the population
dynamics of this group. One of the few long-term experiments
on changes in density of carabid populations have been per-
formed by P.J. den Boer. From 1959 to 1967 inclusive he sampled
carabids in remnants of natural and semi-natural habitats in
Drenthe (northern part of the Netherlands). From these data
conclusions could be derived about the relationship between
dispersal power and population extinction/re-establishment of
seventy-four carabid species (den Boer, 1977, 1979). Moreover,
these observations inspired his "spreading of risk" theory
(den Boer, 1968, 1971). This supposes that the more abiotic
and biotic factors contribute to the population dynamics of a
certain species, and the greater the heterogeneity in space
and time in the habitat as well as in the manifestation of
the organism itself, the more the fluctuations in numbers are
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stabilized.
To obtain more data on the pattern of density fluctuations

of carabids, pitfall sampling has since continued at several
sites in a large area of heathland, a comparatively stable
environment. At present the sampling records from Kralo Heath
involve fifteen to twenty years for most of the sites. For two
of the most abundant species, the spring breeder Pterostichus
versiaolor Sturm (= P. coerulesaens L.) and the autumn breeder
Calathus melanoaephalus L., a first analysis of the fluctua-
tions in the annual numbers trapped is given by den Boer
(1971). Recently the results of simulations with the observed •
frequencies of the net rate of reproduction over twenty years
have been described (den Boer, 1981). He arrived at the con-
clusion that it is quite possible that the populations con-
cerned survive for a long time without density-dependent rela-
tionships .

Both authors of the present paper studied the ecology of
the two species mentioned above in more detail (van Dijk, 1972,
1973, 1979a, 1979b; Baars, 1979a, 1979b). This justified a
further analysis of the census records from den Boer's pitfalls.
In this paper we try to evaluate critically whether important
elements in the spreading of risk theory, such as weather and
displacements, may adequately explain the observed fluctuations
in numbers of P. vevsicolov and C. melanoaephalus, or, alter-
natively, whether some density-dependent regulation processes
may be involved as well,

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Sites of pitfall series

The Dwingeloo and Kralo Heath (1200 ha) is among the largest
of heathlands preserved in the Netherlands. The south-eastern
part of Kralo Heath, where the majority of den Boer's pitfall
series is located (Fig. 1), can be divided into four north-
south running zones. In the east woodland borders a dry zone
of blownsand, covered by a mosaic vegetation of the grasses
Festuca ovina L., Nardus striata L. and Desahampsia flexuosa
(L.) Trin., and further Calluna vulgaris (L.) Hull and Empe-
tvum nigrum L. The pitfall series AG up to BJ and also, more
northerly, AY are found here. Series M is located at the edge
of a extensive, moist, zone of dense and high Motinia aaerulea
(L.) Moench tussocks. Westwards, a zone of dense vegetation
of Erica tetralix L. at the lower parts and Calluna at the
higher parts comprises series N and Z. Pitfall series CB is
placed at the edge of a higher, flat area covered with a mosaic
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Fig, 1. Dwingeloo and Kralo Heath with sample sites (upper part) and
enlarged view of the south-eastern region (lower part).

vegetation of Calluna, Navdus and Ev-ica. In the northern part
of Kralo Heath series BB is in a mosaic heath vegetation at
higher grounds, while series CE is on grassy, retarded arable
land.

Each pitfall series consists of three large traps, each
with a perimeter of one metre. They are placed in a row at
mutual distances of ten metres. For details see den Boer
(1977) and Baars (1979a), At the so-called "grassy field" and
"mosaic field" (of. Fig. 1) additional traps with high catching
capacities were installed for capture-recapture experiments
(Baars, 1979a, 1979b). The large quantities of unmarked beetles
caught here were used partly for data on age-composition in
addition to those from dissected females from the standard
pitfall series at these fields.
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Pterostiohus versieolor and Calathus rnelanoaephalus

The diurnal species P. -oevsicolov has an activity period from
the end of March till the end of July. Two types of females
can be distinguished during the reproductive season according
to the presence and appearance of corpora lutea in the ovaries:
"young" and "old" (Krehan, 1970; van Dijk, 1979a). The latter
category comprises females in their second up to fourth breed-
ing season. The development from egg to juvenile beetle takes
about three months. Juveniles appear in the pitfall catches
from the middle of August till November.

The nocturnal species C. melanocephalus is an autumn
breeder, which means that the new generation overwinters as
larvae and the juveniles emerge just before the breeding sea-
son. The main activity period includes August, September and
October. Two categories of reproducing females (young and old)
can be distinguished in this species also (Vlijm & van Dijk,
1967; van Dijk, 1972, 1973). The old beetles also demonstrate
some locomotory activity during spring, but females are then
all spent (without eggs).

For both species it is impossible to sample quantitatively
eggs or larval stages in the field due to the low densities
and the fact that larvae are not active above the soil. As
locomotory activity of newly hatched beetles is also low, the
reproductive success of the previous year can only be esti-
mated from the number of young beetles participating in the
next breeding season.

Sanpling oharacteristios

Den Boer's pitfall series are emptied every week and the
catches per species summed over one year form the "year-catch".
This variable is supposed to reflect intraspecific differences
in density between sites and years (den Boer, 1971, 1977, 1979),
Throughout this paper we will use the year-catch as an index
representing the density of adult beetles breeding around the
site of the pitfall series. The week-catches of P. versicolor
were therefore summed only till the middle of August, to sepa-
rate the breeding group from the new generation. In C. melano-
cephalus the original year-catch as calculated by den Boer was
maintained, because the relatively low catches in spring are
of beetles which belong to the breeding group in that autumn.
Baars (1979a) compared these year-catches with density measure-
ments in enclosures, erected in the neighbourhood of pitfall
series. He arrived at the empirical relationships between
year-catch y and density d (number per square metre) as
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y = 783d-1 in P. versioolor and y = 96cZ-25 in C. me la.no cephalus.
The area from where beetles are caught by a pitfall series

is considerably larger for P. versicolor than for C. melano-
cephalus. With simulations according to Baars (1979a, 1979b)
we arrived at Fig. 2. Ninety percent of the total catch origi-
nates within 200 metres in the case of P. vevsicolov and with-
in 80 metres for C. melanooephalus. These simulated figures
enable us to indicate the influence of trapping (without re-
placement) on the natural density. A year-catch of for example
200 specimens in P. veTsi-colov represents a density of 0.26
individuals per square metre and therefore the beetles inside
the area within 200 metres around the pitfalls number more
than 32,000 individuals. Sample size comprises thus only
0.62%. The same argument applied to C. melanocephalus gives a
comparably low figure.

An important question about the arrangement of pitfall
sites as depicted in Fig. 1 is to what extent each series can
be expected to sample from the same or different parts of the
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawing illustrating the overlap of the areas from
where specimens of P. versicolor (a) and C. melanocephalus (b) originate
which are caught in two neighbouring pitfall series (•) at mutual dis-
tances of 250 and 100 metres respectively. Ninety percent of the total
catch of 1000 specimens in each pitfall series stems from the area en-
closed by the thick line. The starting positions of these beetles are
divided over different concentric surfaces as indicated by the figures

for outside and inside the overlap area separately.
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total composite population of beetles of both species at Kralo
Heath. Arbitrarily we may say that "two pitfall series are
sampling in different subpopulations if no more than twenty
percent of their catch originates from the overlap area". In
Fig. 2 this critical distance is depicted for a study field
with a uniform density of beetles. Pitfall series had to be
250 metres apart for P. Versioolor and 100 metres for C. mela-
noeephalus for agreement with the above definition. When apply-
ing these distances to Fig. 1 we see that in C. metanoaephatus
all series except for AT, BH and BJ are sufficiently spaced
so as to sample different subpopulations. In the case of P.
vevsioolor spacing is more critical. The distance between
AT/BH/BJ and for example AG and BG is less than 250 metres,
and also N and CB or N and 2 sample a little more than twenty
percent of their catch from the same area.

On the basis of the above we assume that the catches in AT,
BH and BJ are duplicates, so that we can use them for an esti-
mate of the variance of our variable year-catch. At low densi-
ties at the grassy field the coefficient of variability of the
three year-catches was very high, up to sixty percent, while
with larger year-catches it ranged between ten and thirty per-
cent. On average the coefficient of variability from the field
data over 1965-1980 amounted to twenty-six percent in P. versi-
eolor and thirty-four in C. melanooephalus. The year-catches
at the most intensive studied sites, the grassy and the mosaic
field probably have lower standard deviations than expressed
above, because the catches in series AT, BH and BJ are averaged
throughout this paper and those in series CB were nearly always
numerous. This no doubt increases the reliability of our
figures.

Survival and vecvwitment

Females caught weekly during the reproductive season at the
grassy and the mosaic field were dissected for determination
of the age composition of these subpopulations. These data,
listed in the Appendix of Baars & van Dijk (1983) as percentage
old beetles of the total number dissected, are combined with
the year-catches to estimate the survival and recruitment rate
in the following way. The year-catch in year n can be split up
in Xyi old and yn young beetles according to the ratio derived
from the dissected females. The breeding population, Xyi + yn,
will produce yn+i y°un9 beetles, which make their a^jearance
in the yearn+1. Recruitment rate is then calculated as
Vn+1 / ^xn + ^v) an<^ ^ s v a l u e will range between zero and
some maximum value (theoretically the total egg production

V J
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divided by xn + yn). From the beetles of year n the survivors
to year n+1 are by definition all classified as old, so survi-
val rate is represented by xn+2 / (%n

 + Vyi) • This will have
values between zero and one.

We investigated whether survival and recruitment were
correlated with weather factors (p.113). For this the year was
divided into periods of two to six months in which the adults
demonstrate different activities and in which different stages
develop (Table 3). For all such periods three weather factors
were averaged from the monthly values derived from the data
reports issued by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Insti-
tute, for the locality of Eelde, civoa forty km north of Kralo
Heath: mean air temperature over twenty-four hours per month,
total hours sunshine per month and total precipitation per
month.

Weather data over fifty years, used in a simulation with
survival and recruitment rate to calculate the fluctuations
in numbers (p.116), were derived by combining the records of
the meteorological stations at Wijster (1930-1949), Groningen
(1930-1951) and Eelde (1945-1980). The values of the first two
stations were adjusted for the level at Eelde by comparing the
years that these weather stations were operating simultaneously.

RESULTS

Fluctuations in year~aatch.es at Kralo Heath

Den Boer (1971) concluded that the year-catches of P. versi-
oolor showed moderate and asynchronous fluctuations in numbers
from site to site while catches of C. melanoaephalus at dif-
ferent sites fluctuated more vigorously and in parallel. This
picture has not changed during the second decade during which
these sites, and some new ones, were sampled (den Boer, 1981).
In Table 1 the mean year-catches are presented for the period
1959-1980, and the years with the lowest and highest catches
at each site are indicated. These extremes differ in P. versi-
aolor on average only by a factor of ten; in C. melanoaephalus
this difference is much more, on average by a factor of 130.
In P. veTsicolov the minima or maxima do not coincide for
different sites, but in C. melanocephalus simultaneous extremes
are conspicuous. The similarity between fluctuations in numbers
at different sites can be quantified using rank-order correla-
tion. In Fig. 3 the probability of Spearman's rank correlation
between two sites is compared with the mutual distance of the
pitfall series. In both species the more closely situated pit-
fall series demonstrate the most significant correlations. In
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TABLE 1

Year-catches at. d i f ferent s i t e s of Kralo Heath averaged over 1959-1980. Densi t ies calculated according to Baars (1979a).

; pitfall
1

1

1 M
1

N

I Z

> A G

f
AT,BH,BJ

AY

BB

BG

CB

CE

Number of years

17
(59-66+72-80)

20
(59-66+69-80)

19
(60-66+69-80)

16
(61-67+72-80)

18
(63 - 80)

15
(64-66+69-80)

16
(65 - 80)

12
(65-67+72-80)

9
(72 - 80)

8
(73 - 80)

Pterostichus vei sioolov

Mean year-catch Range Mean
(end Febr-middle Aug) (W

24.5

180.3

237.3

197.0

157.2

127.8

224.2

233.7

513.3

651.1

2 -
(79)

56 -
(80)

78 -
(66)

64 -
(76)

47 -
(75)

20 -
(69)

37 -
(72)

94 •

(75)

97
(80)

117
(73)

69

(61)

310
(74)

- 496
(63)

- 392
(65)

- 379
(68)

- 340
(64)

- 709
(67)

- 503
(66)

- 790

(74)

- 1403
(79)

density
per m2)

0.03

0.23

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.16

0.29

0.30

0.66

0.83

Calathus

Mean year-catch

(end Febr-end Dec)

62.

312.

203.

529

344

285

328

177

708

30

9

7

3

3

5

3

.7

.7

.8

.6

melanocephalus

Range Mean
(W

0 -
(75,76)

7 —
(69)

!0 -
,69)

10 -
(76)

7 -
(76)

41 -
(70)

14
(76)

25 -
(76,77)

71 -
(76)

20 -
(76)

322
(63)

1131
(62)

606
(62)

2591
(62)

2408
(63)

813
(64)

2125
(67)

• 485

(66,67)

• 2336
(73)

- 67
(78)

density
per m2)

0.92

3.52

2.38

5.77

3.85

3.23

3.68

2.11

7.64

0.58

i.i

-j
,i

t

j



P. vevsicotoT correlations become insignificant at distances
greater than about 250 metres. This distance agrees with the
critical distance which we calculated for our definition of
subpopulations (p.103). Beyond this distance some (seven out
of thirty-one) of the pitfall series show positive correlations,
but the average probability level is close to 0.5, the value
which can be expected when there is no positive or negative
correlation at all. It is remarkable that the catches in the
northern series BB (of. Fig. 1) are significantly correlated
with those of all the series at and round the grassy field.
This points to identical circumstances, probably microclimato-
logical, at both areas as the distance of nearly two kilometres
is far too large to suppose any direct exchange of individuals.
In contrast, the catches at non-heath site CE, also located in
the north, resemble none of those of other series. From Fig. 3
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Fig. 3. Correspondence of fluctuations in year-catches of two sample
sites in relation to the distance between the sites for P. versicolor
(•) and C, melanocephalus (o). Ordinate: P-value of Spearman's rank
correlation. Note log log scales. Sloping lines fitted by eye, horizon-

tal lines represent average P-value.
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it is evident that in C. meZanoeephalus many more significant
positive correlations occur between fluctuations in pitfall
series at large mutual distances than in P. versioolor, despite
the much smaller displacements of individuals compared with
the latter species {cf. Fig. 2). All pitfall series in the
main sampling area at Kralo Heath are significantly correlated
with each other, while the two series in the north are corre-
lated with about half of the others. This illustrates the con-
clusions of den Boer (1971, 1981) that Kralo Heath is much laore
heterogeneous for P. vevsicoZor than it is for C. meZanoaephaZus.

As pointed out on p.103 the pitfall series listed in Table •
1 are spaced out sufficiently, at least in the case of C. meZa—
noaephaZus, to be regarded as sampling different "subpopula-
tions" of the large composite population at Kralo Heath. In
P. versicolor some of the sites do not fulfil 100 percent our
arbitrary definition of subpopulations but we prefer to process
the data sets of both species in a similar way. Two sites from
Table 1 are, for both species however, excluded from the pre-
sentations, in this and the next sections. Site CE, with its
high catches of P. versiooZoT in some years, is excluded for
its strongly differing habitat and its past agricultural dres-
sing. We will discuss the data from this site in a following
paper (Baars & van Dijk, 1983). Also, site M cannot be consi-
dered as a comparable subpopulation. The low catches of both
species at this site suggest that Mo'Lvnia is an unsuitable
habitat for these species. Catches there might result mainly
from spreading of individuals from more favourable sites.
Beetles labelled with radioisotopes were released and tracked
in this vegetation. They tended to escape the MoZini-a by rapid
rectilinear travel and covered distances per day twice as large
as normally observed (Baars, 1979b). There are also indications
that survival and recruitment are generally much lower in this
habitat (Baars, unpublished). In addition the pitfall sites
which border the UoZinia zone have on average twenty to forty
percent lower year-catches than those farther away from the
Moli-nia (Mann-Whitney test, one-sided, n. = 64, n^ = 6 1 ,
P = 0.03 for P. vevs'LcoZor and P = 0.04 f or C meZanocephaZus).

The data from the eight remaining sites (series N, Z, AG,
AT/BH/BJ, AY, BB, BG and CB) comprise 125 year-catches in
total. The weighted mean year-catch is 216.2 in P. VevsicoZor
and 342.7 in C. meZanooephaZus, but this difference represents
a much larger difference in mean density. In Table 1 the year-
catches have been transformed to estimated densities according
to the formulae given on p.102- The weighted mean density at
the eight sites is 0.28 individuals per square metre for P.
versicolor and 3.83 for C. melanooephaZus. The highest densi-
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ties recorded were ai-voa one per square metre for the first
species (sites BB and CB) and to ciï'ca twenty-five for J. me-
lanooephalus (AG, AT, BB and CB).

The year-catch sizes as summarized in Table 1 raise the
question of whether or not the lowest and highest values ob-
served can be regarded as absolute extremes. In other words,
are they more than just a series of samples which could easily
look quite different if restudied in another couple of de-
cades, assuming factors such as climate and vegetation to be
roughly the same? Fig. 4 shows the extreme year-catch sizes

10 000 r

1000

</> 1 0 0
.c

10

20 40 60 80 100 120
number of year-catches

20 40 60 80 100 120
number of year-catches

Fig. 4. Range of year-catch sizes with increasing number of samples as
chronologically obtained at eight sites at Kralo Heath for /. ''ei^s£<.•-' la
(a) and C. melanocephalus (b). For every ten samples the maximum (•)
and the minimum (o) year-catch are indicated on a log scale. The shaded

area comprises the range with cumulative numbers of samples.

il resulting from increasing the total number of year-catches by
groups of ten at a time. It is clear that in both species the
lowest and highest year-catch change little after forty to
fifty samples. The same result arises when we start from right
to left, going back in time, demonstrating that after fifty
samples records are again hardly improved. This does not mean
that sampling for another fifteen years, which will double our
total number of samples, will not enlarge the observed range
in P. versioolov (20-790) or in C. melanocephalus (7-2591) but
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in our opinion it is very probable that only minor shifts will
occur (if other things remain on average the same in that
period). Therefore, the observed range will be taken as a
criterion to test the results of some simulations in the fol-
lowing sections. Also the frequency distributions of the sizes
of the 125 year-catches in both species will be discussed and
used for comparison with those from simulations.

1000

100

10 L
1960 1970 1980

Fig. 5. Average year-catch size in P. versicolop (•) and C. melanojepha-
lus (o) at Kralo Heath over 1959-1980. Til l 1972 number and s i tes of
p i t f a l l series varied, thereafter eight subpopulations were sampled
continuously (af. Table 1). The average net reproductive rates , as can
be calculated from the depicted course of the average year-catch, amount

to 0.981 in P. versiaolor and to 1.023 in C. melar.ocephalus.

In Fig. 5 the average year-catch, representing the "total
population" at Kralo Heath, is drawn for the period 1959-1980.
The numbers in P. versicoloT are relatively very constant,
while in C. melanocephalus a striking, more or less cyclic
pattern has appeared. There is some coincidence in the minima
and maxima of both species and also numbers were on average
higher in the first decade than in the second. With Spearman's
rank correlation the resemblance between the two fluctuation
patterns is significant (n = 22, vs = +0.591, P < 0.01). The
fluctuations in the population of C. melanoaephalus are more
marked because the subpopulations fluctuate more in parallel
as described previously, and also because of the tendency of
the net reproductive rates to be high or low over longer
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periods of years than in P. versicolor. This phenomenon can
best be illustrated with an analysis of the net reproductive
rates of the subpopulations. In Table 2 an evident clustering
of bad and good years appears in C. melanocephalus (x^ = 6.447,
P < 0.025), while in P. versicolor the sequence of years with
R smaller or larger than 1.0 is random (Jt̂  = 0.015, NS) .

TABLE 2

Frequencies of net reproductive rates, divided into values lower and
higher than one, in successive years for eight subpopulations at Kralo
Heath, totalled over 1959-1980 (125 year-catches, 99 R successions).

P. versicolor Year t - 1 •+ Year t C. melanoaephalus Year t - 1 -* year t

R < 1 R > \ /? < 1 R > 1

Year t -> R < 1 22 27 Year t -»• R < 1 33 20
t+1 t+1

R > 1 24 26 if > 1 16 30

Series of bad or good years averaged three years in C. melano-
eephalus and two in P. vevsieolor. Hence, the heavy falls and
rises of the numbers in the population of C. melanocephalus
result from series of years with low net reproduction in all
subpopulations followed by years with high values, while in
P. vevsiaotoi' good and bad years alternate more irregularly
and net reproductive rates are generally less extreme and less
similar in the subpopulations of this species. In the next
section we will analyse the net reproductive rates in both
species in more detail.

Weather influences on survival and recruitment

Fig. 6 shows the patterns of survival and recruitment of P.
versicolor and C. melanocephalus at the grassy and the mosaic
field. In one case in P. versicolor and five in C. melanooe-
phalus the estimated survival rates were distinctly higher than
one. In four of these cases year-catches were low (100 beetles
or even much less) so that the error of estimation will be
high {of. p.103) and, moreover, the rate of survival will be
readily influenced by even moderate immigration from areas
with higher densities in such years. In two cases of C. mela-
nocephalus at the mosaic field, however, large deviations
coincided with high year-catches: in 1973 a number of 1273 old
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Fig. 6. Changes in numbers, survival and recruitment of P. versioolor
at the grassy field (a) and the mosaic field (b), and of C. melanooepha-
lus at the same sites (c, d). Thick line: the year-catch in pi t fal l
series AT/BH/BJ and CB. The survival rate (•) is the fraction of beetles
from the preceding year that survived to the year concerned. The re-
cruitment rate (o) is the ratio between the number of beetles which
reproduce for the f irst time and the number of a l l beetles in the pre-

ceding year.

tM

beetles was estimated whereas the year-catch in 1972 only
amounted to 1050, and in 1979 967 old beetles "survived" from
395 beetles in 1978. These deviations must probably be a t t r i -
buted to a nett mass immigration from surrounding sites at
lower grounds, resembling the process described by van Dijk
(1972) for C. melanocephalus in some areas at Schiermonnikoog.

In a first t r i a l , survival and recruitment rates were re-
gressed on weather factors from different periods of the year
{of. Table 3). Twelve significant correlation coefficients
occurred out of eighty-four in total , which is about three
times more than expected merely by chance. As inspection of

an
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TABLE 3

Multiple regression analysis between survival and recruitment rates and wi ther variables.

P. versieolor grassy field 1968-1979 mosaic fieM 1972-1979

survival rate

April-June
(breeding)

July-September
tspent+start diapause)

October-March
(diapause)

^=-0.0440a:3-0.0074X. +1.246

X, rainfall

=6.40, -•'•:0.025

+0.'J07J„-_- i.003

X( temperature

-Y2=0.799, .-' ,_ = 7. ';4, ("0.05

recruitment rate ^=0.0041x^0.01 33Xj j-0.0179--, -, .7=0.0064x^+0.0266^, +0. J94-1J:7-7. 329
+0.432

May-June (eggs)

June-August
(larvae+pupaej

August-October

(activity juveniles)

October-March
(diapause juveniles)

rainfall

/!/=0.914, b' -;=24.95, .-0.005

J:, sun, ~", rainfal l

£., temperatui u

3.925, . --12.J.-J, . • 0

C, me L ano^ei na t u grassy field 1905-197'j mosaic n o U

survival rate

August-September
(breeding)

October-March
(spent+diapause)

April-June
(spring spent)

i(=-0.0064x,-0.01?7x1-0.26i8x_ ^=-0.0057x -0. 11 i U..-_-Li. n00a.-_+4. 14H
-0. 4578x^-0.0068xt)+3. 954

X, sun,. X, rainfall xo sun, ..' l'-nnfall

X. temperature —

x ? temperature, x,H rainfall x^ sun

2=0.835, I-\ R=B.12, f'O.Ol A''=0.962, =25.JO, •0.025

recruitment rate

August-September
(eggs)

September-Octobe r
(larvae I)

October-March
(larvae II+III)

April-June
(pupae)

,v=-0.0520x -0.0382X -0.0122x, , v=-0.
2 ' +12^953 "

-0.0162X -0.599'».- +8.012

sun, x r a i n f a l l

x r a in f a l l
b

x r a i n f a l l

ff2=0.550, F.} =4.08, T<0.05 /?2=0.916, F? I (=21.72, /'^0.0
3,10
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TABLE 3 (cont.)

The weather variables are numbered x^^
and rainfall) for the first period to x?, xQ, ajg or x 1 Q, x-^ ̂ , xl2 (again
resp. temperature, sun and rainfall) for the last period. Dimensions of
weather variables; temperature in °C averaged over 24 hours, sun in Z
hours per month, rainfall in I mm precipitation per montn. For each
period the mean value of the monthly figures is taken. No transformations
of weather variables and survival and recruitment rates were applied.

the scattergrams revealed no indications of optima within the
range of observed values of the weather variables, subsequent
multiple correlation (in which linear relationships are as-
sumed) was performed for all weather factors together. By eli-
minating all minor contributing factors a combination of
weather factors was reached that demonstrated the most signi-
ficant value. The results are shown in Table 3. In all eight
cases significant R values were found. The proportion of the
variation in recruitment or survival rate which is "explained"
by variation in weather ranges from more than fifty to almost
100 percent. In P. versicolop the two study sites differ mar-
kedly with respect to both the weather factors as well as the KT
period important for survival and recruitment. At the grassy
field rainfall appears to be a principal factor in the deter-
mination of both the survival and the recruitment rate. During
the period in which the eggs are laid and hatch the amount of
precipitation is positively correlated with the recruitment in
the next year but negatively correlated with the survival of
the breeding adults to the next season. Negative correlations
with rainfall appear also for the summer months in the survi-
val of the adults, and for the winter months in the survival
of juveniles. However, at the mosaic field temperature and
the amount of sunshine are the more important weather factors. :

Between the end of the breeding season and the beginning of '••-:
winter in particular, high values of these weather factors •
coincide with higher rates of survival and recruitment. ';

, In Cm melanooephatus both recruitment and survival rate
were first thought to be related to winter conditions as after .?
the very severe winter of 1962/1963 and the moderately severe .2
winter of 1978/1979 numbers at the grassy field were high ,1

•( (Fig. 6c). The multiple regression, however, reveals better :il
' agreement with factors from periods before and after the win- £j

ter. This holds also for the mosaic field, so a more general |
picture may be as follows. Much sunshine in the breeding season ,:|
apparently has a negative influence on both survival and re- :1
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cruitment. But much rain in August, September and October is
also associated with low rates. In spring, when the occurrence
of the pupae coincides with the spent activity period of the
adults, temperature and/or amount of sunshine are again nega-
tively correlated with both rates and at the grassy field
rainfall again apparently has a negative influence on both
survival and recruitment.

Predictions

It is interesting to test the predictive value of the partial
regression equations presented in Table 3. For this the year-
catches are used which are not involved in the multiple re-
gression-analysis, because we have no estimates for survival
and recruitment in those years, i.e. the first years at the
grassy field and 1980 at both fields {of. Fig. 6). By filling
in the weather characteristics from year t to year t+1 in the

TABLE 4

Comparisons between year-catches as predicted by the net reproductive rate
R (calculated according to Table 3), and year-catches actually observed.

P. vevsiaolor
grassy
1963 ->
1964 •+

1965 •>

1966 ->
1967 •>
1979 ^

mosaic
1979 -»•

field
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1980

field
1980

C. melonoaephalus
grassy
1963 ->
1964 •>
1979 -»•

mosaic
1979 ->

field
1964
1965
1980

field
1980

Year-

t

111
125
132
146
277
80

238

2408
926
468

1168

Calculated rates t •

Survival

0.33
0.56
0.21
0.44
0.39
0.41

0.45

0.06
0.46
0.85

0.76

•»- t + 1

Recruitment R

0.79
0.49
0.52

11-0.19"
0.22
0.46

0.33

1.61
0.45
2.06

0.82

1.12
1.05
0.73
0.44
0.61
0.87

0.78

1.67
0.91
2.91

1.58

Year-catch t+1

Predicted

124
131
96
64
169
70

186

4021
843
1362

1845

Observed

125
132
146
277
379
164

97

926
257
308

274

j

i
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equations, we obtain the net reproductive rate by summation
of the calculated survival and recruitment rate and this en-
ables us to "predict" the year-catch in year t+1. Table 4
lists the predictions thus derived and the year-catches actu-
ally observed. Out of eleven comparisons only two revealed
very close agreement between the calculated and observed year-
catch. In all other cases deviations were so large that the
predictive value of our partial regression equations is very
small. We do not think that this can be improved by extending
the observations on survival and recruitment rates over longer
periods of years. On the contrary, the portion of the variance,
in both rates that is "explained" by the weather seems to de-
crease with increasing number of observations. In Table 3
three of the four i?^-values obtained for the grassy field are
considerably lower than those from the shorter data series
from the mosaic field. This phenomenon is made more clear in
Fig. 7. There the longest data series from Fig. 6 (fourteen
years survival and recruitment measurements for C. melanoae-
•phalus at the grassy field) is split into two equal parts and
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Fig. 7. Year-catches of C. melanoeephalus at the grassy field (thick
Line) and the course of the year-catches as calculated according to the
partial regression equations with weather variables (thin lines). (a)
Equations concerning the period 1965-1979. (To) Equations concerning the
periods 1965-1972 and 1972-1979. Dashed lines: predicted course of the
year-catches during the first period according to the equations from

the second, and vice versa.
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multiple regression analysis with weather factors has been
applied to both data sets separately. In contrast to Table 3,
very high P. -values were found, ranging from 0.912 to 0.977.

•; In accordance with this observation that almost all of the
variance in survival and recruitment can be "attributed" to
weather variables, the fit of the curves resulting from the
partial regression equations over seven years on the actual

i course of the year-catches is very good (Fig. 7b). The course
of the year-catches on the basis of the equations over all
fourteen years together (Fig. 7a) resembles more or less the
actual path, but the deviations, occurring in 1968 and 1969,
take this line of fit towards much higher numbers. However,
if we apply the equations over seven years to the other seven
year period, results are much worse (dashed lines in Fig. 7b).
The conclusion can be drawn that short series of observations
give very good fits but bad predictions, whereas with length-
ening of series the degree of fit decreases and predictions
remain bad. It is probably of importance that the large devia-
tions between the expected and observed year-catches in C,
melanooephalus coincide with high densities. In Table 4 all
four catches in year t are higher than the average year-catch
(350) in this species, and, despite suitable weather, catches

'{ in year t+1 are decreased instead of increased or remaining
high. The same holds for the years 1967/1968 in Fig. 7a where
a catch of 760 in the field is followed by a catch of 149 in-
stead of increasing by a factor 1.73 as predicted by the
weather equations.

Fluctuations over fifty years

,. If we assume that weather plays an important role in the dy-
namics of both P. versicolor and C. melanooephalus it is inte-
resting to study the fluctuation characteristics which arise
from a "simulation" based on such an assumption and to compare
them with those available from Kralo Heath. To that end the
partial regression equations from Table 3 were used for a cal-

' culation of the net reproductive rates of both species over
'..: fifty years, with help of the weather data from 1930-1980. The
: distribution of the net reproductive rates obtained in this
• way is presented in Fig. 8b. In P. x>ersieolov a narrow distri-
j. bution appeared from the equations of both fields. Much broader
/j and flatter distributions were found in C, melanocephalus.
I't When we take the data from the grassy and mosaic field to-

gether a picture results that is quite similar to the distri-
bution pattern of the net reproductive rates calculated from

;' successive year-catches at Kralo Heath (Fig. 8a) . Here the
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Fig. 8. Distribution of the reproductive rate R from (a) the 125 year-
catches in eight pitfall series over twenty years (n = 112); (b) the
calculations of survival and recruitment rate from weather factors from
fifty years for the grassy field (shaded, n = 50) and the mosaic field

(open, n = 50).

i?-distribution in C. melanocephalus is bimodal, years with
average R values are scarcer than "bad" years wherein the sub-
population size is only about onethird of that of the preceding
year or "good" years wherein the numbers are tripled. An ana-
lysis of the weather factors displayed in Table 3 reveals that
out of the five factors listed for the two study sites for P.
Versiaolor only one in both cases demonstrated a bimodality in
the frequency distribution over fifty years. However, three of
the five weather factors (without doubles) important for C.
metanoGephalus at the grassy field were bimodally distributed,
and four of the five at the mosaic field. For example, in a
given year rainfall in August and September amounts either
about fifty mm per month or about hundred mm per month, values
near the mean (seventy-one mm) are relatively scarce. So it is
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quite likely that the R distribution of C. melanocephatus in
Fig. 8a originates from the anomalous distributions of weather
variables which are important for this species.

In the simulations of the fluctuations over fifty years
we want to limit the discussion to subpopulations which exist
continuously over the chosen period, we thus have to avoid
extinctions and unrealisticly high numbers. Three of the four
distributions in Fig. 8b were so skew that a significant trend
either to very low numbers or to very high numbers occurred.
So the net reproductive rates were multiplied by a factor,
selected by trial and error, to obtain a I log R of about
zero (representing a mean R of 1.0). In this way the natural
sequence of relatively good and bad years was maintained. Some
very low R values (of. Fig. 8b) were enlarged to obtain a R
distribution that is not broader than that observed in the
field. After this procedure the mean and range of R were as
follows in P. vevsiaolor: grassy field 1.01 (0.20 - 2.26) and
mosaic field 1.00 (0.44 - 2.02) against 0.94 (0.23 - 3.44) in
Fig. 8a. For C. melanocephalus we obtained for the grassy
field 1.04 (0.20 - 4.60) and for the mosaic field 0.99 (0.16 -
3.20) against 1.03 (0.17 - 6.56) in Fig. 8a. With these series
of net reproductive rates two runs in each case were performed.
Starting with 220 beetles, the average year-catch in P. versi-
color, in 1930, we arrived in this species finally at a year-
catch of 398 at the grassy field and 315 at the mosaic field
in 1979. Also a run of fluctuations was calculated from 1979
back in time, starting with the year-catches of that year, 80
and 238 respectively, which finally resulted in 44 and 166
beetles in 1930. So we have "simulated" four subpopulations
over fifty years for comparison with eight subpopulations in
the field over twenty years (albeit not continuously, of.
Table 1). The same procedure was followed for C. melanocepha-
~lus. The runs from 1930 onwards started with the average year-
catch of 350 and ended in 1979 with 5643 beetles at the grassy
field and 131 at the mosaic field. The calculations back in
time went from 468 and 1168 beetles respectively in 1979 to

•••] 29 and 3128 in 1930. In Fig. 9 the combined results of these
runs can be compared with the year-catch distributions from
the field. The catches at Kralo Heath demonstrate a certain
skewness, large year-catches of both species occurring rela-
tively seldom (Fig. 9a). This phenomenon is not accidental:
a split of the 125 year-catches revealed that the distribu-
tions from both 1959-1972 (n = 61) and 1972-1980 (n = 64)
have this feature. Moreover, an examination of the data in
den Boer (1977) concerning all other sites in Drenthe with
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Fig. 9. Distribution of year-catch sizes from: (a) The field data from
eight pi tfal l sites at Kralo Heath over 1959-1980 (n = 125). Average
log year-catch is 2.21 (SD 0.34) for P. versicolor and 2.20 (SD 0.58)
for C. rnelanocephalus. (b) The field data from twenty-one pi t fa l l sites
at other heathlands in Drenthe, 1959-1967 (n = 48). (c) The calculations

with net reproductive rates from Fig. 8b, 1930-1980 [n = 200).

heathland or heathlike habitats shows that here also year-
catches are not normally distributed (Fig. 9b). Most of these
pitfall series were located in comparatively small heathlands.
This explains probably why many very low year-catches occurred,
especially in P. vevsi-oolor, because in such small homogeneous
habitats without exchange with surrounding subpopulations the
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chance of (nearly) extinction must be high (•'•ƒ. den Boer,
1977). That part of the year-catch distributions (in Fig. 9b)
that corresponds with the range of year-catches at Kralo Heath
demonstrates, however, a similar deviation from a normal dis-
tribution, i.e. too few high year-catches.. The described skew-
ness is apparently a common feature in the year-catch distri-
butions of these species. In contrast, the simulated year-
catch fluctuation patterns based on weather data over fifty
years are much more normally distributed because they jften
reach far higher value- than observed in the field (Fij. 9c).
Thus, even with a mean of 1.0 (and a range of /•: certainly
not larger than observed in the field) a natural sequence of
weather does not lead to a density range and distribution
resembling the field data. Apparently something else is needed
besides weather to understand the fluctuations in the field.
One may argue that dispersal in a composite population will
effectively level down high densities at certain sites, es-
pecially when subpopulations fluctuate partly asynchronously
as in P. Vevo'icotov, or when large areas exist with a lower
survival and recruitment as the Molinia-zone. In the next
section we investigate such a spatial model to study if the
presence of exchange between areas yields year-catch distribu-
tions closer to reality.

Simulation of a composite population

To model the composite populations of P. versicolor and C.
melanoaephalus, the south-eastern part of Kralo Heath was
chosen. The rather crude assumption is made that <=ach vegeta-
tion zone is homogeneous in respect to density ana environmen-
tal conditions in a north-south direction. This enables the
construction of a east-west running one-dimensional model,
which is far more simple to program than a two-dimensional
model. The cross-section so derived is presented in Fig. 10a.
The percentages of the groups of beetles, originally present
at each ha, moving east or westwards are calculated by adding
up the columns from the two-dimensional displacement presen-
tation in Baars (1979b, p. 137). The resulting one-dimensional
displacements are depicted in Fig. 10b and c. The maximum dis-
placement in P. -oevsioolOT amounts to 500 m in one season,
although for example only twelve out of 10,000 beetles reach

:)l blocks so far away (0.06% + 0.06% in Fig. 10b). In C, melano-
'i( oephalus displacements are considerably smaller, sixty percent
i remain in the north-south running strip where they started,

and the farthest individuals reach blocks only 200 metre east
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Fig. 10. Spatial model of Kralo Heath (a) with five zones each cf 300
metres width, used in simulations with exchange between sites. Letter
codes represent positions of actual pitfall series (cf. Fig. 1). Arrows
indicate the redistribution of animals dispersed out of the modelled
part of the heath. In (b) and (c) the distribution of animals of ?'.
versioolor and C. melanocephalns respectively after one activity season
is given. Figures above the diagram represent the percentages of the
total number that was originally present within a block of 100 x 100
metres at the beginning of the season. Displacement based on simulations

in Baars (1979b: fig. 7).

ox west (Fig. 10c). Numbers displaced beyond the borders of
the modelled part of the heath are redistributed as in Fig.
10a, -i.e. the beetles are assumed to rebound at the borders.

In the simulation the subprogrammes for displacement and
for survival/recruitment are applied separately. The number
of beetles present in each block at the start of an activity
season are distributed according to Fig. 10b or c and adding
up all fifteen distributions of numbers over blocks gives the
new content of each block at the end of that activity season.
No mortality occurs during the season in the programme. The
mean of the start and the end value represents the year-catch
of each block, resembling the way the year-catch in the field
comes about. The ratio between year-catch t+1 and year-catch
t forms the so-called realized net reproductive rate. The
starting number in the next season is achieved by multiplying
the end value in each block with the so-called introduced net

,-J
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reproductive rate. Cumulative probability distributions of
this variable are constructed on basis of the R distributions
from the field (Fig. 8a) but they were made symmetrical and
with a mean value of 1.0. For example the introduced R distri-
bution for P. Vevsiaotov comprised the following values (with
probabilities in parentheses): 0.287 (0.04), 0.472 (0.15),
0.779 (0.31), 1.284 (0.31), 2.117 (0.15) and 3.490 (0.04).
Subsequent numbers drawn from a random generator determine the
net reproductive rates for each vegetation zone of three blocks.
In agreement with the field data (p.104 and Table 2) drawing
is random in P. versicolov for zones (asynchronous subpopula- .
tions) and between years ("random weather"). In C. metanoae—
phalus the fluctuations are made more synchronous and more
cyclic by programming series of good and bad years. In good
years every zone get a R higher than 1.0, but the exact value
is randomly drawn for each vegetation zone separately (ranging
between 1.284 and 5.755). In bad years every zone receives a
R below 1.0, ranging between 0.174 and 0.779. Series of good
or bad years lasted two, three or four years with probabili-
ties 0.25, 0.50 and 0.25 ("cyclic weather").

Each version of the programme was run with ten different
seri.es of random numbers; each run lasted fifty years. The
starting numbers equaled the average year-catch in the field,
i.e. 220 in P. vevsicolor and 350 in C. melanooephatus. No
upper limit for year-catch size was programmed except in the
version with carrying capacities. In all versions the lower
limit was set a+ one individual Cc.jght in a year. When, by
displacement or by a low reproductive rate, this was sur-
passed, the starting number in the next year was adjusted to
one. The output of the programme presented here concerns the
year-catches from four subpopulations, blocks 7, 10 ("CB"),
13 ("Z") and 19 ("AT/BH/BJ") in Fig. 10a, and thus amounts to
50 x 4 = 200 year-catches per run.

The distribution of the year-catch sizes, averaged over
ten runs, is depicted in Fig, 11 for different versions of the
model. First, a version has been made without displacement be-
tween the blocks. In this model the realized net reproductive
rate is therefore equal to the introduced net reproductive
rate drawn from the frequency distribution. Consequently the
realized R~ over all vegetations and averaged over all ten runs
is very close to 1.0 as depicted in Fig. lla. However, the
realized R per run varies considerably. A series of fifty
random numbers for each vegetation zone separately leads
easily either to very low or to very high numbers in the iso-
lated subpopulations. So the stochastic part of the model gene-
rates drifts in numbers, reflected in the very broad and flat
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distributions of year-catch sizes in both species (Fig. lla).
Another problem arises when displacements are introduced ^
according to Fig. 10b and c. In P. versiaolor the realized R
values clearly rise above 1.0; in C. melanocephalus also there
is a general increase, but to a lesser extent, in comparison
with the simulation without displacements (Fig. lib). This
phenomenon has recently been described by Kuno (1981) and re-
sults from the exchange in numbers between parts of the habi-
tat that alternate in suitability for the species. The model
for P. versiaolor', wherein displacements are relatively large,
and good and bad places are randomized in time and space,
considerably resembles Kuno's theoretical example and there-
fore the subpopulations steadily grow in numbers, resulting
in Fig. 11. In C. melanocephalus all places are either good
or bad in a particular year: together with the small displace-
ments in this species this leads to a much smaller "Kuno-
effect".

In order to simulate populations without long-term drift
in numbers, the introduced E distributions were therefore
adjusted for each run separately by altering the probabilities
of some R values by trial and error till a realized R was
reached within the range 0.98-1.02. The resulting year-catch
distributions are consequently normally shaped: Fig. lie.
Both in P. vevsicolov and in C. melanooephalus the range of
the year-catch sizes on a logarhithmic scale is about twice
as large as in the comparable distributions from the field
(Fig. 9a) . Next, the actual Molin-ia zone {cf. Fig. 10a) was
introduced in the model. For this zone a much higher dispersal
was programmed by applying the displacement distributions
(Fig. 10b and c) for a second time during the same activity
season. The numbers remaining in the Mol-inia after this pro-
cedure were multiplied with a introduced net reproductive rate
five times as low as for the other vegetation zones. Execution
of this version revealed that the subpopulation at the isolated
grassy field often became "extinct" and that year-catches re-
mained for long periods at the lower limit here: reflected in
the high frequency of low year-catches in Fig. lid. On the other
hand, year-catches in the zones left from the Molinia zone ƒ
often reached very large sizes. So our model of a composite '•
population with exchange between parts of the habitat shows j
that the natural rate of dispersal is not high enough to level J
off density fluctuations to the extent needed for a good fit |
with the field observations. .]

The difficulties and discrepancies described above vanish f
largely when we introduce some density dependency. This was i
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programmed as follows. The introduced R distributions were
adjusted to a mean value slightly higher than 1.0. For instan-
ce, the probabilities of the values used in P. versioolor
(see before) became 0.02, 0.12, 0.28, 0.33, 0.18 and 0.07. So,
although a subpopulation tends to grow with such a R distribu-
tion, more than forty percent of the years are s t i l l "bad".
Furthermore carrying capacities were introduced, programmed
stochastically. I t varied for P. versiaolor between the values
220, 440, 660, 880 and 1100, while in C. melanoaephalus the
series 350, 950, 1550, 2150 and 2750 was used. Each of the
five values had the same probability and was drawn randomly
year after year for each vegetation zone separately. Simula-
tions of this model, including the Molin-ia zone, gave very
robust results because every series of random numbers gaves a
realized i? close to 1.0 (Fig. l ie) . There is no longer any
need to select by t r i a l and error introduced R distributions
which give no trend in numbers. Moreover, numbers at the
grassy field did not reach the lower limit as frequently as
in the former version and the average year-catch from this and
the other subpopulations corresponded more closely to the
values from the field. Furthermore, the varying carrying capa-
city led to skew distributions of the year-catch sizes, the
right sides of the distributions in Fig. lie are comparable
to those in Fig. 9a_. By adjusting the introduced R distribu-
tions to a higher R value (which will shorten the left ta i ls
in Fig. lie) and the carrying capacities to other levels with
other probabilities i t is clear that we can find combinations
of both variables that lead to results which f i t the field
data in Fig. 9a to a s t i l l higher extent. The simulations in
this section do not prove the existence of density dependent
processes. They only indicate that the assumption of such
processes seems almost certainly necessary for a full under-
standing of the population dynamics of both P. versieolor* and
C. melanocephalus at Kralo Heath.

Fig . 11. D i s t r ibu t ions of year-ca tch s i ze s from simulat ions of a com- . •'
p o s i t e populat ion based on Fig. 10a. Each d i s t r i b u t i o n concerns four ,'j
subpopulations over f i f t y years (n = 200), averaged over ten runs . 1
Arrows ind i ca t e s t a r t numbers. Logarithms of year -ca tches higher than rj
4.75 are lumped in dashed p a r t a t the r i g h t , (a) No displacements b e - 4
tween b locks , (b) Displacements between blocks according t o F ig . 10b V
and c . (c) Idem, but introduced R d i s t r i b u t i o n s adjusted t o a r e a l i z e d t
E close to 1.0 for each run separately, (d) Idem, but Molinia zone pro- j
grammed where displacement i s high and net reproduction low. (e) Idem, f
but with random varying carrying capacities and introduced R higher ':\
than 1.0 (separate runs not adjusted t o a rea l i zed R equal to 1.0). ,\
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DISCUSSION

In this paper we have tried to show that the pattern of fluc-
tuations in subpopulations of P. vevsiooZov and C. meZanoce—
phalus at Kralo Heath is highly correlated with the weather.
Despite the fact that the accuracies of our variable year-
catch and of the resulting survival and recruitment rates are
not very large, multiple regression analysis revealed in all
cases significant correlations between these rates and weather
factors. As could be expected from the asynchrony in the fluc-
tuations of different subpopulations, dissimilar weather fac- ;
tors seem to be of importance at different sites in the popu- :
lation of P. Versi-ooZov. In C. meZanocephaZus, with its syn-
chronous fluctuations at most sites of Kralo Heath, a couple
of weather factors seems to be of more than local importance. ,
The broad and bimodal frequency distribution of the net repro-
ductive rates in this species coincides with relatively bimo-
dal frequency distributions of the selected weather factors.
This suggests that the cyclic fluctuation pattern of C. mela-
nooephaZus at Kralo Heath is perhaps caused by cyclic periods
in the weather. In some aspects the much weaker fluctuations
of P. versiaoZor resemble those of C. meZanocephaZus (Fig. 5) , j'
which may point to microclimatic factors which are important ;,
in both species. Van Dijk (1979b, unpublished) noticed already :
the important influence of temperature and humidity on egg '-.
laying, larval development and pupation in both species. On
the other hand, some of the processes underlying the correla-
tions in Table 3 are probably very complicated interactions
between abiotic and biotic factors, which may be difficult to
unravel. For instance, the hypothesis can be put forward that
the negative influence of much sunshine during the breeding
season on the survival and recruitment in the night-active
C. meZanocephaZns is caused by a high metabolic deficit at the
start of the night, therefore exhausting reserves and directing
a smaller portion of the quantity of food gathered towards the
production of eggs. Much rain in the reproductive season (of.
Table 3) may cause reduced locomotory activity and/or reduced
availability of food, resulting again in low survival and re-
cruitment. ;

The multiple regression analysis between weather factors ;.!

and survival/recruitment rates led to two other observations., i
First, the "explained" variance in the rates decreases with |
increasing number of observations and, second, the predictive |
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value of the derived regression equations is bad. This may be
due to artefacts in the method and in the data or to processes
not related to weather. We assume that part of the explanation
is that some kind of density dependency is involved. Indirect
indications for density restrictions followed from our calcu-
lations with weather data over fifty years. The natural se-
quence of weather over that period led in most of the simulated
subpopulations to unlikely high or low densities. Therefore
we idealized our regression equations between weather factors
and survival/recruitment by adjusting the distribution of the
calculated net reproductive rates close to a average value of •
1.0. Advocates of the regulation theory will object that ad-
justing R to 1.0 without the assumption of density dependency
is unrealistic because it is 1.0 due to the operating of it.
We prefer to argue the other way round: even with our "perfect"
regression equations it turns out that the densities thus si-
mulated demonstrate a larger range than observed in nature
(Fig. 9).

An essential shortcoming in the calculation with fifty
years of weather is the fact that we simulated subpopulations
separately. Exchange between subpopulations stabilizes fluc-
tuations considerably, as demonstrated by Reddingius & den
Boer (1970) and by Roff (1974) in simulations with theoretical
populations. Therefore we constructed a spatial model of a
part of Kralo Heath and introduced displacements according to
field data. Our aim again was to compare the year-catch dis-
tribution resulting from a model, including all present know-
ledge of general features in our carabid species, with those
from the field. However, these simulations met also several
difficulties. Weather influences were programmed stochastically
in the form of random series of net reproductive rates for P.
versiaolor and short runs of good and bad years in C. melano-
cephalus. As pointed out by Klomp (1962) a population influ-
enced only by weather factors is subject to a dispersive pro-
cess and will sooner or later reach very high or very low num-
bers, even under constant climatic conditions. Comparable
drifts in numbers occurred in our simulations: even the large
displacements in P. vers-icolor could not level off extreme
densities, generated by chance, to a sufficient degree. There-
fore once more the realized R values have been adjusted to 1.0
to remove trends but, even after this highly artificial proce-
dure, year-catch distributions were much broader than observed
in the field. Furthermore, the introduction of a unfavourable
vegetation zone pointed strikingly to the weakness of our
model.
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All the above exercises lead to the conclusion that the
fluctuations of numbers in subpopulations within relatively
narrow limits cannot be understood from weather and dispersal
alone. With the_assumption of a randomly varying carrying
capacity and a R slightly higher than 1.0, we were able to
demonstrate a much better fit between simulation results and
field data. It seems therefore reasonable to assume that den-
paper in this issue (Baars & van Dijk, 1983) we will present
additional field data which make it likely that this is indeed
the case in both P. versieolor and C. melanoeephalus.

We do not know yet whether subpopulations in a comparati-
vely stable environment run a negligible or a considerable risk
of extinction. Theoretically, the variances in the net repro-
ductive rates are large enough, both in P. versicolor with a
relatively narrow as in C. melanooephalus with a broad distri-
bution of R values (Fig. 8a), to expect that isolated subpopu-
lations_ become extinct sooner or later, even when the intro-
duced R is somewhat higher than 1.0 [of. Reddingius, 1971;
Roff, 1974). In comparatively small and homogeneous habitats

,;,j extinctions are therefore perhaps quite probable and this may
explain part of the difference between Fig. 9a and b. In com-
posite populations as those at Kralo Heath, exchange between
subpopulations will prevent local extinctions greatly, or will

,y* refound extinct subpopulations very soon (cf. Fig. lie). There-
s
!;'-:j fore we imagine that only (for example) a major change in cli-
r~/' mate can lead to the extinction of the population of Kralo
«•'•' H e a t h .

; ' On basis of the above we question the simulation of "sur-
'v vival times" for both P. vevsicoiox1 and C. melanocephaZus at
',•• Kralo Heath by den Boer (1981). He concluded that survival

time is not favoured in simulations with density dependency;
\ '• only restrictions or catastrophes at appropriate moments or

frequencies prolonged survival considerably. To us it seems
• premature to simulate population fluctuations with R distribu-
f tions and their autocorrelations from the field and to use
\}:[ these simulations subsequently for selection of the most fa-
|;. vourable type of density restrictions. We expect that density
|; dependency is already hidden in the census data on the popula-
ij,, tions of both species at Kralo Heath. In this paper we pre-
f sented indirect evidence for this, in the next paper in this

issue we will show that density dependency does play a part in ;|
these populations. j
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POPULATION DYNAMICS OF TWO CARABID BEETLES

AT A DUTCH HEATHLAND

II. EGG PRODUCTION AND SURVIVAL IN RELATION

TO DENSITY*
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I
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Wijster, Drenthe3 The Netherlands

SUMMARY

(1) Egg production in two abundant carabid species at Kralo
'i- Heath was estimated by summation of the weekly averages of the
,: number of eggs in the ovaries per female during the reproduc-
V tive period. For Calathus meZanoaephatus L. this variable is

correlated with the numbers of eggs actually laid. In Pteros—
tichus versicolor Sturm the number of eggs observed in the
ovaries overestimates numbers laid when food is scarce or when

;; temperature is relatively low.
(2) In two subpopulations which were investigated more in-

tensively, egg production was inversely correlated with total
catch during the reproductive season, which represents mean
density at the breeding site. It is suggested that this densi-

- ty-dependent reduction in fecundity is due to competition for
• food between adults.
; (3) In P. versiaolor the number of recruits appearing in

•5- any year was significantly correlated with egg production of
i the previous year; at low numbers of eggs in the ovaries rela-
is tively very few recruits were found. In C. melanoeephalus this
|\ relationship was more variable, but egg production was positi-
,̂, vely correlated with survival of the adults to the next season.
h' (4) Deterministic N+.-, versus NJ. models have been constructed
?; on a basis of the above relationships in two subpopulations. For

both species absolute numbers drop markedly at high densities.

Communication of the Biological Station Wijster no. 237.
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(5) Density-dependent egg production appeared to be a ge-
neral feature in other subpopulations of C. melanccephalus as
well. Contrarily, in a subpopulation of P. versioolor at a
rich site no inverse relationship between egg production and
density was found, and as a probable consequence catches re-
corded at this non-heath site were higher than those observed
at the heathland.

(6) Experiments in enclosures support the hypothesis of
density-dependent fecundity and indicate that the amount of
food is in general limited in the field.

(7) Total mean annual biomass of the seven most numerous,
polyphagous, carabid species at Kralo Heath is estimated as
180 mg per square metre. C. melanooephalus alone accounts for
two thirds of this value; intraspecific competition for food
in this species is therefore highly probable.

(8) It is concluded that for P. vevsicolov and C. melano-
cephalus densities at Kralo Heath are restricted by scrambling
for food. Below the carrying capacity abiotic factors may main-
ly determine fluctuations in numbers.

INTRODUCTION

The limited knowledge about the population dynamics of carabid
beetles is summarized by Thiele (1977) in his comprehensive
review on the ecology of carabids. He describes a number of
laboratory experiments that demonstrate the occurrence of in-
terspecific and intraspecific competition, and cannibalism
among larvae. Thiele (1977) observes that "the main disadvantage
of these data is that they have been obtained on populations of
densities 2 - 3 orders of magnitude above those normally exis-
ting in nature". He also states that, "observations on the ef-
fect of predators and parasites in carabid populations have
not revealed a significant role for them in habitat affinity
or in regulation of population size". Thiele therefore conclu-
des that biotic factors play a lesser role in the distribution
and abundance of carabids and that fluctuations within relati-
vely narrow limits as observed in carabids probably mainly
result from abiotic factors alone by "spreading of risk" as
proposed by den Boer (1968) .

In Baars & van Dijk (1983) we studied the fluctuations in sub-
populations of Pterostiohus versicolov Sturm (= P. ooevulesoens
L.) and Calathus metanocephdlus L. (Coleoptera, Carabidae) at
Kralo Heath (Province of Drenthe, The Netherlands). Results
from simulations with weather factors and random dispersal did
not fit the field data to a satisfying degree. However, the
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; . introduction of carrying capacities into these stochastic mo-
dels bridged much of the observed discrepancy. Therefore we '' }.
will look in this paper for a density dependent process that
might be powerful enough to make it probable that the densities
of these carabids are restricted quite frequently in nature.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

A description of the study area, sites of pitfall series and
the life cycles of P. versicolor and C. melanocephalus are j
given in Baars & van Dijk (1983). Data from sites described . I
there as "grassy field" and "mosaic field" play a major role f
in this paper. Animals gathered at these fields were used for \
weekly estimates of the number of eggs in the ovaries as well
as for experiments in fenced sites and at the laboratory.
Three methods in this paper are not described in Baars & van
Dijk (1983) and are treated below.

Egg production

As it is virtually impossible to sample eggs laid in the field
we have to estimate egg production from the numbers of eggs in
the ovaries. In both P. versicolor and C. melanocephalus the

i laying of eggs normally starts immediately after the first eggs
in the ovaries have matured. Van Dijk (1979b) compared the num-
bers of eggs laid during one week in glass jars (filled with
some peat) at outside temperatures and with ample food, with
the numbers of eggs in the ovaries at the start of that week
as determined in a control group. In C. melanocephalus signifi-
cant correlations between these two variables during the season
could be established, whereas in P. vevsicolor no significant
correlations were found (unless in the case that animals were
kept at constant temperatures from the beginning of the season
on; van Dijk, unpublished). At relatively low temperatures ma-
ture eggs accumulatedin the ovaries but were not laid. Also the
amount of food significantly influenced the number of eggs de-
veloped in tne ovaries (in both species) and the number of eggs

;-';(' laid (in P. vevsicolov-, van Dijk, 1979a, 1979b; Mols, 1979).
P. vevsi-colov females from the field with high numbers of eggs r

in the ovaries did not lay at the laboratory when no food was
supplied. Females of the same species stocked at the laboratory J
from the start of the season on and getting little food, developed;!
few eggs and laid even many less. -j
As index for egg production we therefore chose the sum of the ,|
weekly averages of the number of eggs in the ovaries of females •)
gathered in the field. Low numbers of eggs over the whole repro- 'j
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ductive season represents always low numbers of eggs actually
laid and probably even overestimate the latter numbers.
At higher numbers of eggs in the ovaries, numbers laid may be
smaller when temperature is low, but normally represent also
higher numbers laid due to a better food availability in the
field. Concluding, we suppose a rough but linear relationship
between the total number of eggs observed and the total number
actually laid in both species, albeit that we have for the mo-
ment no data for P. versicolor on experiments wherein besides
temperature also outside food abundance is copied at the labo-
ratory to test this hypothesis statistically.

Enclosures

In 1973 a number of small enclosures were constructed at nine
different sites at Kralo Heath (of. Fig. 1 in Baars & van Dijk,
1983) to estimate survival and recruitment in relation to ground-
water level. At each location separate 2 x 2 m enclosures were
constructed for each species; for details see Baars (1979a).
All autochthonous individuals captured at the start of the re-
productive season inside the fenced site were brandmarked, and
in most enclosures animals caught at other places were added
to reach a high starting number, In P. versieolor more than
forty individuals per enclosure were released, in C. metano—
cephalus about sixty. The number of marked beetles recaught at
the start of the next breeding season in 1974 determined the
survival rate; unmarked young beetles appearing in 1974 repre-
sented the recruitment.

In 1975 a number of enclosures was built at some heathlands in
the neighbourhood of the Biological Station to study whether
or not food abundance in the field is limited. The sizes of
these enclosures ranged between 4 and 707 m2, and they were
supplied with marked animals from the grassy field, mosaic field
and the non-heath site with series CE. Care was taken that the
densities created were within the range observed at Kralo Heath.
After some weeks the animals were recaught in pitfalls inside
the perimeter of the enclosures and the females were dissected
to count the numbers of eggs in the ovaries. Females caught at
the end of the experimental period at the field of origin were
also dissected.

Biomass estimates

Baars (1979a) described significant correlations between the
year-catch (E week-catches) and mean density during the repro-
ductive season for both P. versicoZor and C. meZanocephaZus.
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As in Baars & van Dijk (1983) the year-catch will therefore be
used as an index for density throughout this paper.

On p.152 we will compare the average densities, and bio-
masses, of these two species with the other numerous species
at Kralo Heath. For the other species the densities per square
metre are deduced from their year-catches as follows. If the

,' year-catch y is linearly dependent on the mean density around
the pitfalls d (N per m 2 ) , the mean length of the individual
activity period a (in days), the mean distance covered per day
m (in metres) and the capture chance when encountering a pit-
fall p, we arrive at: y = constant . d . a . m . p . The con-
stant represents a correction factor for the fact that beetles
do not walk along straight lines but cross a greater surface.
In other words, more encounters with pitfalls occur than can
be expected from displacements of individuals measured from
day tot day (Baars, 1979a, 1979b). This constant can be calcu-
lated for P. versiooZor and C. meZanoaephaZus from the empiri-
cal relationships y = 800.d and y = 100.d respectively and the
known variables a, m and p (Baars, 1979a, 1979b). We arrive at
the values 1.37 for the first and 1.27 for the latter species.
The closeness of these figures probably justifies the use of

, a mean value 1.32 in the remaining species. The values of a
and p in these species are deduced from different sources (of.
Table 5). The mean distance covered per day rn is calculated
from the figures known for P. versiaoZor and C. meZanoaephaZus
on the basis of the sizes of the beetles. Data on locomotory
activity measurements in enclosures (Grüm, 1976; Baars, unpu-
blished) justify such calculations.

With these formulae we can transform year-catches into rough
estimates of densities. Subsequent multiplication with the

; average wet weight (mg per individual) gives the biomass per
square metre for each species. The general application of the
formula is discussed on p.156.

RESULTS

;./' Numbers of eggs in ovaries at two study sites

: Large numbers of C. melanooephalus were caught at the mosaic
field in 1972. The weekly numbers of eggs in the ovaries of
dissected females were considerably smaller than those from

.'/ females from the grassy field, a low populated area in that
year {of. Appendix). This difference in both the number of eggs
and density between the two subpopulations remained in 1973 and
1974. In these years the same comparison could be made for P.

• vevsicoZor. In this species as well the numbers of eggs were
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higher at the grassy field than at the mosaic field, where
beetles were about three times as numerous, (of. Appendix).
In all of the five above cases the differences in the number
of eggs between the two sites were significant (analysis of
variance, all P < 0.01).

To study whether this was due to the density difference
itself or to a difference in habitat, it was decided to continue
monitoring these sites for a longer period of years. Due to the
large capture capacity of the pitfall experiments performed at
these fields (Baars, 1979a, 1979b) it was possible to dissect
fifteen or more females in each week during the reproductive
season, only in some years densities at the grassy field were
so low that weekly numbers of females comprised only three to
eight (total numbers of females dissected each season are given
in the Appendix). It appeared that the differences between both
fields were much less or absent in 1975 and 1976 and this co-
incided with a considerable lower density of both P. verst-co-
lor and C. metanooephatus at the mosaic field compared with
the years before. In P. fevsiaolor the last three years (1977-
-1979) showed again lower number of eggs at the mosaic field
in comparison with the other study site, while in C. meZano—
eephalus this phenomenon only reoccurred in 1979.

To test the supposition that the annual variations in number
of eggs have some relationship with mean density, the sums of
the week-averages were correlated with the year-catches in den
Boer's pitfall series AT/BH/BJ at the grassy field and series
CB at the mosaic field. Fig. 1 shows that at the mosaic field
a pronounced negative relation between the year-catch, our in-
dex for mean density during the reproductive season, and the
total number of eggs, our index for egg production, existed in
both species over the period studied. With Spearman's rank cor-
relation we obtained significant correlation coefficients {rs
in legend Fig. 1). For the grassy field we could add data not
treated above. In P. vevsi-ootov females caught in den Boer's
pitfall series in the years 1969-1972 were dissected later1),
while in C. melanocephdlus data on numbers of eggs were even
available from the start of the catches at the grassy field
onwards. The first year, 1963, showed a very high year-catch

) Prolonged storage in ten percent formalin does not affect
the numbers of eggs in the ovaries according to comparisons
between groups of females dissected immediately after sampling
and other groups from the same data and site stored for more
than two years in formalin at room temperature.
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Fig. I. The relationship between mean density (year-catch) and the total
number of eggs in ovaries per female (E week-averages) at the grassy
field (•) and the mosaic field (o) . P. versicolor: grassy field rs =
-0.127 (n = 11, NS), mosaic field rs = -0.821 (n = 7, P < 0.05). Line
of least squares through all points: y = -0.0997 x + 132.9 (n = 18,
r = -0.727, P < 0.0005). C. melanoaephalus-. grassy field rs = -0.591
(n = 17, P < 0.02), mosaic field i>s = -0.857 (n = 8, P < 0.02). Line of
least squares: y = -0.0323 x + 128.1 (n = 25, r = -0.646, P < 0.0005).

of C. melanocephalus and this coincided with a total number of
eggs as low as that observed at the mosaic field in 1973 when
catches there were very numerous (points far right in Fig. 1).
Largely varying numbers of eggs were observed in years with
catches lower than 100 individuals of C. melanoGephatus but in
three of these nine years (1970, 1971, 1972) the number of eggs
was considerably higher than ever observed in years with mode-
rate densities. So a significant negative correlation between
the two variables presented in Fig. 1 appeared in C. melano-
aephalus also for the grassy field. In P. Vevsicolov no corre-
lation could be observed from Fig. 1 for the grassy field, but
the numbers of eggs were of the same magnitude as at the cor-
responding densities at the mosaic field. Density at the grassy
field varied little over the period studied and year-catches
never reached the high sizes observed at the mosaic field (of.
Appendix). The reason for this may be that the subpopulation
at the grassy field looses every year many individuals to the
neighbouring unfavourable Molinia-zone, as hypothetized in

•?!
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Baars (1979b) and Baars & van Dijk (1983). Because P. versioo-
Zor demonstrates much larger displacements of the adults than
C. meZanocephaZus this density decreasing effect is presumable
more pronounced in the former than in the latter species.

From Fig. 1 it can be concluded that in both species a ne-
gative relationship exists between the number of breeding ani-
mals and the number of eggs observed in the ovaries. The obvious
hypothesis comes about that at high densities either interfe-
rence or intraspecific competition for food leads to a low egg
production. As the amount of food seems to be the principal
factor in the determination of egg production according to la-
boratory experiments with both species, we prefer the latter
possibility.

Recruitment and survival in relation to egg production

For both the grassy and the mosaic field we presented estimates
of the survival and recruitment rates over a number of years
in Baars & van Dijk (1983). When the number of eggs observed
in the ovaries fairly represents the actual egg production, a
linear relationship between the first variable and the number
of young beetles, the recruits, in the next breeding season
can be expected. In Fig. 2 the number of eggs per female in
year t is correlated with the number of recruits in year t+1 .
The latter variable is calculated from the age composition ob-
served in the breeding population (on basis of the corpora
Zutea in females, of. Baars a van Dijk, 1983). The percentages
of young females in the total number dissected are applied to
the whole year-catch to obtain the total numbers of beetles
caught in their first breeding season. A rough estimate of the
average progeny of the breeding females in year t appearing in
year t+1 follows then from the number of young in year t+1 di-
vided by year-catch /2 ) in t.

From Fig. 2 it appears that in P. VersicoZor there is a
significant positive correlation between the two variables when
the results of Spearman's rank correlation for the relatively
sparse data of the grassy and the mosaic field are combined.
This result supports the assumption made on p. 134 that in P.
vevsicoZor also the observed number of eggs in the ovaries is
related to the number of eggs actually laid. Moreover, all data

) i.e. assuming the sex ratio equal to one. In pitfall catches
females often dominate, but when large enclosures (of. Baars,
1979a) are emptied by trapping all autochthonous beetles the
number of males always comprised between forty to fifty percent
of the total number in both species.
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Fig. 2. The number of recrui ts per female compared with the to ta l number
of eggs per female in the preceding year at the grassy field (•) and the
mosaic f ield (o). P. versioolor: grassy field r s = +0.576 (n = 10, 0.05
< P < 0.10), mosaic field rs = +0.771 (n = 6, NS), combined Z = 2.134
(n = 10+6, P = 0.03). Drawn line of leas t squares through a l l points :
y = 0.0151a:-0.637 \r = 16, r = 0.713, P < 0.001). C. melanoaephalus-.
grassy field r g = +0.358 {n = 14, NS), mosaic f ield ï>s = +0.714 {n = 7,
NS), combined Z = 1.643 {n - 14+7, P = 0.10). Drawn dashed line of leas t

squares: y = 0.0154 x + 0.189 (n = 21, r = 0.193, NS).

together for this species (Fig. 2) show that a total of 13.9
recruits developed from 1594 eggs observed in ovaries, i.e.
0.87% (range 0.08 - 1.59%). This figure is in fair agreement
with results from breeding experiments in the field. Van Dijk
(unpublished) released 3162 eggs laid at the laboratory in out-
side enclosures over a number of years and recovered 23 young
beetles or 0.73% (range 0.00 - 3.96%). The similarity of these
percentages indicates that in general our summation of week-
-averages of numbers of eggs in ovaries also represents roughly
the absolute numbers actually laid. However, at low numbers of
eggs relatively very few recruits are found in the next year.
This may point to several things. Either mature eggs remain
longer in the ovaries than normally (thus causing "double
countings" in our Z week-averages), or eggs are not laid but
resorbed, or eggs are immediately eaten after laying by the
female herself, or the eggs are worse than eggs laid in years
with normal numbers of eggs in the ovaries.

In C. melanocephatus, the species for which we have l i t t l e
doubt about the relationship between eggs observed in the ovaries
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and eggs laid (van Dijk, 1979b), the relationship in Fig. 2 is
considerably less clear. Obviously, mortalities in the different
developmental stages vary much more from year to year than in
P. vevsioolor. This large variation in reproductive success is
presumably due to the weather, as hypothesized by Baars & van
Dijk (1983). When the results of the Spearman's rank correla-
tions for the separate fields are combined, the relation between
the two variables in Fig. 2 is significant only at the 0.10
level. In most years 100 eggs observed in ovaries result in
one recruit or less, and there is some tendency to the pheno-
menon in P. vevsiootov, i.e. relatively few recruits at low
numbers of eggs compared with the ratio between recruits and
eggs at higher number of eggs. No egg transplantation experi-
ments as in P. veTsiaolov have been performed because until
recently eggs laid by C. melanooephalus at the laboratory could
not be traced in the substrate. Instead, van Dijk (unpublished)
released over a number of years a total of 9604 first instar
larvae in empty enclosures in the field and recovered a total
of 507 young beetles in the next years (5.28%, range 0.15 -
34.30%). In combination with the 1.70% (range 0.07 - 8.38%) of
the numbers of eggs which resulted in recruits as can be cal-
culated for all data in Fig. 2 together, this means that pro-
bably two thirds of the eggs laid in the field do not reach the
first larval stage•

In Fig. 3 the number of eggs is related to the survival of
the breeding animals to the next season. The survival rate is
also calculated according to the age composition in the breeding
season of year t+1 {of. Baars & van Dijk, 1983 and the Appen-
dix) . In C. melanocephalus the calculated survival rates were
sometimes distinctly higher than the maximum value of unity,
but in Fig. 3, and in the calculation of the regression equa-
tion presented there, these aberrant values are set at one.
In P. vevsicolov there is, according to Fig. 3, no correlation
between egg production and survival. Contrarily, in C. melano-
oephalus the survival of the adults at the grassy field is
positively correlated with the number of eggs the year before
and for the mosaic field the same tendency can be observed.
Combination of the Spearman's rank correlations gives therefore
a significant positive relationship between both variables,
although as in Fig. 2 the variation is considerable. If food
shortage results in low numbers of eggs, the above result sug-
gests that it probably also affects the condition of the
breeding adults themselves. Either more adults starve during
the season or die somewhere before the next season due to
smaller reserves built up in the spent period before the dia-

pauze. 1
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Fig. 3. The survival rate of the breeding animals compared with the to-
tal number of eggs per female in the preceding year at the grassy field
(•) and the mosaic field (o). P. versiaolor: grassy field rg = -0.127
(n = 10, NS), mosaic field rs = +0.314 (n = 6, NS), combined Z = -0.175
(n = 10+6, NS). Drawn dashed line of least squares through all points:
y = -0.0006 x + 0.612 (n = 16, r = -0.067, NS) . C. mlanoeephalus%
grassy field rs = +0.543 (n = 14, P = 0.05), mosaic field rs = +0.643
(n = 7, NS), combined Z = 2.207 (n = 14+7, P = 0.03). Drawn line of least

squares: y = 0.0039 x + 0.122 (n = 21, r = +0.376, P < 0.05).

.V.. I1

A deterministic model of subpopulation sizes

It is interesting to study the numerical consequences of the
relationships between density, number of eggs, recruitment and
survival, described in the preceding sections. To that end we
calculated lines of least squares through the combined data
points of the grassy and mosaic field (see the legends of Figs.
1-3). In doing so we neglect the large variation in most of
these diagrams, and, moreover, extrapolation of the equations
to values higher or lower than observed in the field may not
be fully justifiable. In such a hypothetical subpopulation of
P. vevsicolor no eggs in ovaries will be observed at year-
-catches higher than 1333 (Fig. 1) , while recruitmc.it drops
to zero when females have over the whole season a total number
of only 42, or less, eggs in the ovaries (Fig. 2) . Combination of
the two equations presented in these Figures by substitution
of the variable "number of eggs" gives that the number of re-
cruits in year t+1 can be calculated as -0.000753#! + 0.686/1/̂
(wherein N, represents the year-catch in t). At N. = 10 the
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!\ number of recruits caught in the next year will be about seven,
V at JUj. = 911 no recruits will appear. Fig. 4 shows that total

recruitment sharply (at least with log log scales) decreases
1. at year-catches higher than 500. Survival rate in P. versioolor

I P versicolor
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C melonocephalus
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Fig. 4. Hypothetical relationship between log year-catchy j and log
year-catchy on basis of observed correlations between density, number
of eggs, recruitment and survival. Dashed parts at year-catches higher
as observed in the field represent linear extrapolations of the regres-
sion equations calculated from Figs. 1-3. The crossing of the thin line

Nf) with the predicted line of numbers of survivors and recruits
together is indicated with arrows.

is not related to the number of eggs (Fig. 3) and therefore
kept at a constant value: 0.5il/£. The addition of the recruits
and the survivors gives a line which runs, for the greater part
of the range of year-catch sizes observed in P. versiaolov,
very close to the line Nt+1 = ^t (Fi9- 4 ) • A t l o w densities
the net reproductive rate is about 1.2, at the highest densi-
ties recorded in the field i t is about 0.6. The "equilibrium
vear-catch" according to this deterministic approach agrees
reasonably with the average year-catch calculated for the grassy
and the mosaic field combined: 247 against 276.

In C. melanoeephalus the females have (according to an
extrapolation of the equation given in Fig. 1) no eggs in the
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ovaries at year-catches of about 4000 animals or more. When we
suppose that one percent of the eggs result in a fully grown
beetle in the next breeding season the number of recruits in
t+1 depends on the number of breeding animals in year t accor-
ding to 0.01 x (~O.O323Nt + 128.1) x N+,/2 = -0.000162^ +
0.64QNfc. For the number of survivors a similar formula can be
constructed in this species. Substitution of the variable
"number of eggs" in the equations given in Figs. 1 and 3 gives
that the number of old beetles in year t+1 follows from
-0.000126tf| + 0.621#£. From Fig. 4 it appears that the slopes
of the curves representing the recruits and the survivors start
to decrease at year-catches of about 1000 individuals, while
at the highest year-catches observed in the field the absolute
numbers of both recruits and survivors start to drop. The ad-
dition of both categories gives that also in C. metanoaephalus
the detenninistically derived net reproductive rates are very
close to one. At Nt = 10,R = 1.26 (.Nf+j = 6.4 + 6.2), at
Nt = 2500,i? = 0.54 {Nt+2 =

 5 9 1 + 7 6 6>• T h e "equilibrium year-
-catch" of 903 is considerably higher than the average year-
-catch of 466 at the grassy and the mosaic field. When we sup-
pose that at low numbers of eggs both recruitment and survival
are much lower than in our model, this discrepancy is largely
accounted for. For example, if we assume that recruitment and
survival become zero when less than fifty eggs are observed
in the ovaries, i.e. assuming steeper slopes than calculated
in Figs. 2 and 3, the "equilibrium year-catch" is 560.

Fig. 4 demonstrates that at high densities a reduced fe-
cundity (and also a reduced survival in the case of C. melano—
oephatus) forms a powerful factor for potential restriction
of the numbers in a subpopulation. Of course, the use of deter-
ministic values for recruitment and survival is a major simpli-
fication. In Baars & van Dijk (1983) we demonstrated signifi-
cant correlations between these variables and certain weather
factors. If we assume that intraspecific competition for food
underlies the sharp restrictions of subpopulation sizes depicted
in Fig. 4, the implicit supposition of a fixed "carrying capa-
city" in our model is also not very true to nature. The total
amount of available food will undoubtedly vary in space and
time, presumably also partly due to weather circumstances.
Moreover, the variance of our index for density, the year-catch,
is considerable (af. Baars & van Dijk, 1983). All the above
implies that an actual Nt+1 versus N+. plot for field data will
demonstrate a large scatter as shown in the following section.
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Egg production and year-catches in other subpopulations

After the discovery of the reduced fecundity at high densities
at two study sites the data on dissected females of C. melano—
cephalus from other subpopulations were analysed to see whether
or not the observed relationship in Fig. 1 is a general one at
Kralo Heath for this species. The numbers of eggs in females
caught in the pitfall series N, Z, AG, AY and BB {of. Fig. 1
in Baars & van Dijk, 1983) have been counted during several
years after 1962, and continuously from 1969 onwards. The mate-
rial comprised fifty-six year-catches with 6463 females dis-
sected in total. The average numbers of eggs per female per
week were summed over the whole reproductive season as before.
In two periods, 1969-1972 and 1975-1978, catches at some sites
were so low that more or less reliable week-averages could only
be obtained by pooling the data from two or three series with
similar low year-catches. This reduced the number of samples
to forty-five. Fig. 5, right part, shows that essentially the
same negative correlation occurs between egg production and
density in these other subpopulations together as previously
noticed for the grassy and the mosaic field. Extrapolation of
the calculated line of least squares predicts that no eggs will
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Fig. 5. The relationship between year-catch and the total number of eggs
in ovaries per female at other sampling sites. P. versiaolor>: abandoned
arable land over 1975-1979 (pitfall series CE) rs = +0.300 (n = 5, NS).
C. melanoaephalus: subpopulations at Kralo Heath over 1963-1979 (pitfall
series N, Z, AG, AY and BB) rs = -0.687 (n = 45, P < 0.001). Line of
least squares: y = 0.0316 x + 134.0 (n = 45, r = -0.625, P < 0.0005).
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be observed at year-catches higher than 4244, resembling the
value found in Fig. 1. The supposed linearity between the num-
ber of eggs and year-catch at such high densities can only be
tested in experiments, the highest year-catches actually ob-
served at Kralo Heath are 2591 and 2445 (AG, 1962, 1963), 2408
(AT, 1963), 2125 (BB, 1967) and 2336 (CB, 1973). Fig. 5 also
shows that the number of eggs is on average highest at very
low year-catches. Obviously, even at densities of about 0.2 -
1.0 individuals per square metre (year-catches of twenty to
hunderd individuals) no "underpopulation" effects (Klomp, van
Montfort & Tamines, 1964) occur in this species, unless most of
the eggs observed in the ovaries are not fertilized at low den-
sities. The data in Fig. 2 disprove this supposition. Figures
corresponding to Figs. 2 and 3 could not be constructed for
these other subpopulations because dissected females were not
classified into old and young, or the estimated age compositions
were not reliable because of a large variation in criteria
applied by the many workers involved with these samples.

Unfortunately, no females of P. versicolor have been dis-
sected from catches at other sites at Kralo Heath, The only data \\
available are from the non-heath site CE {of. Fig. 1 in Baars K-'
& van Dijk, 1983). Pitfall trapping at this arable site started {?•
in 1973 when the field was taken out of culture. Within a year
a grassland developed which is mown once a year. By removal of
the hay it is hoped that the remains of former agricultural
dressing will decrease and that the field will develop into
heathland. Because of the large amounts of potential carabid
prey caught in pitfall series CE, compared with the series at
Kralo Heath, we consider this field as still very rich in food.
Fig. 5 shows that egg production at this site is independent
of density. It is suggested that here intraspecific competition
for food plays no role at the observed densities and that con-
sequently higher densities may occur than observed at Kralo
Heath. The numbers of P. vepsicoZov caught in series CE in-
creased from 117 in 1973 to 1403 in 1979 and 1107 in 1980.
Such high catches never occured at Kralo Heath; in a total of
125 year-catches from eight subpopulations the four highest
year-catches were 709 (BB, 1967), 749, 790 and 764 (CB, 1972,
1974 and 1977).

If the relations between fecundity and density depicted in
Fig. 1 hold in general for all sampling sites at Kralo Heath,

' the plot of ^t+1 Versus N-^ for the year-catches of all eight
subpopulations distinguished at Kralo Heath should resemble
the hypothetical curves in Fig. 4. However, Fig. 6 shows scat-
ter diagrams from which it is difficult to detect density de-
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Fig. 6. The relationship between log year-catchy 7 an£3 log year-catchy
for a l l eight subpopulations at Kralo Heath over 1959-1980. Drawn line
represents N-fr+j = ^t- Dashed lines separate the observations at the
twenty lowest respectively highest year-catches in year t from the remaining.
Lines of least squares (not drawn): P. versicolor y = 0.717 x + 0.612
(n = 112, T = 0.740, P < 0.0005), C. melanoaepkalus y = 0.692 x + 0.685

(w = 112, r = 0.742, P < 0.0005).

pendency". Although the slopes of the lines of least squares are
smaller than unity (cf. legend Fig. 6), the two-way regression
test proposed by Varley & Gradwell (1968) reveals "functional"
regressions very close to Nf+j = ^t: 2/ = 1.013a; - 0.092 in P.
vevsicolov and y = 0.973a; + 0.136 in C. melanocephalus. Yet,
Fig. 6 does not contradict Fig. 4. For a more detailed examina-
tion of Fig. 6 we separated the twenty lowest and highest N^
values from the remainder. In all cases these twenty points
stem from at least six different subpopulations. The average
net reproductive rates, calculated as exp (E In R/20), for
these selected data are 1.29 and 0.72 in P. versicolor, and
1.71 and 0.48 in C. melanocephalus. These values are compara-
ble to the deterministic ones from Fig. 4, listed on p.142,143.
If we superimpose on the curves of Fig. 4 a large variance
caused by the weather, for example, this stochastic variation
will mask the supposition that the relationship between N-^+j
and N-fc is not linear, especially at high densities where the
deterministic curves bend. From Bacirs & van Dijk (1983) we
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expect that the influences of weather are very important in
many years. Predictions based on our deterministic model alone
will therefore be bad as often as predictions from the "weather
equations" presented in that paper turned out to be.

Many authors (of. Reddingius, 1971; Pielou, 1974) have ex-
plained that a log N-fr+i on log N-f. regression which deviates
significantly from a slope equal to one cannot be considered
as decisive evidence of density dependence. From the above we
can add that also the opposite situation, slopes not signifi-
cantly different from unity, does not show that density depen-
dency plays no role. The only way to prove that the low and
high net reproductive rates at high and low densities respecti-
vely in Fig. 6 are not accidental but due to, for example, food
abundance is by field experiments. In the next section we will
describe some preliminary manipulations with density which
suggest that the assumptions underlying the deterministic model
in Fig. 4 are to a large extent valid.

Experiments in enclosures

The first experiments concerned the relationship between survi-
val or recruitment and groundwater level. From the start of the
experiment in spring onwards water levels sank till September
1973, when at all sites it was one metre or more below the
field. In autumn it rose, at two sites to the very surface in
January 1974. At four sites water level came no higher than one
or two decimetres below soil level, while at the remaining
three locations it remained below eighty centimetres during
the whole winter. In Table 1 we lumped the data from the sites
according to the above categories. From Table 1 it appears that
in P. -Oevsiaolov the survival from 1973 to 1974 was high, on
average fifty-five percent. The two sites partly flooded in
winter showed no distinctly lower survival rate. The number of
recruits was very low or zero everywhere. Recruitment rate mea-
sured at the grassy and the mosaic field, according to the age
composition of the breeding population in 1974, was also lower
than survival rate, but it was considerably higher than obser-
ved in the enclosures. As we created unnaturally high densities
of more than ten individuals per square metre in these experi-
ments, compared with 0.3 m at the grassy and 0.9 m~ at the
mosaic field, it is likely that egg production diminished
greatly in our enclosures due to competition for food. In C.
melanooephalus survival to 1974 was small at the wettest, and
higher at drier locations. On average survival was similar to
that at the grassy and mosaic field during the same year.
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00

Survival

Enclosures

Sites 2,7
Sites 1, 3, 5, 8
Sites 4, 6, 9

and recruitment in

1973
number

breeding

93
149
140

enclosures

TABLE

compared

P. vevsioolor
1974 surv. 1974
old rate young

44
95
71

0.47
0.64
0.51

0
2
3

1

with

recr
rate

0.00
0.01
0.02

estimates from

1973
number

breeding

121
250
166

catches in the field

C. melanocephalus
1974 surv. 1974
old rate young

23
68
73

0.19
0.27
0.44

0
6
0

recr.
rate

0.00
0.02
0.00

Total

Pitfall series

AT/BH/BJ (grassy field)
CB (mosaic field)

Average

382 210 0.55 0.01 537 164 0.31

0.78 0.26 0.43

0.01

224
666

126
687

0
"1

.56

.03"
80
104

0.
0.
36
16

105
2336

71
440

0.
0.
68
19

12
113

0.
0.

11
05

0.08
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TABLE 2

Average number of eggs in females transferred to enclosures with and without
additional food.

Species and period
(with site of origin)

Field site Enclosure with Control enclosure
additional food

12.1 (n = 77) 13.6 (17)

9.6 (106) 11.7 (10)

P. versioolor
8 May - 2 June
(AT & CB)

9 June - 2 July
(AT & CB)

C. melanocephalus

14 August - 3 September 7.6 (82) 11.3 (19)
(AT & CB)

15 September - 25 September 2.3 (107) 4.9 (16)
(AT & CB)

10.6 (30)

6.9 (9)

7.4 (20)

1.7 (11)

TABLE 3

Average number of eggs in females transferred to enclosures with different
densities (d, number of animals per m ) .

Species and period
(with site of origin)

Field site Enclosure Enclosure Enclosure
with lowc? with middled with high c

It

P. vers-icolor

23 May - 12 June
(CE)

6 June - 27 June
(CE)

20 June - 4 July
(CE)

d = 0.57 d = 0.20 d = 0.41
19.8 (n = 26) 15.7 (21) 17.5 (21)

d = 0.57 d = 0.20
24.2 (16) 8.9 (7) X

d = 0.57 d = 0.20 d = 0.41
10.8 (16) 6.3 (12) 3.0 (16)

C. melanoeephalus

28 August - 10 September d = 3.4 d = 1.0 d = 2.9
(CB) 9.5 (28) 8.2 (21) 7.8 (19)

4 September - 18 September d = 3 . 4 c?=2.9
(CB) 4.4 (32)

17 September - 25 September d = 3.4
(CB) 3.2 (29)

d = 8.6
5.0 (21) 5.2 (6)

d = 1.0 d = 2.9
3.3 (22) 3.1 (20)

d = 0.88
13.2 (26)

d = 0.82
4.1 (7)

d =-- 0.82
4.1 (16)

d = 27.0
5.2 (30)

d = 25.9 j
3.1 (29) -\

d = 27.0 I
1.1 (22) |
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Recruitment at these fields was small, even at the low popula-
ted grassy field (one individual per square metre). However,
average recruitment in the highly populated enclosures {fifteen
individuals per square metre) was eight times lower than the
average of both fields. Although these figures are not very

\ convincing they suggest the same explanation as proposed for
P. Vepsicolov. decreased egg production at high densities.

While the above experiments were performed without the
preconceived meaning of testing density dependent fecundity,
in 1975 a number of more directed experiments were done. Some
of which involved two large enclosures of 707 m . One was sup-
plied with minced meat every other day. Table 2 shows that the

1 average number of eggs was higher in females from the enclo-
; sure with additional food in all experiments. This difference

was significant for both species when the statistical results
from the two experiments were pooled (combined Mann-Whitney
test, P < 0.05). In a simultaneous series of three experiments
in each species the hypothesis tested was wether density it-
self may influence food abundance, resulting in lower egg pro-

i duction. In the first and last experiment in P. vevsiooZor
•f different numbers were released in enclosures of the same size
; (156 m ). In the middle experiment the same numbers were re-
T. leased in enclosures of different sizes (156 and 39 m ).
•'( Table 3 shows that the numbers of eggs at the highest density
• were always smaller than those at the lowest density (combined

Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.05). Furthermore/ females from the
site of origin contained significantly more eggs in the ovaries

:" than those transferred to the enclosures some weeks before.
This corroborates our observation in the previous section that
food abundance at the non-heath site CE is better than at the
heathlands. In C. melanoeephalus the first and the last expe-
riment involved the same numbers in different enclosures (113,
38 and 4 m ) , in the middle experiment of Table 3 different
numbers were released in equally sized enclosures (12.5 m ).

• In all experiments the average number of eggs was higher at
f the low density than at the high density (combined Mann-Whitney
; test, P < 0.02). The above results support the hypothesis that
<•_ in both species intraspecific competition for food may reduce
jf fecundity, and imply that food availability is in general li-
; mited at Kralo Heath. In the next section the average biomass
! of these two species is compared with an estimate of the total ,:j
!•- carabid biomass at this heathland, to see how dominant P. Ver- ;j
\; siaolop and C. melanocephatus are.
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TABLE 4

Numbers of the most numerous species caught at Kralo Heath from 1959-1967 with corresponding estimates of
densities and biomasses

Species Size

(mm)

Wet Catches Mean Length Distance Capture Mean Mean
weight (n = 57) year-catch act.period _ chance density biomass
(mg) (days) (m.day-1)

n s t
(.m-2)

y a
3)

(mg.nT2)

1. Calathus melanoaephalus 6 - 8 23.6 28080 492.6 60

2. Pterostiahus versiaolov 9 -12 55.7 13549 237.7 90

3. Amara lunioollis 7 - 8 25.6 15357 269.4 80

4. Calathus erratus 8.5-11 59.6 2520 44.2 70

5. Pterostiahus lepidus 11 -13.5 100.6 3770 66.1 90

6. Harpalus latus 8 -10 44.8 3329 58.4 100

7. Pterostiahus diligens 5.5- 6 9.8 4434 77.8 100

4.2

7.0

4.8

6.2

7.8

5.7

3.6

0.3

0.9

0.8

0.4

0.9

0.7

0.7

5.13

0.31

0.66

0.19

0.08

0.11

0.23

121

17

17

11

8

5

2

!) From females caught in the reproductive season and weighed after one year storage in formalin.
2) From den Boer (1977).
3) From Baars (1979b) and unpublished data (P.J. den Boer, pers. comm.).
't) For species 1 and 2 from Baars (1979b) , others calculated via the size ratio.
5) For species 1 and 2 from Baars (1979a), for species 4 from W.J. Tjallingii (pers. comm.), for species 3 and 6

deduced from Luff (1975), for species 5 and 7 guessed.



Biomasses of cavabids at Kralo Heath

Den Boer (1977) lists fifty carabid species from which ten or
'.';• more specimens were caught in the pitfall series at Kralo Heath
•; from 1959-1967. For the seven most numerous species a rough
;;, _ calculation of their average biomass over this period is made
!4 according to the formula given on p.135. From Table 4 it fol-
V lows that the total biomass of the adult stages of these spe-
') cies was civca 180 mg per square metre per year. Biomass of
'•• [ all carabids will thus have been probably no more than 200 mg

per square metre from 1959-1967. It is remarkable that the
biomass of the autumn breeder C. meZanocephaZus alone accounted
on average for more than half of this figure and this means
that during August-October this species will generally be the

\ dominant predator in the community of the soil surface. The
only other autumn breeder among the species listed in Table 4
is CaZathus evvatus,the remaining are spring breeders, active
from March to July inclusive. The biomass of these five spring
breeders together is less than half that of the two autumn
breeders together. Within the first category P. vevsicoZov

| and Amava Zunicollis are most dominant. It is not known in how
>' far the diets of these spring breeders overlap. Amava and Hav-
y palus species are generally believed to be more phytophagous
I than other carabid genera, while for example Ptevostichus Ze—
;; pi-dus is considered to be almost completely carnivorous {of.
;'• Thiele, 1977) . However, Hengeveld (1980) examined the gut con-
.•! tents of large numbers of P. vevsicolov and P. lepidus caught
4 at Kralo Heath and found that about half of the specimens had
;, plant material in their guts besides remains of animal origin.

He did not dissect specimens of the other spring breeders lis-
ted in Table 4. From this Table and from the above it is to

: be expected that P. vevsicolov is probably more bothered by
interspecific competition for food than C. meZanooephalus.
It is very likely that the latter species may influence the

r amount of food available by its own density at sites and years
; when subpopulation numbers are very high.

DISCUSSION

The rough method, used in this paper, of estimating egg produc-
tion by summation of the weekly number of eggs observed in the

I'. ovaries is certainly not applicable to all other carabid species. In;?
j'. both Harpalus vufipes and Ptevostichus madidus females laid
!=' no more eggs at the laboratory than the peak number of eggs
i\ observed in females during the reproductive season (Luff, 1973,
' 1980, 1982). These species have one batch of eggs in a season,
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in contrast to the species in this paper which lay at a rela-
tively constant rate throughout the breeding season (van Dijk,
1979a, 1979b). Pterostichus oblongopunotatus also belongs to
the latter category. In this species Heessen (1980) found a
significant correlation between the weekly number of eggs in
the ovaries and the weekly number laid. Heessen also noticed
that egg laying in P. obtongopunatatus was largely influenced
by the amount of food supply and by adult density. This all
corroborates with our findings and hypotheses about P. versi-
oolov and C. melanoeephatus, whose egg production seems to
depend on the density of the breeding animals. According to
experiments on egg laying in the laboratory and experiments
in enclosures the most probable cause for the observed inverse
relationship is intraspecific competition for food. In the
case of P. vevsicotoY1 we noticed that survival rate was not
related to density. It is possible that the quantity of food
in the field is mostly sufficient for the adults to stay alive
but that egg production in this species is coupled to the
abundance of prey of high quality. In C. melanocephalus low
numbers of eggs also coincided with low survival rates of the
adults to the next breeding season. This is quite the opposite
relationship to that found by Murdoch (1966) for Agonum fuli-
gznosian. When egg production and consequently the number of
young beetles in the next year was low, the survival of the
adults to the next season was high in this species, and vice
versa. As in A. fuliginosum fecundity also seems to be depen-
dent on food supply, Murdoch suggests that the above repre-
sents a buffering mechanism; after years with scarce food sup-
ply the population will be less decreased and after years with
abundant food less increased than in the case when survival
is not inversely related to fecundity. Apart from the fact
that this phenomenon could not be confirmed for the same spe-
cies by another student (Wasner, 1977) , nor in experiments
with P. versicolor and C. metanooephalus (van Dijk, 1979a),
the stabilizing effect of such a mechanism is only to damp
fluctuations. Intraspecific competition for food limits the
range of densities and therefore regulates absolute numbers.
When at high densities, resulting from abundant food or very
favourable weather the year before, individuals scramble for
food, numbers decline faster in one or two years when low
recruitment is accompanied by low or moderate survival of the
adults.

In our deterministic model (Fig. 4) the net reproductive
rate is very close to one over a large part of the range of
densities observed in nature, so here weather factors (of.
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Baars & van Dijk, 1983) seem to determine to a great extent
the actual net reproductive rate (Fig. 6). A careful conclu-
sion is therefore that in our two species density is occasion-
ally restricted, more or less according to the theory of Milne
(1957), and that below the carrying capacity intraspecific
competition as a "perfect"density dependent factor is less
important than density independent factors. The central ques-
tion in the dynamics of P. vevs'icoZoT and C. meZanoaephaZus
becomes whether at low densities the net reproductive rate is
on average noticeably higher than one because of the relative-
ly abundant food availability or whether further declines in
numbers are merely prevented by a appropriate frequency of
years with suitable weather and or by immigration from other
sites. From Fig. 1 and from the simulations resulting in Fig.
lie in Baars & van Dijk (1983) we got indications in favour
of a, on average, high net reproductive rate at low densities.
However, in view of the large and not precisely known variances
in our data, it seems to us impossible to determine the sepa-
rate parts played by weather, dispersal and density dependence \
from the existing data. To unravel this problem convergence
experiments (Nicholson, 1957; Murdoch, 1979) are most promising. •
Another future line of research can be the extension of recent
work by Mols (1979), who modelled metabolism, egg production
and locomotory activity of P. Vevs-iaoZov in relation to food
abundance and distribution in the laboratory. If the latter •
variables can be measured in the field, subpopulations can be
simulated according to causal relationships instead of the
descriptive models outlined in Baars & van Dijk (1983).

The results in this paper contrast with the view of Thiele ;

(1977) that biotic factors are in general quantitatively not
important in the dynamics of carabid species. Recent investi-
gations on polyphagous carabids also do not support this view.
For example, parasitism of adult beetles is seldom extensive,
as found also in this study. However, Luff (1973) noticed that
females of P. madidus infested with a nematode parasite had
small ovaries and laid no or few eggs. Numbers caught in the \
peak of the activity period dropped from 370 (0% infested) in
1968 to 16 (61% infested) in 1972, so Luff (1982) presumes that /;
nematode parasitism was either a delayed or a inverse depen- i
dent factor in P. madidus. Furthermore, predation on P. versi- :'i
color and C. melanocephalus has not been studied at Kralo '4
Heath. Some measurements of mortality rates in enclosures /|
(Baars, unpublished; van Dijk, 1979a, 1979b) point to low va- J
lues during the reproductive season, for instance 0.003 per f
day in P. versioolor. This implies that predation on the j
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adults is no key factor. However, Grüm (1975) studied mortality
patterns in wood-inhabiting carabid species and found much
higher mortality rates during the active stages, i.e. in the
breeding adults (0.018 - 0.042 per day) and in the soil-dwelling
larvae (0.008 - 0.027 per day). He suggests that active indivi-
duals run a high risk of predation (by frogs) and therefore
dense populations, influencing food abundance and consequently
demonstrating a high locomotory activity, will probably suffer
a higher mortality rate. Although Grüm (1978) demonstrated that
species with high densities have higher mortality rates than
species with low densities, he did not test this hypothesis
properly by comparing data from different years for the same
species. Finally, we have at the moment no clear indication
that larval cannibalism in P. vevsicolov and C. melanocephalus
is notable in the field. But experiments with quite natural
densities of larval stages by Heessen & Brunsting (1981) indi-
cate that cannibalism among larvae of P. oblongopunotatus may
be an important factor in the restriction of the population
size. As these authors found even more important mortality
among larvae caused by food shortage, and a very high mortality
of eggs caused by predation (Heessen, 1981), as well as a den-
sity dependent fecundity (Heessen, 1980), it remains to be
shown which biotic factors are mainly responsible for keeping
the population of P. oblongopunctatus within relatively narrow
limits. In a convergence experiment with this species (Bruns-
ting, 1983) the initial density differences vanished in one
or two years because of a much lower recruitment rate a high
density and a higher rate at the density lower than the con-
trol. This rapid equalization coincided with a general decrease
in density, presumably caused by the weather, except for the
low populated enclosure. In conclusion, a variety of biotic
factors may be quantitatively important in carabid dynamics.
We are convinced that studies on biotic factors will provide
some clues for a fuller understanding of the dynamics in most
carabid species.

Despite the widespread use of pitfall traps for quantita-
tive sampling, Thiele (1977) lists only one paper regarding
densities and biomasses of carabids in (semi)natural habitats.
Heydemann (1962) found a mean density of 43 carabids per m2

of the grassy regions of a German polder in August/September,
representing a biomass of more than 1500 mg per m2. This is
considerably higher than our estimate of 200 mg per m 2 of all
carabids at Kralo Heath over the whole year. Primary production
at heathland is considerably lower than at most other open
natural habitats. When density of the most numerous species
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in a habitat depends on the food abundance, as made likely in
this paper for P. versioolor and C. melanocephalus, the above
comparison suggests that total carabid biomass will depend on
total prey biomass and is therefore indirectly dependent on
primary production. At the moment there is only one study
where a variable representing primary production is related
to carabid biomass. Grüm (1976) estimated densities of wood-
-inhabiting carabid species in a comparable manner to the
method described on p.135 . Total biomasses ranged between 90
and 255 mg1) per m2 and total biomass production (eggs, larvae,
pupae and juveniles) between 190 and 500 mg per m2. Both were
correlated with the amount of organic nitrogen in the annual
leaffall (ranging between 2 and 13 g per m 2 ) . It would be very
interesting to test the probable relationships between food
abundance and carabid biomass by creating different levels of
primary production, for example by varied dressing within the
same habitat, and to track the responses in the total carabid
population. The reverse experiment has been undertaken at
sampling site CE as described on p.145.

In view of the above it is hoped that the method described
in this paper to estimate biomass per m2 from year-catches may
be widely used by carabid workers. The variables in the formula
y = constant.d.a.m.p. are all relatively easy to establish ).
The rough relationships between year-catches and density, ob-
tained in this way, can be tested with pitfall series placed
in enclosures populated with known numbers of marked beetles
{of. Baars, 1979a). Knowledge of the natural range of densities
for a large number of carabid species will also considerably
facilitate the performance of convergence experiments. This
type of test provides a quicker answer to the guestion of
whether a population of a certain carabid species is regulated
or not than by the tedious work underlying the analyses pre-
sented in this paper and in Baars & van Dijk (1983).

' Dry weights in Grüm (1976) were converted to wet weights I
by a factor of x 2.5. 4

' When pitfall series comprise smaller or larger dimensions :4
than a total perimeter of three metres, proportionally ,|
smaller or larger constants than 1.32 (p. 135) have to be used. ,?
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APPENDIX

Year

t;

Year-
catch1}

Perc.
old2 '

Surv.
rate3 '

Pterostiahus versieolor

Grassy field

Recr.
rate-)

Egg number 5)

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Mosaic

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

111
125
131
146
277
379
277
177
97
152
223.

206.
47.
60.
105.

66.
80.

164.

field

749
666
790
307
592
764
417
238
97

.7

.3

.3

.3

.0

.3

.7

.7

.7

.7

.0

.0

.0
,7
.0
.3

Calabhus melanooephalus

Grassy

1963
1964
1965
1966

1967

1968
1969
1970

field

2408
926
256.
452.

760.

148.
31.
24.

7
7
3
7
7
0

not det.
not det.

not det.
not det.
not det.
not det.

30.0

34.9
55.8
44.1
22.1

61.1

80.8
49. 1
72.8
83.5

60.7
not det.

not det.
56.5
86.9
85.0

47.2
55.4
67.7
67.9

not det.

not det.
not det.
not det.

20.6

23.6

47.4
41.2
66.7

X

X
X
X
X

X
0.22

0.22
0.31
0.69
0.32

0.56
0.18
0.63

"1.27"

0.53
0.73

X

X
0.50

111.03"
0.33

0.91

0.72
0.37
0.39
X

X

X
X

0.36

0.40

0.09
0.09
0.50

X

X

X
X

X

X

0.51

0.42
0.24
0.87
1.14

0.36
0.04
0.65
0.48
0.10
0.47

X

X
0.39
0. 16
0.06
1.02
0.58
0.18
0.18
X

X
X
X
1.40
1.28
0.10
0.13
0.25

not
not
not
not
not
not

135.6
108.7
112.1
143.6
98.2
98.7
137.5
86.8
88.4
121.8
164.7
not

not
46.8
62.6
141.2
91.9
38.6
82.0
108.0
not

60.7
115.1
87.0
108.8
103.5
119.4
131.0
171.6

det.
det.
det.
det.
det.
det.
(320)
(261)
( 77)
( 86)
(284)

(209)

(269)
(104)
(120)
(176)
(169)

det.

det.

(151)
(270)
(411)

(254)

(239)
(226)
(239)
det.

(621)
(471)
(135)
( 61)

(468)

( 92)
( 36)
( 19)

& • •
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Continued

Year

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Mosaic

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Year-
catch

34.
73.
105.
83.
24.
7.
11.
76.

468.
308.

field

1050
2336
553
305
71

227
395
1168
274

7
0
3
3
3
0
7
7
0
3

Perc.
old

33.3
30.2
60.0
85.6
83.2

88.9
52.9
25.2
25.8

not det.

23.1
54.5
79.5
71.5
30.3
52.0
58.9
82.8

not det.

Surv.
rate

0.48
0.64
0.87
0.68
0.24

0.26
0.87
"1.65"
"1.57"

X

X

"1.21"
0.19
0.39
0.07

"1.66"
"1.02"
"2.45"

X

Recr.
rate

0.96
1.47
0.58
0.11
0.05
0.03
0.80
4.91
4.53
X

X

1.01
0.05
0.16
0.16
1.53
0.72
0.51
X

Eyg number

192.8
147.9
119.6
105.1
87.6

128.1
130.9
108.1
109.9
not

74.9
59.8
65.5
92.4
128.6
161.6
116.1
87.8
not

( 30)
( 97)
(132)
(228)
(200)

( 44)
( 34)
(127)
(268)
det.

(246)
(341)
(240)
(371)
(280)
(245)
(252)
(250)
det.

f

••si

é

' Grassy field: catches in pitfall series AT, BH and BJ averaged;
mosaic field: catches in CB.

z) That part of the year-catch that participates for the second or more
time in reproduction (according to the number of old females observed
in the total number of females dissected).

3' Fraction of beetles from the preceding year that survived to the
year concerned.

) Ratio between the number of beetles that reproduce for the first
time and the number of all beetles in the preceding year.

5' Average number of eggs in the ovaries per female over the whole
reproductive period (Z week-averages). Total number of females
dissected between brackets.
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SUMMARY

The research presented in this thesis started summer 1972 and concerned
the measurement of locomotory activities of two abundant carabid beetles
at Kralo Heath (Province of Drenthe, The Netherlands). Subpopulations
at this extensive heathland were defined by the sites of pitfall series.
Numbers of Pterostiohus versiaolov Sturm (= P. aoerulescens L.).. a
spring breeder, showed asynchronous and moderate fluctuations from site
to site, while catches of Calathus melanoaephalus L., an autumn breeder,
fluctuated more vigorously and in parallel at different sites. The ori-
ginal goal of this study was to gain insight into the exchange of beetles
between subpopulations.
In this respect the most fruitful results were obtained by the daily
tracking of beetles labelled with the isotope ^92Iridium. The distance
covered per day was on average 7.0 m in P. versicolor and 4.2 m in C.
melanoeephalus, and this difference was in accordance with the difference
in size (10.5 and 7 mm respectively). Both species showed over periods
of some days up to some weeks two types of walking behaviour. Random
walk involved relatively small displacements in non-correlated directions
whereas directed movement resulted in much larger displacements in more
or less the same direction day after day. These patterns of movement
alternated in each individual; consequently a certain subpopulation
included at any moment both sedentary as well as dispersing members.
Random walk probably results from frequent encounters with food, while
directed movement may point to searching for (clusters of) food as well
as to escape from unfavourable circumstances like unsuitable habitats.
Such a habitat is for example fields of Molinia oaerulea and neither of
both species is probably capable to avoid these tussock-grasslands. Rapid
rectilinear travel will lead animals, drifted into this habitat, towards
more suitable areas sooner or later. The manner in which beetles suc-
ceeded to keep the same direction of walking day after day (P. versiao-
lor) or night after night (C. metanooephalus) has not been studied but,
speculatively, a geomagnetic sense may be involved.

From the above it is concluded that dispersal by walking in these cara-
bid species is a result of normal locomotory activities and that dis-
placements are larger in nature than has been expected from small-scaled
capture-recapture experiments with carabids.
The current opinion that survival of adult carabids from reproductive
season to season is negligible was tested by recapture of brand-marked
individuals in the field. Some specimens of P. versiooior even became
4 or 5 years old, and simulations with the observed patterns of movement

1 revealed that such individuals may reach sites more than one kilometre
from their original starting point. Although mean life-span in C. mela-
noaephalus is the same, nearly two years, long-lived individuals of this
species cover probably at most only 400 metres as the crow flies during
successive reproductive seasons.

\l In the past there has been considerable doubt about the usefulness of
' pitfall catches for estimating densities,. However, the total catch in

a pitfall series during a reproductive season, including pre- and post-
spent periods, turned out to be highly correlated with the mean density
as measured in a nearby enclosure at the beginning of the season.
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Simulations with different amounts of random walk and directed movement
did indicate that within a large range of the ratio between these pat-
terns of movement the observed positive relation between year-catches
and densities remained roughly the same. Therefore, the course of subse-
quent year-catches can be safely taken as an index representing the
course of the actual densities. Mean density of P. Versicolor at Kralo
Heath over 1959 - 1980 was circa 0.3 individuals per m2 whereas that of
C. melanocephalus was circa 4 per m2. The observed correlation between
year-catch and density in these two species led to the general formula
y - constant.d.a.m.p (in which the year-catch is linearly dependent on
density, length of the activity period, meters per day covered and cap-
ture chance). Application of this formula to all carabid species at
Kralo Heath revealed a total mean annual biomass of circa 200 mg fresh
weight per square metre.

Splitting of year-catches into young and old beetles according to the
age composition of dissected females gave values for survival and re-
cruitment rates. These were correlated with weather variables during the
reproductive season as well as in other periods of the year. In all cases
significant multiple regression coefficients were found, pointing to the
important influence of weather in the dynamics of both species. However,
simulations with weather data from 50 years as well as simulations with
a spatial model of Kralo Heath did not reveal catches with the range and

'/ distribution of the year-catches from subpopulations observed in the
field from 1959 - 1980. It is concluded that besides weather and dis-

:,„ placements another factor is involved, preventing subpopulation numbers
-j to rise above the highest densities recorded at the heath. A density

dependent factor was found by a study of the number of eggs in the ova-
'• ries of females. The sum of the weekly averages of the numbers of eggs

represents probably a rough index of the actual numbers of eggs laid.
The total number of eggs observed was correlated with the year-catches.

•_ A significant inverse relationship between fecundity and density occurred
in both species. Transfer of females from the heath into enclosures with
additional food, or from a rich non-heath site into enclosures at heath-
land, resulted in higher and lower numbers of eggs respectively. Enclo-
sure experiments with different experimental densities confirmed the
hypothesis of density dependent fecundity.
From a deterministic model, based on the observed relationships between
year-catch, egg production, survival and recruitment, it is concluded

.. that a reduced recruitment at high densities is potentially a powerful
factor for restriction of numbers. The calculated effect is large enough

if to explain why densities at Kralo Heath remained below certain levels
;i, for more than two decades. So, although weather seems to play an impor-
: : tant role in the fluctuations of numbers from year to year, densities
!• 1 are frequently restricted in both species due to scramble competition
{ for food. The central question in the dynamics of both P. versieolor
,'. and C. meZanoeephaZus now becomes whether at low densities local extinc-

tions are only prevented by exchange between sites and an appropriate
frequency of suitable weather or, alternatively, whether a relative

•/:' abundance of food may rise the net reproductive rate at low densities
to values higher than one. Some observations point to the probability
that the latter phenomenon plays a role but only convergence experiments
may adequately solve this question.
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STELLINGEN

Het weerleggings-risico van de risicospreidings-theorie is klein.

- P.J.den Boer,1968. Acta Biotheor. 18 : 165-194.
- A.D.de Groot,1961. Methodologie. Mouton & Co,'s-Gravenhage.

II

Het door Kuno beschreven effect dat diersoorten in instabiele milieu's
een lagere uitsterfkans hebben indien in aangrenzende leefplaatsen het
reproduktieve succes sterk wisselt, impliceert ook dat in populaties
levend in stabiele heterogene terreinen regelmatig dichtheidsbeperkin-
gen optreden.

- E.Kuno,1981. Oecologia 49 : 123-i26.
- Dit proefschrift, artikel 3.

III

Voor Taylor's "power law" zijn andere verklaringen waarschijnlijker
dan die van Taylor & Taylor die gebaseerd is op dichtheidsafhankelijke
aggregatie en dispersie.

- L.R.Taylor,1961. Nature 189 : 732-735.
- L.R.Taylor & R.A.J.Taylor,1977. Nature 265 415-421.

IV

Loopkevers doen het lopend.

- Dit proefschrift, blz.

V

Eutrofiëring wordt gezien als de neest waarschijnlijke oorzaak van de
huidige toename van grassen, met name Molinia aaerulea, in heideterrei-
nen. Prefereert men een paarse boven een groene of gele hei dan zal men
na het afplaggen van het pijpestrootje veel frequenter moeten branden
dan tot op heden gebruikelijk is.

VI

De suggestie van Waite & Hutchings dat fenctypische plasticiteit de
oorzaak is van de variatie tussen populaties van Plantago aoronopus
is niet gerechtvaardigd omdat de genetische variabiliteit niet is
onderzocht.

- S.Waite & M.J.Hutchings,1982. Oikos 38 : 333-342.

VII

Het door Greenwood, Harvey & Perrins gebruikte startpunt van dispersie
gedrag door jonge koolmezen - de nestkast waar ze geboren zijn - is
onjuist omdat de ouders na het uitvliegen een fourageergebied opzoeken
dat ver van de broedplaats verwijderd kan zijn.

- P.J.Greenwood,P.H.Harvey & C.M.Perrins,1979. J.Anim.Ecol. 48:123-142.



VIII

De waarneming van Quinn s Bashor dat Nereis virens in Massachusetts een
osmoregulator is kan tot de conclusie leiden dat N.virens de eerste
soort binnen de Nereiden is waarbij werd waargenomen dat wormen van
verschillende populaties sterk kunnen verschillen in osmoregulerende
eigenschappen.

- R.H.Quinn & D.P.Bashor,1982. Comp.Biochem.Physiol. 72
- M.A.Baars,1972. Intern Verslag NIOZ.

263-265.

IX
14,

Aan de meting van primaire consumptie met behulp van C kleven nog
meer onzekerheden dan aan de *4C methode voor de schatting van de
primaire produktie, en de methode van Daro kan onder veldomstandigheden
zowel tot sterke over- als onderschattingen leiden.

- M.H.Daro,1978. Helgolander Wiss.Meeresunters. 31 : 241-248.
- M.H.Daro,1980. Meteor Forsch.-Ergebnisse 22A : 123-132.

De discussie tussen Longhurst & Herman en Ortner, Wiebe & Cox over de
verticale verdeling van zoöplankton in relatie tot die van algen geeft
aan dat deze onderzoekers mogelijk niet doordrongen zijn van de ver-
schillen die er tussen diepe chlorofyl maxima kunnen bestaan.

- A.R.Longhurst & A.W.Herman,1981. J.Mar.Res. 39 : 353-356.
- P.B.Ortner,P.H.Wiebe & J.L.Cox, 1981. J.Mar.Res. 39 .- 357-359.

XI

Uit wetenschappelijk en sociaal oogpunt is de Kederlandse oceanografie
meer gediend met arbeidsintensieve en deeltijdbanen bevorderende pro-
jecten dicht bij huis dan met de kapitaalsintensieve Snellius II expe-
ditie naar Indonesië in 1984.

XII

De uitzonderlijke geografische positie van de waddeneilanden heeft tot
veel wetenschappelijk onderzoek naar haar bewoners geleid, maar het
aantal proefschriften over de mens in het waddengebied is niet te verge-
lijken met die over dier en plant.

XIII

De gedachte dat in dierentuinen de dieren zich wel bevinden omdat veel
soorten zich daar voortplanten kan verworpen worden als men zich voor-
stelt hoe de mens zich onder dergelijke huisvestings-condities zou
gedragen.

XIV

Qn met Montag te spreken komen tijdens het doen van de afwas de beste
wetenschappelijke invallen op.

- S.Montag,1980. Over de afwas, de doodstraf, dienstmeisjes, Dinky
Toys en nog het een en ander. De Bezige Bij, Amsterdam.
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